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Preface
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.1

This document is a ompendium of specific drunk driving topics and issues 'for each of the ma*,
planning steps of a public information program.

These lists were compiled from a review of canwaign materials from organizations around the
country. The intent is to provide alcohol coordinators with the 9pportunity to read messages and
planting ideas used by others and to provide suggestions for further deyelopment by local planners,
advisory committees, focus groups, and advertising agencies working on fheprogram. It is, of course,
necessary that specific strategies be "localized" to reflect the needs yf the comnMnity.in which the
message would(be used.

This resource should be useful in writing public information -plans and position statements, prepar-
ing speeches, briefing volunteers, studying for talk show appearances, and the like. It is hoped that this
manual will 'help develop more effective 'materials for changing public attitudes and behaviors about
drunk driving.

In addition, there are several 'drunk driving television public service announcements available to
illustrate some of the items as indicated by the number in the right column. (See Master List in the
Appendix.) These spots may be borrowed tq use on the air or to use as "trigger films" with groups. They
are available from the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institpte (fonberly "I'11 Highway
Traffic Safety Research Institute) in Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109, or from your State's' I ligh<vay Safety it
Department.

1
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STEP I: Select Program Strategies

4

. s
After you haVe identified the significant problems to be rectified by yaur public information program and other
information needs to be met, it will be necessary to select your specific goals, objectives, and strategy points from
the listspelow. Some points might be useful for public information campaigns while others might be used more
informally on a radio talk show or in a speech to-'a small group. Still others are points more properly made by
others outside of your organization as part of your =14tworking" Effort (work with private corporations, citizen
activist groups, and the like).

These issues should be "localized" to reflect more accurately the needs of the target community (e.g. use of local
statistics, specific names of organizations) and be written in proper objective setting form.

1

Gfenerl Information .Messages

1) Identify the extent to which drinking drivers exist on the PSA which illustrates correspond-
nation's streets and highWays. Number of persons killed on ing point (see Appendix 1).
our highways (statistics revised 1-2-84): 8, 11, (26), 35, 36, 37, 38, 67.

250,000 people have died in alcohol-related accidents in
the last ten years. ti

Presently, 25,000 people are killed each year in alcohol
related accidents.

500 people are killed each week in alcohol-related
accidents.

71 people are killed each day in alcohol-related accidents.

, 1 person dies every 20 minutes in an alcohol-related auto
crash.

NOTE: Show that the public should,be encouraged to think
of the lives these numbers represent when they hear statis-
tics. Communicators should "localize" statistics when pos-
sible and keep the human and social consequences of these
figs es "up front." We have heard these statistics to many
time's That we are almost immune to their meaningunless,
of course, someone we care about is injured or killed.
"These numbers do not represent nameless, thinly drawn

1
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figures." "The 25,000 figure Means nothing to a mother, but
tier daughter was everything." There is a story behind each
statistic. These are the compassionate human components
of the problem. It's a "drunk driving epidemic in cur coun-
try. Statistics are faceless and sorbetimes a poor measure of
what has occurred because, they tend to lose all human

-qualities. Each face was capable of love, affection, and con
tributing some good to the world. If we 10505,000 people a,
year from a disease, rpany would take action. At one time, it
was the public's understanding that we must accept the
high number of traffic fatalities on our highway. "Take the
'high' numbers out o'highway'." "We want to start a safety
epidemic." ."The statistics are of pandemic proportions---
previously reserved for battle field reportin6-."
if

Show that no one feels total/1 comfortable with DWI statis-
tics;they are-the best measure we have. In fact, we realize
that many. of you_ might have-problems with statistics in
general. But, the point is, .these statistics, even ,the gross
numbers', are significant even if we factor in a margin of
error.

N..

'Show that in addition to existing elevated drunk driving
statistics, -there are a,high number,of highway crashes
whete it is impossible to prove that alcohol wayabsolutely not
a contributing factor.

'Remember, you will never have the names of the people
you saved, only those who died.

2) Over two rfiillion drunk driving collisions occur each year.

3) Ironically, the United States has one of the safest highWay
systems in the world due, in part, to highway design chat,
acteristics, guard rails, highway markings and signs. There
are relatively few highway fatalities for every 100 million
miles that Americans drive. But the portion of our accidents
involving alcohol is one of the highe in the world.

4) Over 50 percent of all fatal highway crashes involving two
or more cars are alcohol-related.

5) Over 60 percent of all fatal single car crashes are alcohol-
relata

6) Relatively fjw problem drinkers, about 7 percent of the
driving population, account for over 66 percent of all.alco-
hol- related fatal crashes.

7) Show that drunk driving is the most often committed violent crime
in the United States today. Some 18,000 Americans were killed
by firearms and, in 1981, there were 22,515 murders. These
figures do not equal the 25,000 people killed in alcohol-

. related crashe.s. "We are talking about a crime with a death
toll surpassing the number of homicides annually, a crime
that injures more people and more seriously than assaults
with deadly weapons, a crim4 that does more, property
damage than the forgers, urglars and robbers all added
together."

2



8) A large percentage Qf those arrested for drunk driving helve
been arrested for other crimes.

9) If is estimated that one out of .very 'two Arnyficans will be
involved in an alcohol-related ccident in lvi-seor her lit9time.

10) The average drunk driver involved in fc .rdshes-*on
highway has a .17 blood filcohpl concen Yl

?,
Csver,

almost -double the level for prestrined in most
states. To reach this level, a NO lb. Tr4 j mple,would
have" to have about 13 drinks of r:.(86 proof) or c_31,even
beers within a four hour period.

11) Over 50 percent of alLadult pedestrian accident#'iiivplVe an
intoxicated pedestrian.

.
.

.

12). For all Americans between 5 and 35 years old,. Motor
accidents is the number one cause of death. Over 501-rcent
of these accidents are caused by drunk drivers.

la) Eighty percent of all fatal alcohol-related auto crashes occur.
between 8 p.m. and 8 a.m.

14) Between 8 p.m. and 4 a.m. on weekends, 10 percent of all
driv4rs are legally impaired or. drunk, in some parts of the
country. "One out of the next 10 motorists coming your way
is drunk."

15) Of every 200 to 2,000 drunlcdrivers on the road, only one is
arrested. Therefore, the probability of a drunk driver get-
ting caught is statistically small.

k

NOTE: Since this statistic 'offers no support to the general
deterrence moel, you might consider saying that the prob-
abilities of being arrested still could be high because: 1)
these are national statistics and probabilities vary from area
to area (in fact, California says they are arresting one out of
every 200); 2) police now do selective enforcement around
known establishments"they know the whereabouts of
drinking drivers;" 3) police now are looking for use of alco-
hol in all pull-overs for moving, violations; 4),with'the use of
"sobriety cheotkpoints", the chances of getting caught are
greater than tver. Even if you have learned to mask the
appearance of drunkenness when behind the wheel, ypu
will get caught going through the roadblock "you can't
fool the PBT;" 5) our State has a citizen and react group
radio and telephone reporting system"citizens know the
visual detection cues and are helping the police;" 6) police in
smaller jurisdictions are getting together periodirally on
weekends, engaging in multi-jurisdictional enforcement
and making more arrests; 7) police and individual ipatrol .

officers are committed more than ever to making arrests; 8)
in this State, if you get caught and arrested for drunk driv-
ing, you will he convicted, fined, and sent to jailafter all, it

$
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is the conviction rate of the'area that is important; 9).police
are now making arrests in parking lots, shopping centers,
etc., and arresting-even if the drunk driver is sitting-hehind
the wheel,keys in the ignition and the engine off (in "phys-\, ical control ); 10)15how that police are dedicating patrols for
catching speeders during high risk times (using radar-traps,
etc.), which'Often restilts in an increase in the apprehension
of'DWIs as officers have an eye out for drinking and driving
as well. Speed is now considered a co-issue with drunk
driving.

There are more arrests for drunk driving in the United
State's than for any other gime. Show that, of all crimes,
sirunIZ driving leads the nation in tte number of arrests. In
1980, there were 9,686,940 arrests. The major categories:
driving while intoxicated (1,303,933), larceny theft
(1,123,823), general drunkenness (1,049,614), disorderly
conduct (724,404), drug offenses (533,010).-

16) According .to a recent Allstate Insurance Company study,
drunk drivers ai'e estimated to cost American taxpayers $21-
24 billion dollars a ye about 9 billion for lost product
8 billion in health, malleal and treatment programs, and 8
billion in other related' costs). Specific costs include dis-
abling injuries, lost work days, fatalities, personnel costs,
property damage,-t*worker compensation, admastrative
costs, tort claims, and- other indirect costs (productivity,
work disruptions, labor disputes, readiness).

NOTE: Communicators should stress tha drunk drivers, in
additioti to being a health, safety, and so ial liability to the
community, are .also "an conomicliabil" y to the taxpay-
ers." Ask a locat investigative reporter t add up what it
coststo arrest; prosecute;sonvict, educate and treat drink-
ing drivers in the cornmWy.

17) Most Americans drink., .OVeg 80 percent admit to driving
after drinking.

0

18) When drinkers are at the presumed leayel of intoxication, the' 4, 16, 17, (30), 49
risk of causing an accident is six tiAes greater than non-
drinking drivers.

Identify the alcohol crash risk. The nature and magnitude of
the risk created By alcohol-impaired drivers should be. es-
tablished to form the basis for public information (and other
countermeasure programs). The size of the problem will
have to be established to persuade the public and public
officiAls to take and support action to reduce risk. Calculate
.alcohol-related crash losses in terms of deziths, injuries, and
costs. Comparisons cod be made with other risks deemed
imp-ortant enough for official community action (fire, crime-,
disease and pollution). Precisely establishing the risk is also
ecessary for the evaluation of proglinms designed to re-

duce it.

19) Surveys show that 77 percentrof all Americans support
mandatory prison sentences even for first time offenders.

4 9



20) To equal the yearly number of DWI deaths, we would have
to have an equivalent of an Air floe ida crash (Washington,
D.C., 1982, where 78 people were killed) each day of the
year.

NOTE: Ecti,iate the attention, media coverage, and emotion-
-41 reactions of this tragic event. X.et,. daily driiiik driving
crash fatalities go unnoticed.

21) Although drunk driving is a problem that pervades all age
groups of obtr licensed population, teenagers are overrepre-
sented in drunk driving statistics. "Each number, each sta-
tistic represents a young America') who left us too soon,
unfulfilled, a bud that has never flowered nor had the
chance to seed another generation of young Americans."

Teenagers are about three times more likely to be in a crasl%
than the average driver, whether considered as a function
of the number of licensed divers in each age group, or the
amount of mileage they travel.

Teenagers are also more likely than any other age roup to
be involved in a crash in which alcohol use is a factor.
Teenagers are about two and one-half times more likely to
be in such crashes than the averagg driver. This iS true
despite the fact that only about one-third of the 16 and 17
year olds involved in fatal crashes are found to have been
drinking. This proportion rises with age to one-half for 22 to
24 years old, and then declines slowly with age to one out of
seven for drivers 65 or older. One should note that even
though the proportion of crashes in which the driver has
beep drinking increases through the early twenties, the rate
of such crashes is highest for teenagers.

Drivers agect 1017 are overinvolved in accidents in general
by a factor of.41-.05 to 1. That is, given their vehicle miles of
travel, they are involved in 4.05 times as many accidents as

..would be expected. Another way of saying this is that their
accident rate is 4:05 times as high as the accident rate aver-
aged over all age gups.

Drivers 18 years. old are involved in 2.79 times as many
alcohol-involved fatal accidents as would be expected ac-
cording to their vehicle miles travelled (or 2.79 times higher
than the average for all age groups).

The number of fatal alcohol-involved accidents per 100 mil.-
lion vehicle miles travelled is presented. Drivers 19 years
old, for example, have 4.44 fatal alcohol-involved accidents
per 100 million vehicle miles travelled compared to drivers
22-24 years 40'; who have 3.10 alcohol-involved fatal acci-
dents per 10frmillion vehicle miles travelled.

The result shows clearly that teenaged drivers have the
worst alcohol accident record of any age group.

The most recehttatistics from the U.S. Department of
Transportation and the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration include (statistics revised 1-2-84):

5
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Teenage drivers are involved in 1 out of every 5 fatal
accidents that occur with close to 9,000 teenager9 (15-19
years old) killed in motor vehicle accidents in 1980.

Almost 60 percent of fatally injured teenage drivers.were
found to have alcohol in their blood systems prior to their
crash, with 43 perceilt at legally intoxicating levels (i.e.,
greater than or equal to .10 percent blood alcohol
concentration).

Of the 25,000 persons who die each Year in drunk driver
accident, ,55000 of those victims are teenagers. That
means that 14 teenagers die each day in drunk driver
accident.

AlC0110) involvement in teenage fatal accidents $s at 1 st
three Gilles greater in nighttime accident ween 8 I
and 4 AM) than it is in daytime. acciden (betweim 4 A 'I
and 8 PM).

In addition, teenage driver's are inAved in 1 out of every
4 injury accidents, with a total of 650,000 inured teen-/

agei-s in 1980. Alcohol is involved inclose to 2C1 percent of
injury producing accidents, which means that, 130,000
teenagers are injured per year in drunk driver accidents.
So, 14 teenagers die and an additional 341 teenagers are
injured in alcohol related crashes per day.

Although teenagers comprise only 8 percent of the driver
population and account for only 6 13ercent of the vehicle
miles travelled in this country, they add up to 17 percent
of all a&-ident involved drivers and at least 15 percent of
all drunk drivers in accidents.

Think of this: 01 330 children born today in the U. S.
(about the size of a small grade school), one- "will die and
four will sustain serious or crippling injuries in an alco-
hol-related crash before they reach the age of '24.

The Surgeon General has reported that life expectancy
has kmproved in the U. S. over the past 75 years for every
agelroup except one. The exception is the 15-24 year old
Amrican whose death rate is higher today than it was 20

years ago. And the leiading single cause of death for this
age group is drunk driving.

Ns if the pain and suffering were noOnough, insurance
companies have estimated that teenage drunk driver acci-
dents alone are costing society close to 6 billion dollars per
year imdamages, hospital costs, lost work, etc.

22) 5001)00 DWI deaths have occurred in the past 20 years
(1962-82).

23) About 65% of the inmates in prison today committed crimes
under the influence of alcohol.

24) Show that unless we manage to reduce the risks, every
I
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American now stands-a 50-50 chance of being involved in an
alcohol related crash at some time in his or hei lifetime.

.

25) rhero are over 20 million people on the ro,id with invalid
driver licensed (1982).

,
26') While over 25,000 people are killed each year, 640,000 more

are injured in highway accidents involving alcohol.

27) In general, statistics show that drunk driving is a significant
problem in every community in this nation -

28) "Before .this presentation is over, four more persons will die
because of drunk drivers."

29) Over 250,000 people, have dial in alcohol-related accidents
in the last ten years. That is four times greater than the
number of men and women killed in Vietnair. "Drunk driv-
ing statistics equal battlefield proportions."

30) For too long, drunk driving has been socially acceptable and
even condoned as part of our American "macho" image.
Macho indeed. Men account for 9() percent of all drunken
driving arrests.

31) Show the extent and seriousness of DWI problem nationally
(number of crashes, injuries, deaths, economic and societal
costs, lost- productivity).

32) Identify the time of day or time of year when most alcolucl-
related traffic collisions occur in your local area.

33) Cite specific state/community data and alcohol-caused or
related crash stories.

34) Show the approximate number of local alcohol-related traf-
fic deaths andhighway collisions that have occurred in your
state or area during each of the most rffent years.

ti

I.
.1 , 25, (F)

(19),. 30,

35) Show statistics to the target audience in such a manner that
the personal danger drunk driving presents will be realized.

36) Show there is no typical drunk driver. This theme must 49
emphasize that persons of all ages and socio-economic
groups are being arrested for DWI, e.g., these drivers are
not just "skid row" bums, reckless teenage'rs', alcoholics,
"gang types," or(irresponsible persons.. Remember, not
only "drunks" are arrested for drunk driving.

Show that there arc many types of drunk drivers. They
include:

the inexperienced drinker who is also an inexperienced
driver;
the sociopath who holds laws generally in disdain, in-
cluding those that require experience in responsible
4iving;
frw problem d- rinker Who has "lifestyle" difficulties on the

7
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job or at home and who uses excessive drinking as an
escape mechanism;
the suicide, who is unable to cope and is ",supported" by
alcohol or ether substances and chooses the car as a
means for "ending it all" or uses excessive drinking as a
sign that help is needed;
the social drinker, who sometimes imbibes to excess and
dr.ives;

A the alcoholic, who drinks because "he or she has to" and
drives because "he or she wants and
the troubled drinker, who consciously or unconciously
uses drunk driving as a sign for crying out to others that
help is needed.

37) Show that the public is not fully aware of the drinking
driver problem. For example; if 200 people were killed in a
plane crash, the media around the country would carry the
story on the front page. Even when 500 people get killed
each week by drinking drivers, it goes unnoticed. Show that
alcohol-related highway crashes is a gradual epidemic, a
coutiniiing series of small-scale tragic events rather than a
single- catastrophic event and that these events hapOen in
increments.

NbTE: Communicators should adapt this principle to the
local community:Tor example, say that if 3 local children
were to get polio, it would be termed an epidemic. Wt, if
several young adults ge tilled by drunk drivers, each death
is viewed in isolat

38) Show that the driiik river should fear three things: 1)
having an accident; ening caught; and 3) readying stiff
court penalties.

\1.

39) Refer to a specific local DWI incident, e.g.., an accident
where-twin girls were killed, and the impact this event had

, on their immediate family, friends, and the community.

40) State reasons why people start to drink and continue to
drink to excess, e.g., low self esteem; inability to deal with
the stress and strain of their lives; inability to maintain satis-
fying relationships with individuals important to them; in-
ability to assess critically their drinking behavior; akid igno-
rance of their own physiological predisposition.

41) Describe particular social situations in which persons are
encouraged.by their peers to drink more than they should.

42) Establish the concept of drunk driving as a social issue. 70
Establish public familiarity with the acronyms DWI, DUI,
etc.

43) Show that alcohol-related crashes are the leading cause of
accidental death in the military. In 1982,. over 500 service
personnel lost their lives in all motor vehicle accidents.
These figures do not include accidents by civilian military
employees. Over half of these were alcohol-related. Drunk
driving arr ?sts are the leading way 1pilitaryyersonnel get
tracked into alcohol treatment pro-grams.

3
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-)r344) Illustrate the combined effects of driving while under the k 7, 25, 26
influence of alcohol and a prescription or illegal drugs. Cite
statistics.

45) Illustrate that while a drinking; drive-r_may not be "legally"
drunk at impaired levels, his ability.to react will be seriously
impaired.

46) Compa-re "legal" BAC with "safe:' BAC limits.

47) Explain the antabuse ter disulfiram programeas a poSsible 29
deterrent. (Antabuse -is a harmless drug which when com-
bined with alcohol induces violent illnessi.lt is not a cure. It is
only one possible way to keep a dr.inking driver off the
road.)

48) Ilse general "Don't Drink and Drive" theme;. 40, 41, 42, 43

49) Describe th&t respective roles of DWI countermeasure (10)
groups in your area.

50) Describe special holiday season activities which often result (22), 24, 44, 46, 57
in increased incidents of drinking and driving.

51) Refer to your program as the "drinking" driver program
rather than the "drunk" driver program in order to include
those driving at "impaired" levels.

52) Show that our society, .while sensitive to the dangers of
hazardous toys and the dangers of smoking, continues to

'accept a high number of alcohol-related traffic fatalities. It is
known that alcohol causes more damage than cigarettes. .

But, Mille tho government requires warning labels on ciga-
rettes, they .do not require them on alcoholic beverages.

3) Define BAC. (Focus groups suggest that a pie chart could be
used to show the small amount of alcohol- in the blood
needed to be considered legally drunk.)

54) Sholiv that general deterrence works better and longer when
DWI is treated as a safety issue rather than a moral one.

55) The timing is right for.Irdwingi attention to the drunk driv-
ing problem. Generally, statistics show that as economic
times get tougher, drinking increases.

56) Show the importance of maintaining A "political will," an
awareness and countermeasure efforts toward drunk driv-
ing. We peed to "institutionalize the problem." Some peo-
ple are thinking about forming State Foundations
specifically for this purpose.

57) Show that the cost of the DWI pro am is less than the cost
(personal and social) of failing to c trol it.

58) Show that liquor advertisements alone are not the cause of
our high drunk drivi9g problem. Russia has banned liquor
advertising for years,)ret they have one of the highest alco-
holism problems id the world.

9
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59) Show apt many Americans feel guilt and confusion about
drunk driving since over 80% of the driving population
admits to some drinking and driving. It is no wonder that
many feel they potentially could have been the cause of an
accident"There butfor the grace of God go I." This "guilt"
may reduce their involvement in the counternicasure effort
which would effect the over-all impact of the community
program. These people may feel resistant for one of the
following reasons:

Fear that increasl law enforcement efforts will catch
them driving aftTr social drinking.

The belief that they will have to change their patterns of
socializing-in order to avoid driving after social drinking.
They also believe that since_ they've often driven home
after drinking and always made it, there is no reason for
"this big deal abotit drunk driving." .

k

They feel guilty when.they hear about drunk driving trag-
believing that because they have driven after social

drinking, they could have been the quge of such an acci-
dent. They are afraid that if thqy were to stop an intoxicat-
ed friend or acquaintance from driving, They would open
cm p their own behavior to embarassiNt scrutiny.

They unconsciously understate the likelihood that an in-
toxicated friend will cause a -problem when he oi' she
drives because they themselves have driven after social
drinking without difficulty, and-hence do'not intervene.

They are influenced by the people with whom they live,
work, or socialize. Those who drink and drive have a
tendency to accept the practice as normal behavior. This
"c habitation factor" acts as a reinforcegiaent,of denial.
Thi is true for members of various countermeasure orga-
nizations (polite, prosecutors, judges, etc.) If, for exam-
ple, some police are "light" on drunk drivers,new officers
joining the force will have a tendency to follow the. norm. .
Insufficiint understanding of alcohol's pharmacological

,

action and the uncontrollable, addictive behaVior of the
problem drinker; hence, th fear that they are interfering
in another person's free cho if they act on behalf of a

\64
friend or acquaintance, who ma be an alcoholic.

)w that any of these reasons may keep a concerned mem-
ber of ,t :a public from taking action. They may be reluctant
to support such control measures as stricter laws, roadside
checks to derect drunk drivers, or mandatory treatment
programs; they may hesitate to vote, for conviction when
serving on a jury for A drunk driving case; they may oppose
spending public funds for improved enforcement; and they
may fail to take effective personal actions, such as discour-
aging an intoxicated friend from, driving. Certainly, one
major line of -effort in1public information should counteract
the confusion and guilt produced by the public's misunder-
standing of the problem and reinforce the natural dire of 15
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people to become involved in efforts to alleviate a serious
problem if they feel they gain'personallv from the effort and
contribute something personally to the 'solution.

These people need to know, for example, that We average
nighttime drinkikg driver killed on the highway has had
about 15 drinks More getting behind the wheel. They must
understand-that they are not part of this population.

The drunk driving program must take a special effort to
involve these people in helping reduce drunk driving and
develop, in effect, a new constituency for the control
system.

"I'm.real tired of that old excuse 'There but for te-grace of cod go
----damn it, there by the grace of God go my innocent dadgliti!r, my
son, my wife, my husband."

60) Show-that most people overestimate the likelihood that they
will b$,,arrested for drunk driving, but underestimate the
likelihood that they will be involved in a crash caused by a
drunk drivei-. As a result, they fear the police more than
they fear chronic drinkers who drive.

61) Show that a drunk driver is not always someone who is or
appears lo be totally out of control. A legally drunk driver is
not always "swerving all over the road ", is not always "un-
able to walk", is not always "barely able to get into the car",
is not always someone who throws up before getting in the
car, or iS not always someone who "doesn't know where
they are".

NOTE: In fact, many drinking drivers, at the .10 BAC level,
do not even exhibit some of the typical "visual detection"
signs that patrol officers use.

62) Show that one beer (12 oz., 4% alcohol) equals one glass of
wine (4 oz., .12% alcohol), equals one shot of hard liquor (1
oz., 50%, 100 proof alcohol). Show that it is the amount of
alcohol in the drink, not the type of drink which is
important.

63) Show the importance of referring" to drunk driving inci-
dences as "crashes" (not "accidents" or an "incident" or
-"mishaps"). One doesn't drive forty miles over the speed
limit, through a stop sign, and head on into oncoming trill:
fic "accidentally"4TV NEWS REPORTER: "Three peopre
died today in car' accidents, and four more were killed by
drunk drivers"). Remember, most lawyers defend drunk
drivers by making the jurrbelieve it was an "accident", and
that he, had no control over the circumstances.

64) Show that if seat belts were used, it is estimated that it
would eliminate half of all alcOhol-related deaths and injur-
ies. "Safety belts are your first defense`against a drinking
driver." "Even if you're not drinking, other drivers may be.
Your best protection is still the safety trilt in your car."
"While we're in the process of solving the drinking driver
problem, wear your safety belt!'

11
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65) Show that most people do not consider alcohol to be a drug.

Would the average person find it acceptable at a party to see
someone shove pills into their mouth and stagger around?.
"Alcohol is a drug, too."

66) The drunk -driving problem has no natural enemies,or ad-.
versaries. Everyone agrees it is a problem and something
needs to he done. There is no constituency against Its--No
one. This in Ludes the drunk drivers themselves. Not driv-
ing after drinking can even make an alcoholic feel sonic-
what more like a "responsible drinker."

67) Show that when we talk about drunk drivers, we are not
talking about \ our friends, neighbors, or business col-
leagues; we are talking about killers in cars on our
highways.

68) Show that.ther& are many acronyms for drunk driving pro-
grams. They include: OMVLII (Operating a Motor Vehicle
Under the Influence); OWI (Operating While. Intoxicated);
DWI (Driving While Intoxicated or Driving While Im-
paired); DUI P(DriVing Under the Influeunce); DWUAL
(Driving With Unlawful Alcohol Levels); OUI (Operating
Under the Influence); DWAI (Driving While Alcohol Influ-
enced); DUID (Driving Under the Influence of Drugs);
DUIL (Driving Under the Influence Of Liquor); and ULC
(Unlawful Lane Changing).

We should refer to programs as our "Drinking Driver Pro-
gram"- so that we include those driving at "impaired levels".
The name points to "impairment" as well as "illegal" levels.
It points to "drinking driver problems" as well as "drunk
driver problems". ToO often "drunk" usually only connotes
illegal, levels or a term with which many freely reject as'
applying to them.

In fact, some programs are called the "Intoxicated or
Drugged Driver Program" or the "Drinking and Drugging
Program" so as to include drugs. Since many refuse to ac-
cept alcohol as a drug, you might consider the use of the
phrase "Alcohol and Other Drugs."

6.- Develop a favorable image of your alcohol highway safety
organization. Make certain your . organization has local
identity, uses citizens (on committees) to make key deci-
sions, appreciates assistance from volunteers, recognizes
hard work by, those in other countermeasure groups, wel-
comes comments and assistance from others, and is flexible
in the operation of the drunk driving program.

70) "Drunks aren't funny anymore". "What ever happend to
Foster Brooks?" Remember when it was cool to say "Hey, I
got so drunk last night, 1 don't know how I drove home?"
Now, fewer people laugh at that comment.

"We are redefining what is cool." Think, if you drink and
drive and kill someone, would your closest friend feet com-
passion for you or think it iyas a stupid, premeditated act?

12
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71) Relate the number of alcohol-related crashes or deaths to
the size of a city (or county) in the State to help people
viwalize (Ile magnitude of the problem

72) The U. S. ranks 15th in the world in gallons of alcohol
consumed per person. Yet, we have the highest percentage
of alcohol aelated highway crashes.

73) Show that many hit and run accidents could very well be
a lcohol-rela ted .

74) Show how to avoid drinking drivers on the road. The ways
include: 1) recognize visual signs (see earlier discussion); 2)
expand your look-ahead capacity to allow mor time; 3) size
up the whole scene including actionon the sides and rear of
your vehicle; 4) signal early and use your signal indicator;
and, 5) plan escape routes and other contingency
maneuvers.

75) Show that 65% of all motorcycle crashes are alcohol-related
(according to the Motorcycle Safety Foundation. Riding a
motorcycle, even at .05 BAC can be even more dangerous
than driving. Riding a scooter (which is becoming more
popular) or a Moped is a greater danger because balance is.
even more critical.

76) Show that we got rid of Measles, Dyptheria, Small Pox
Now we just have one more, the leading killer of our young
adultS', drunk driving.

77) Alcohol affects society in other ways: industrial casualties of
alcohol in 1975 ranged from 12,600 deaths to 2,200,000 injur-
ies; alcohol has been implicated in approximately 44% of
civilian iaviation crashes; alcohol is implicated in approxi-
mately 69% of drownings, 50% of all "freak accidents," 47%
of job related accidents, 38% of child abuse cases, 65% of all
motorocycle crashes; 70% 6f all young adults who commit
suicide were drinking at the time; alcohol is implicated in.
approximately 83% of fire fatalities, 62% of all fire burns;
and implicated in 70% of choking asphyxiation deaths, frost
injuries and deaths, snowmobile injuries, and tractor
deaths.

It is also known that there are 3.3 million teenagers (14-17)
with serious alcoholisth problems. That ist about 19.3% of
the group's population.'

78) We have distorted our sense of reality when it comes to
violence. Cars are a far more violetit means of death than
guns, but we fear guns more than we fear cars, so we con-
done socially acceptable Murder with cars.

79) Many pe6ple think that driving is hereditary. (i.e., it is in
their genes, so to speak). They think it is an automatic
privilege that comes when you reach the legal age. It is
something that comes naturally. It is a person's right and
-their due. It is expected and the worldowes them a driver's
license because everyone else has one.

3



Driving is a privilege that does not conic automatically. The
right .to a driver's license means that you have the responsi-
-hilly of preserving life and limb while you drive. You 11,1Ve
the responsibility to the community not to kill anyone. You
are deemed intelligent enough to'realize the consequences
of your actions. "Driving is a privilege, not a right."

80) We don't have National cemetaries in honor and memory of
the innocent -x,ictims who 'haye die, in the Drunk Driving
War. We haven't -had any major protests against drunk
drivers that would compare to the protests against the Viet
Nam War. By the year 2000, drunk drivers will have killed-,
more Americans than all the battles in which the United
States Was involved. Over 1,200,000 Arnericans were killed
in alt the wars since 1776. It is expected that over 1,500,000
Americans will be killed in alcohol-related crashes by the
year 2000. The problem with the Drunk Driving War is that
serious National attention was not focused on the problem
until J982.

81) Show, throtigh public information techniques, thrblc your
organization plays, in the drunk driving countermeasure.
program.

Attract supportpresent the services of your organiza-
tion{ the products and assistance it provides, its working
relationship- with other organizations, the organizational
characteristics (e.g., use of citizen advisory committees,
State and 'community task forces), any' the like.

Strengthen identificationincrease public awareness of
your organization through the clarity, consistency, and
multiple expos$re of the name, logo, and drunk driving
slogan. Use the name-logo-slogan in all forms of
communication.

Improve contactincrease the number, quality, and vari-
ety of contacts. Educate,orient, and train people about
your organization so they may appreciate the human
meaning of your program and be able to express this
meaning. Keep in good contact with volunteers, interme-
diary groups, and key countermeasure organizations.

Increase irolveMentpersonalize ii ormation toil in-
dividuals with whom you come in c ct, involve volun-
teers in publicizing volunteerism. The quality of -
volunteer involvement shotild he demonstrated clearly,
specifically, and continuously. Try to strengthen the emo- -

tional association with the drunk driving program. Hu--,
man interest information should be emphasized in order
to increase the number of strongly favorable people. Fac-
tual, impersonal messages should not dominate the com-
munications program.

Communicate effectivelywhen you talk about your or-
ganization and prograM, start by communicating from
strength. Start with information that has the widest inter-
est and appeal. Later, transfer attention to specific infor-

14 19
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mation arid channels. Use market segmentation when
you communicate so that messages and the channels you
use match the Ulterest of specific people or groups. Also,
conduct a yeariiyound communications program to main-
tain interest throughout the year.

82) Show the heed for general practitionersito understand alco-
holism and drunk driving issues. The average physician has
had a "4-2-1 education': (i.e., 4 years of medical 'school, 2
Hours of alcoholism, 1 hour of drunk driving).

83) Show that police are making arrests for possession and
drinking when the young adult is wider the drinking age.
"You don't have to have a high BAC to get arrested for
possessiqp of alcohol."

84) The Consumer kderation of America in 1983 listed the top
10 most Hazardous products. The first was the automobile
and the third was alcol )1.

85) Show that you have idOn ied 360.cases of drunk driving in
thisState during the las several Months. What would au-

-thorities do if you identifik..d the same number of cases 'of a
disease. I'm sure you would agree, there would be great
professional and public attention.

Drunk drivers kill one person every 20 minutes. Can you
imagine what health officials would be 'doing if one person
died every 20 minutes from AIDS, bee stings, or measles?

And the ecologists and environmentalistshow many
would be marching if an endangered species was being
killed wantonly-1 every 20 minutes? Murder by drunk,
drivers is an epidemic. Let's see it treated as such!

tr

Look at the attention drawn when .just ten ,people died' in
Philadelphia of Legionaires disease.

86) For teenagers, drunk driving is America's number one pre-
ventable cause of death.

87) Show that because stress has been placed on the chronic
drinker in the past, it has made the social drinker reject
responsibility for alcohol-related crashes and feel he can
drink and drive with impunity. This is far from the truth.
The probability of having an accident increases with every
drink. In addition, theie are more social drinkers than there
are chronic drinkers, so more social drinkers are causing
more alcohol-related crashes.

4
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Enforcement Messages

1) It is important to communicate the impression to the public 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,
that there is a good probability that if someone drinks and
drives, they will get caught and be charged with DWI. Pub-
lic information campaigns must raise the perceived risk of
arrest and the penalties that may subsequently be imposed.

NOTE: Experience has shown that an increased level of
enforcement and arrest, when adequately publicized, can
produce -substantial reduction in alcohol-related fatalities.
However, raising the actual risk of arrest is not sufficient in
itself; the perceived or the "aura" of the rik of arrest must also
be raised.

This is why an increase in law enforcement must be publi-
cized if it is to have a general deterrent effect. Increased
arrests will directly affect relatively few drivers, but aware-
ness of these arrests can indirectly affect many mbre drivers
not willing to risk geiting caught.

Also, show the "increased rate of arrest and conviction." This
arrest/conviction ratio shoutd be expressed in a percentage
rather than raw numbers (e.g:, "The convict on rate in Ba-
ton Rouge City Court is 95%"). A part of the general detep
rence 'strategy is establishing the perceived likelihood of
conviction.

Show enforcement policy about drunk driving issues .(e.g.,
roadblocks, dedicated patrol assigned ."to catch drunks,"
etc. NOTE: Communicators should take special efforts to
establish a connection between the message and enforcement policy.

2) Describe the permanent, year-round thr at o
/

Iii,2 f arrest and
promptness in the disposition (swift and s ire) of cases. ni,.
phasize the permanence and maintenance .o 4 year -rotor vi-
gorous local drinking driver enforceme it program.

NOTE: Try not to dramatically arose tem rary public
enthusiasm and support by calling attention onl to "new"
enforcement techniques. If the "newness" of th e tech-
niques or program fs the basis of your campaign eople
may-feel that the' risk is still low and consequent) , may

"disregard future messages. Besid4s, the,news m is are
tired of reporting about "new crackdowns" or '1 ew en-.
forcement techniques" that are at times perceived more as
"hype" than reality. Talk about on-going p grams when
possible. Of course, the publicizing of "new tough state
laws would be justifiable.

3) Describe local enforcement statistics su as the increase of
DWI arrest totals fo/r a set period of time, e.g., by _week,
month, or year. Percentage increases might create a better
perception of Ask than raw numbers.

16
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4) Show that the enforcement community realizes that drink-
ing and driving is a "criminal act," not merely an "anti-social
behavior".

NOTE: This strategy should be used on-balance with others
because, unfortunately, drinking drivers seldom consider
themselves to be "criminals". The denial mechanism is too
great. Potential offenders may say that it was "merely an
accident" or that they were sick or that their mental state
was such that they were incapable of acting on their own
volition and hence, could not be held responsible for a
criminal act.

5),. Show that DWI enfprcement-is considered a high -priority
item with local police.

6) Describe and support the BAC concept and how drivers can
keep below the illegal level. 'This offers a positive alternative
to being arrested for DWI'. As Vermont's,Proje,it Cr4sh indi- Ale. .
sates, individuals prefer messages that clo not threaten but ...

offer useful information on how to stay out of trouble.

7) Show that "this State does not te tickets for drtink drivv-
ingyoukge1/41)rrested, your license is taken away, and 'you-

'lave sent to ail". Drinking dnvers'are not being charged with
reckles d i ing, unlawful lane changing, or 'Oust gettingka
gbodital n to by-the patrol officer". In this State, police
do not .help clrinIcing driver, they arrest a drinking driv-
er.': They ar being charged with the criminal act/of drunk
drivinOhat s very seri6us. epeat offenders have an espe-
cially tdogh time. Shdw the public that drunk driving cases
are not goingAto be handled in the courts simply like other
traffic vioritYons.

) Describe your stateisidugh new laws (and sanctions). Show
how the laws have gotten "stiffer"; show what will happen
to convicted drWnk drivers. Describe laws soon to be put
ihto effect. t

.

let

9 Describe th reasons'for the new drunk driy laws and
countermeasure efforts (statistics, teenage fatalities, the
"will of the people" who want tougher laws, etc.). Show
that these actions and the laws are just and reasonable. This
will help frame the.DWI problems in the positive and, 'sub-
sequently,

for'
it easier for the officers to make and justify

arrests, for' the prosecutors to prosecute to the full extent of
thS law, hnd .for judges to hand down stiffer sentences.

10) Show that the past it was easy for a harp attoiney to geteasy
the charges dropped or to plea bargain f r a reduced charge,
but conditions have changed. "Now th law is tougher and
more cut and dried".

11) Define ilnd describe the implied consent laws, and their
appliCation within the State or community by por e. Let the
audience know that simply driving, one "implies one's
consent"t,o/ be tested for alco olic onsumption

22
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12) Show, if applicable, that radar "traps"/units are also looking
for drinking drivers.

13) Police in this area are trained to recognize the signs exhibit-
ed by a drinking driver as the car drives by. ("They can spot
a drunk driver a mile away.")` Describe how the officer
knows when he sees a drunk driver. Explain their detection
training.

Show some of the detection techniques police, use to spot a
drunk driver. Publish the "tip of the week". in the local
newspal)er. Do a series of radio PSAs on specific detection
cues. Also indicate to -drinking drivers that community
members know these signs as well:

Unreasonably fast or slow speed
Driving in spurts
Driving in low gears without apparent reason
Jerkytarting or stopping
Apioaching signals unreasonably fast or slow
Overshooting or undershooting the stop at traffic control
signs
Hugging the edge of the road or continually straddling
the centerline
Fre ent lane changing
ImP7oper passing with insufficient clearance
Driving at night without lights
Delayin turning lights on when starting from a' parked
position
Failure to dim lights to oncoming traffic
Driving with windows down in cold weather
Driving with head partly out of the window.

(1), (3), (72)

14) Police are looking for drivers under the influence of drugs as 7, 25
well as alcohol.

15) Special patrols will be deployed during holidays and special
events [e.g., New Years; Memorial Day, Labor Day, ethnic
festivals, spring conev-ts,tcollege events, Prom night, post-
Prom activities through thevight and/or all weekend, Sen-
ior skip days; St, Patrick's Day; Homecoming, opening day
of hunting ofiShing season, paydays, State/County fairs,
ski season, large outdoor concerts, squadron parties after
maneuvers at military bases, first fair weather night, bar/
res'aurant hours (high liquor sale hours); the National
Safety Council's "10 Most Dangerous Days," National
Drunk and Drugged Driving Awareness Week, Substance
Abuse Awareness Week, etc.]

(1)

16) Show the use of DWI marked vehicles and tell the* media, (11)
before the event, when special patrols will be deployed.

17) Show Jhe use of unmarked or unusual vehicles. Pubfidze
these activities before the event.

18) Show the use of permanent drunk driving roadside signs
which indicate DWI enforcement areas.

18
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19) Describe the local citizen reporting enforcement component
such as when CR radio or ham radio operators spot a drink-
ing driver and telephon base- station where a call is
placed t-o the police..

20) Describe and support psychological screening tests such as
the alcohol gaze nystagumus. This is particularly suitable
for states not allowing PI3Ts.

21) Describe and support detection techniques such as PI3Ts
and blood testing machines. As well as describing the
equipment function, you could say something, like, "You
can't fool the P13T with a breath mint, or by saying 'I'm in
diabetic shock'." Encourage cooperaqqvby stating that it is
a way for a driver to exonerate oneselfif one is not drunk.

22) Publicize the times and locations neral/specific) of (1)
patrols. -

23) Describe use of sobriety checkpoints, [i.e. 'road blocks," (27)
"routine screening," "thadside surveys," "roadside breath
testing," "DWI (or drunk driving) checkpoints," "roadside
safety checks," "roadblock testing"). Publicize these activi-
ties before and/or fter they go into operation.

Let the public kn w: 1) that they-can be stopped and tested
any time; 2) anyone can be arrested for drunk driving
even though they may not have been initially stopped for
exhibiting drinking driver behaviors; 3) that "stereotypical"
drunks are not the only people arrested and sanctioned for
DWI; 4) that a DWI arrest can result froln the mere "coinci-
dence" of being stopped for some other routine iteason; 5)
that one can get stopped if simply "unlucky"; 6) that an
arrest cat occur even if they have "mtistered the appear-
ance" of not being drunk behind the wheel or have learned
to compensate in their driving for alcohol impairment; 7)
that a DWI arrest can "happen to me" because routine road
blocks stop drivers at random and anyone can be arrested
whether he/she is the "DWI type" or not; and 8) that "you
will have face-to-face contact with a police officer who is
specific %Y lookig for articulable signs of intoxication:
slurred t peech, Mcoho/lic breath, and unclear eyes:" This
exchange would serve as probable cause to be asked to take
a sobriety field test.

Show that police are conducting "mini road blocks" outside
of stores, bars, and restaurants looking for drunk drivers.
This is especially true_when complaints of underaged drink-)
ing and drunk driving have been received.

Show that if people can toleratt the minor inconvenience or
personal restrictions of x-ray procedures at airports for cut-
ting down the chahces &f hijacking, people should be able to
tolerate and accept "roadside screening" as a way of de-
creasing the chance of being involved with a drinking driv-
er. Also show that, since - everyone is treated equally during
the x-ray check (imagine the feeling if passengers were arbi-
trarily checked), few people feel that personal civil liberties
have been violated.

19
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Show that some States require warning signs as drivers
approach a road block area. This sign (e.g., "DWI Survey")
would be another opportunity for publicity and showing
"force."

Show that several things can,be conducted simultaneously
at roadside check points: 1) PBTs; 2) safety belt/child safety
seat survey; 3) safety belts incentive program; 4) disseminat-
ing public information (see belpw for suggestions); 5) con-
ducting a survey or passing out survey mail-back ,cards..to
determineublic attitude toward roadside check points; 6)
checking if glasses are worn; 7) checking driver's licenses
(the act of getting it out of the wallet could be a sign of
impairment as it is a split attention "time share" task); 8)
checking the number of cabs with intoxicated/passengers
who called for a ride home.

Pass out information at "sobriety checkpoints." Develop a
sobriety checkpoint brochure which would explain: 1)
drunk driving statistics and the need for roadblocks; 2) how
roadblocks-work; 3) how they help law enforcement organi-
zations; 4) their effectivenjss; and 5) legal issues (constitu-
tionality, civil,. rights). 6) Show an endorsement of
roadblocks from the State's Attorney. General; and 7) in-
clude a short questionnair survey checkpoint partici-
pants about the value of roa b cks in reducing alcohol'

Arelated crashes. Ask if more F ZEE information is desired
'(distribute a pre-stamped mai -back card).-

The information should be well received as many will be-
come curious about the drunk driving problem. At this
time, officers should also ask drivers to drive safely and
buckle up. Police might encourage people to help in their

<./ own way and within their own community with the drunk
driving problem. Police could "deputize" citizens to help
and to become friendly advocates of safe, alcohol-free
driving.

: ere are several arguments against the use of sobriety
-checkpoints. Communicators should be prepared to discuss
these issues:

Checkpoints violate the Fourth Admendmeni because
they involve search and seizure without "probable
cause." The Fourth Amendment requires that search and
seizure be based upon a standard of indivi lized suspi-
don. This constitutional mandate bars agnet apprehen-
sions. It is the only effective ,prote tion for innocent
citizens, who deserve to be shielded from intrusive or
oppresive police investigations.

Drunk driving is a serious societal problem. But it is no
justification for suspending bedrock constitutional re-
quirements that distinguish properly restrained law en-
forcement practices in a free society from the arrogance of
police power in authoritarian regimes.

Checkpoints are an inefficient way to spot the inebriated.

20 25
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Providing impaired drivers with a several-minut!i warn-
ing before they are confronted by a police officer allows
ina4 of them. temporarily to "'sober up.- rims, many
drunk drivers who could otherwise be spotted can easily

--sneak by roadblocks. Some saythat the he by reacts to the
anxiety of the checkpoint and' the adrenal i w flows which
provides the temporary "sobriety."

Sfi"Driety checkpoints are not as efficient as following a
driver who is drunk, especially if police had staked out
bars at closing time or covertly observed traffic where it
naturally slows, at stop lights and highway exits. At Ruch
locations, without forewarning, drivers are more likely to
exhibit signs of intoxication and, as a result, can be arrest-
ed based upon probable cause.

24) Describe to the public rotating saturation enforcement strat-
egies ("resource allocation") where Nall density coverage is
given to selected sectors of DWI activity.

.25) Describe and support "fishing hole" .enforcement where
high density -areas are covered. "Police know the where-
abouts,of the drinking drivers." Show police have pinpoint-
ed areas of concentration. This increases the perception of
risk around known bars.

(3)

26) Describe and support "blitz" enforcement strategy where (2)
only selected areas are covered for intensive DWI enforce-
ment activities (public does not know where the "blitz" will
occur, thus increasing their perception or "aura" of risk).

27) Show 0
1

lat police often form "Blitz Teams" with adjacent
counties which "zero in" on specific areas (called multi-
jurisdictional enforcement). Counties within the same judi-
cial circuits should have little trouble working together.
Show that these teams constantly circulate around, the
state's high incidence locations and bars/restaurants to
make arrests. This techniclue is called "Operation Spider,"
"SPITE" (Statewide .Police Intensified Traffic Enforcement),
"Operation Wolf Pack," etc. Give the public the feeling that
the police are "everywhere." "You never know when the
team will hit your area." There will be high "patrol pres-
ence" in this area.

28) Show, if applicable, that a/kpatrol Cars are equipped and
officers are trained for making DWI arrests.

29) Some of the special watch times for enforcement agencies
(MP's, Security Patrols) in and around military installations
include: mess nights, wedding downs, initiations, after ma-
neuver drills, and other special parties.

30) Describe-and support the use of PBTs as an aid for making
DWI arrests. The IYBT inc eases the likelihood of arrest of
lower BACs than if they were not used (police up until
recently, have been arresting obvious drinking drivers).
Also indicate that civic groups may purchase this equip-
ment .for police as they are expensive items. A campaign

c't 21' 26
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drive could be done with demonstrations, talk show ap-
pearances, and the like. Care must be taken to emphasize
the value of PBT in the arrest and "what the offender will be
subjected to" rather than the cost, the PBT, how it worksor
other issues which have little deterrence value. Show thit
subjectivity is taken out of the arrest by this accurate mea-
suringsuring device. Now the officer is more sure than ever if the
driver is over the legal limit. The law is more "cut-'n-dry.",

31) Describe and support the use of special vehicles, e.g., BAT 2
Mobile (Breath Alcohol Test Mobile), AIM (alcohol-investi-
gation mobile van), and the mobile test van, at road blocks
or for dispatching to the crash or arrest scene. This gives
higher visibility to the. enforcement program. Also publicize
the electronic equipment, in PSAs, films, shopping center
displays or on TV talk shows.. Show how the evidence is
gathered and what-the offender will be subjected to (rather
than cost of equipment or how it works, ,which has little
deterrent value).

32) Establish a toll booth enforcement defection syslem, Many
toll booths are serviced by enforcement pergonnel and there
is usually ample space in the area fot arrests.

33) Show that a law can be created' to make it a crime to be
present in a movting vehicle in which the operator is under
the influence of alcohol. This law would encourage individ-
ual responsibility on the part of passengers. This would not
only minimize the danger to themselves and other passen-
gers, but also serve as an intervention technique with the
driver. -

-ar

34) Show the importance of police enforcing the law regarding
"after hour" drinking at ,,Fertain establishments.

35) Show that there are many law enforcement agencies in the
state (or county). Some States have hundreds. Public2infor-
mation efforts might include themes like "Beware of the
234." In some Califorhia counties, there are thirteen. (Santa
Clara County used the therhe: "Avoid the Thirteen. ",)

36) Show that police chiefs are dedicating patrols to making
drunk driving arrests.

37) Show that police now operate a special Drunk Driver Book-
ing Facility. This is operated to reduce the amount of time
an arresting officer spends- processing arrests. This indi-
cates to the public that the officers or dedicated patrol can
spend more time on the, streets making arrests.

38) Show that after a drunk driving arrest, if the offender is
released on his own recognizance or posts bail, someone
must be present lo pick him up before he is allowed to leave.
This and other humiliating aspects of the arrest experience
is embarrasing to an offender and serves as a deterrent.

39) Show that police are more aware of alcohol in all types of
traffic arrests. There is now a bbx on all traffic tickets labeled-
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HBD (1-lad Been Drinking). The police are taking a second
look at borderline drinking drivers in all accidents and ar-
rests, not just the obvious drunks, etc.

NOTE: The checking of the ITBD box may prove to be a
problem in some states where an officer suspects drinking
utdoes not administer a test- and sends the driver on his

way. If an accident results, the officer could be held respon-
sible. (In Florida, a patrol officer let a man go and, even
though he followed the drunk driver home, he killed some-

. one. The officer was charged.)

40). Showhow some states conduct a PUT everytime a slop is
made for-any moving traffic violation.

41) Demonstrate that control measures by enforcement person-
nel are warranted and "legitimate" by publicizing the na-
ture and seriousness of the drunk driver problem. By
increasing public awareness of countermeasure efforts (ar-
rest, prosecution, _conviction, penalties), the deterrent ef-
fect is multiplied.

42) Show tNt many drivers at a .10 BAC do not exhibit many of
the standard behavioral detection signs. This means that a
part of any -131&E campaign must rely, in part, on a general
deterrence theme.

43) Show that police in many States can arrest drunk drivers in
parking lots at shopping centers, on access road connec-
tions to public highways, on jrivate property, and any-
where the drink driving off.any vehicle is taking place.

eet

44) Show that wea ng a seat belt is one defense against a drunk
-driver. 1ls , show that if you must drink, it is especially
important to wear a belt because your chances of having an.
accident have increased dramatically.

45) "Chances arg better than ever that you will get caught
Don't risk iit.41

46) Show the importance of getting,patrol officers to wear safe-
ty belts When driving. You would think that they would
know the value and consequences of not wearing a belt
more than any other group in Our society ("Buckle up, Buck-
le up, baby! Buckle up, officers!") If they can't be convinced
(especially after seeing crashes every day) who can commu-
nicators convince?

47) Show that some states have noticed an increase in hit and
run accidents due to stiffer laws and penalties. PI&E cam-
paigns might emphasize that "you're asking for double
trouble if you leave the scene of a DWI accident."

48) Show that one can be arrested for driving any vehicle drunk
on the highways (in some States, it can be anywhere
' eluding private property). Arrests will be made when
ppfie drive motorcycles, bicycles (e.g., New Jersey),
snowmobiles, tractors and large lawn mowers drunk.
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49) Show that with drinking driveit, the law is cut-and-dry.
There is less opportunity for "officer discretion" or any level
of leniency. Show that just because this is a small communi-
ty, others will be shown no favoritism when it comes-to
runk driving. This includes Well-known citizens, ."bi

wheels", government officials, women, professionals, (lavy7
yers, doctors, etc.), civic activists, and the like. Show that
officers can lose their job/if this policy is_ violated. Officers
must not be lenient with a drunk driver who otherwise
appears to be a model citizen. ,-"Now, it's not just poor
people who lose their license."

50) Police should make all arrest data (on the public record)
available to the public, press, activist groups, and the like.
This would serve as a deterrent. This can be done at rela-
tively low costs if the data is computerized.

51) Show that pplice in the area know how many beds are
available in local jails each night and go out and make drunk
driving arrests to fill these vacancies.

52) Show that police have made a special effort by hiring off-
duty patrol officers to make only drunk driving arrests dur-
ing the week, (e.g., "overtime t nforcement"). Police have
dedicated patrols to drunk driving. "This is all these patrol
officers do and they mean busineSs." "At one time, we had
the lowest enforcement on weekend nights when We had
the greatest problem .(8, p.m.-2 a.m., Friday and Siturday
nights). This is not the case anymore."

53) Show that patrol officers are no longer "lenient o soft
drunks" and "death to haid 4runks." Arrests are eing
made at lower BAC levels. Police no longer will "let you
walk", drive yciu home, or simply tell you to "take it easy."
"There is no more roadside clemency."

54) Show that while private citizens have started a revolution
against drunk driving; drunk driving program personnel
now anxiously await similar "rebels" within law enforce-
ment organizations who have had enough of alcohol-relat-
ed crashes.

55) Show the impor nce of establishing an enforcement initia-
tive and recogni on program. For example, plaques de-
signed for displa at each installation to contain the name
and photograph o the high DWI producer for each month.

NOTE: It will be n cessary to modify activities and leave
reports to segregate I WI arrests from other traffic arrests,
modify and maintain harts on the local level revealing DWI
arrest totals for indi iduals and work groups as well as
totals for each install. tion (these would then be used in
preparing an agency- ide comparison chart).

The purpose of the in tive program is to reward officers
for the most arrests uri g the month. Prizes include: 1) use
of unmarked patro,1- ars while some perceive an unmarked
cruiser as a recognition of accomplishment, some prefer
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standard-issue cruisers); 2) personal t,ise of an automobile
with the fuel paid for by the county /city /State; 3) names on
plaques; 4) commendations from supervisors; 5) taken t
lunch or dinner by supervisors/commanders; b) buying
food fof an entire barracks which did exemplary/work; anti
7) other "special privileges.

Problems with incentive programs include: I) why is irnec-
i1 essary to pay extra (reward) for simply carrying \)ut the

duties the person was hired to perioryn (the otficer's salary
is reward enough, especiallc sinee, some DWI patrols get
time-and-a-half); 2,0 judgq may v3'onder if all iirrests were
warranted When this "contest" is in effect_("Wk're not run-
ning a contest here."); 3) incentive programs nullify other
intrinsic rewards (salary, getting the drunks off the4niad
and reward of hard),,vork) ("officers should be 'bustin' their
asses' all the time"); 4) incentive program rewards should
be based partly on conviction rates, not arrest rates; and, 5)
what happens after they end?

56) Show that even if you are from out-of-state, unlike other
traffic violations which.are sometimes overlooked, you will
be arrested and sent to jail. "We prosecute out-of-state DWI
offenders."

57) Show the number of enforcement "contacts" as part of your
general deterrerice program. These include1those contacts
made at sobriety checkpoints, when on visibility patrol,
walking into bars for observation-purposes, and the like. In
addition to arrest and conviction figures, this could have
additional deterrence.

58) Show that, in many states, a person can be arrested for
drunk driving even when he is not actually driving. Some
laws read that if the keys are in the ignition (even with the
engine off) and the person in question is behind the wheel
and in "physical control" of the vehicle, he can be arrerted
for DWI. Show that under-aged young adults can be arrest-
ed for drinking or for possession of alcoholic beverages.
Anyone can be arrested for having an open container in a
vehicle. Some states have arrested passengers of drinking
drivers.

NOTE: However, sorhe,feel that police should be aware of
those drivers whQ voluitiarily pull off the road and wait for
help or fall asleep. These individuals should not be arrested
for being in "physical control" under some special provision
in the law. - I

59) Show thpt police are looking for drunk motorcycle opera-
tors (also mopeds and scooters). Show that alcohol will
adversely affect the safety and driving ability of the motor-
cycle operator to a high degree. The capacity for taking
evasive action, balancing, etc., is critical when operating a
motorcycle, ant diminishes dramatically after drinking. ,

60) Show that police are looking for drunk drivers operating all
veticlestractors, laige lawn mowers," etc. Some laws al-
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row for arres-al with any vehicle (boat, snowmobile, plane),
even On private property.

61) Show that your local police department considers drunk
driving part of their CARE (Combined Accident Reduction
Effort).

Alcohol Effects on Dtiving Messages
p

1) Identify the damaging physiological effects that alcohol has
on vision, reaction time, attitude, alertness, sense of confi-
dence, sensory changes, depth perception, night blindness
(glare recdvery time is even less when drinking and in some
older people) and their "deep muscle sense" (the body's
ability to feel changes in direction and speed), restraint,
ability to distinguish between signs and signals, ability to
process complex reactions simultaneously, loss of critical
judgment( defensive driving skills and the subsequent ad-
verse effect on a person's ability to drive.

2) Show how specific amounts of ingested alcohol rtrsult in
given blood alcohol levels. Show how it affects the person's
ability tq driVe-(e.g., drinking, driver tests). Identify the
blood alcohol concentration at which.most persons are con-
sidered impaired. "Even half drunk drivers are dangerous."

3) Show the relationship between blood alcohol concentra-
tion(s), and the probability of a driver becoming involved in
a traffic collision, including his/her ability to cope with an-
other drinking driver.

4) Show why it is difficult to predict the exaot.effect that con-
suming a given amount of alcohol will have on an individ-
ual and his ability to drive.

5) Describe how, alcohol abuses the body. (See Appendix 2)

6) Show -ft-dw individuals can develop an understandiiig 9f
their own liquor consumption levels relative to blood alco-
hol measurements.

7) Define and dispel common "myths'''about eliminating the
effects 4 alcoholic beverages, e.g., fresh air, hard work
coffee; sEowers, hours. of dancing, home remedies, run-
ning, walking arouni;andeven sex. "These so-called reme-

°-\ dies will only maki a caffeinated, cold, wet, wide-iiwake,
,tired, drunk with a smile op his face." "Remember, it's\
easier to get drunk than it is to get sober."

(

16, 31

18, 3'3, 34, (62)

8) Show that someone who is impaired ("legal but unsafe lev-
els') might-We able to drive home safely under normal traffic
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conditions. However, if an emergency or dangerous traffic
condition should arise, the impaired driver probably could
not handle it safely. "Accidents seldom happen pndcr
ma! diliving conditions."

.
9) Show that a drunk driver is not only someone who is totally

out of control, whocan barely get in a car, who swerves all over
the road, or is so drunk he doesn't even know where he is.
Show that even those who do not exhibit these signs could still
be driving illegally. Many of these signs do not appear at
a .10 BAC.

10) Alcohol affects three areas of the human organisa\ which arc
absolutely essential for the responsible 'handling of an
automobile: judgment, reflexes, and vision. As judgment

\--°. deteriorates, a person feels that he/she is more skilled than
when sober. He/she therefore is likely to take more chances
than usual in passing, speeding and negotiating curves; all
of which lead to reckless and risky driving.

11) Coupled with this false sense Of security is the driver's loss
of acute reaction time. When alcohol is in the brain, a longer
time span passes before the voluntary muscles can obey the
messages sent by the brain. A blood alcohol concentration
of .10 to .20 percent increscA reaction time- by 10 to 30
percent; in an-emergency, even a fraction of 'a second can
make a difference.

12) The other area essential to driving and affected by alcohol
(BAC levels of .10 to .20) is vision. The consumption of
excessive amounts of alcohol reduces depthorception, or
the ability to determine the relative proximity of an object.
The field of frontal vision is shorteneirconsiderably. The
driver loses much of his/her peripheral Osion, so important
for spotting pedestrians and objects outside the fieldZiect-
ly in front. Another common effect is double vision; the
neuromuscular ability of the eyes to converge simulta-
neously is disturbed. Visual acuity, or the sharpness of per-
ception, is also seriously reduced by even moderate
amounts of alcohol. The problems of vision are most critical
at night .where visual acuity is already lessened.

13) Describe alcohol as a drug with powerful pharmacological
properties. "Alcohol should not be dispemed without cau-
tion or without measuring the dose."

14) Alcohol causes a person to relax and feel euphoric, an "ev-
erything is-pleasant-and-the-world-is good" feeling. In itr%
self, this may not be bad, but when the persomis driving, it
makes dangerous situations seem not so dangerous and
causes the driver to thinkhe/she is more capable than he/
she really is.

15) Show the effects of alcohol on one's ability to drive when
the driver is on medication (cold remedies, tranquilizers,
pain killers, sedatives, allergy medicines, sleeping pills,
cough syrups, blood pressure medicines), Stress the impor-
tance of reading medicine labels, checking with a doctor,
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p
and asking a pharmacist. "If you're on certain medications,
even mu' drink can be too much."

16) Show that alcohol has a more adverse effect on the body
after drinking in a hot tub_

17) Show that society no longer looks at tho drunk as a comic
character_ "Let's stop laughing. A drunk ,has a sickness."
What is funny% about a drunk person behind the wheelhe
is a danger, to himself and others. Drunk jokes are not as
common. "What ever happend to Foster Brooks?"

18) Show that in addition to existing elevated- drunk driving
statistics, there are a high number of highway crashes
where it is impossible to prove that alcohol was absolutely not
a contributing factor.

19) Show the value and use of Know Your Limits (KYL) cards
and/yr calculations. Make cerNin people understand the
purpose and limitations of KYI, cards.

Arguments against the use. of KYI., cards and exceptions to
the scales include:

The -cales do not apply to alcoholics or heavy problem
drinkers.

The scales are too high for inexpehenced drinkers upon
whom thv effects of alcohol are more pronounced due to
low tolerance levels. NOTE: This means it is especially
inadviseable to distribute these cards to young adults.
Young adults, as a group, have iQW tolerances. Because of
this, some States'have considered making .05 the pre-
sumptive level for 16-18 year olds.

-Tr
T he average levels indicated on tbe cards do not apply to
some older people and some nationalities.

They do not factolri all of the variables (mood, if on
medication, food intake, mix of the drink or unmeasured
drinks, type of drink, e.g.,- martinis have more liquor than

/ a gin and tonic). Even mini bottles used in some states
contain more liquor than a regular drink. Also, the alco-
hol in a given brand can vary by several points from bottle
to bottle. In addition, the alcohol content of foreign beer
brands vary considerably-from bottle to bottle.

Female versus male, tolerances are not distinguished. In
general, given the same weight, women are more ad-
verely affected by alcohol because of the different distri-
bution of body fluids. Women also stay drunk longer
because their body fat composition stores the alcohol and
slows its elimination:

Smoking or chewing tobacco while drinking affects how
one feels and acts.

Use of carbonated mixes creates a faster absorption rate..
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It is hard to read some cards because they are too small
(especially in dark bar rooms, etc.). Also, it is hard for

N some people to use the cards (plot on two axes and re-
member other facts simultaneously)..It is suggested that
card designs be tested with target audiences before final
printing.

Some feel that the KYL cards imply it is alright to drink
and drive (albeit to a certain point). Most cards don't say,
"We do not condone drinking and driving." So, the prob-
lem remains, how do programs use KYI, cards without
condoning soiree drinking and driving. It is suggested
that

for
like: "We don't believe that liquor is neces-

sary for having a good time," or "If you rust drink, know
your limits," or "if you need to drink.. " or "check if you
might have gone over your limit. . ", "We don't approve,
but if you must..", "For those who prefer to drink. , .."

Levels are considered by many to be too high for motorcy-
clists and especially scooters and mopeds where balance
is even more difficult. In addition, the "stress" factors in
operating a motorcycle makes the rider even more sus-
ceptible to the negative effects of alcohol.

Most people do not normally count drinks or think about
the number of ounces (or jiggers, etc.) of liquor in a drink.
Do must people know that a jigger is an ounce of liquor?
Do most people even know how much liquor is in ai mini
bottle used in some States (1.7oz)? However, KYI, cards
ask them to factor this and other variables together.

KYL cards are sometimes perceived as a legal reference or
as a way to exonerate arrestees.

Even under similar conditions, the same amount of alco-
..hol may have a completely different effect on a person
from day to day. One's "mood" and "affect" are key
factors.

U the person haS not drunk alcoholic beverages for a
number 'of weeks, this can have an effect on tolerance
levels and a subsequent effect on one's ability to drive.

Your own personal limit may be lower than the published
limits. One's drinking history and experience are key
variables.

KYL cards do not always warn the user how the effects
would vary if the person is onmedication (cold remedies,
tranquilizers, pain killers, seitatives, allergy medicines,
sleeping pills, cough syrups, blood pressure medicines).
"When taking medication, even one drink can be too
much."

They do not take into account how tired the driver might
be Or overall general health. For example,. a diabetic will
get a "sugar fix" type reaction from even a' small amount
of alcohol and it will appreciably effect psychomotor driv-
ing skills.
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Since a given ameunt of alcohol will. affect different peo-
ple in different ways, many in the legal profession are
questioning the reliability of BAC measures as it relates to
driving behaviors. BAC cards simplify the issue.

These cards are not accepted by all.countermeasure orga-
nizations in the community. For example, alcohol treat,
ment organizations can not condone the use of alcohol at
any level and some religous grodps prohibit its consump-
tion (such groups could proviTe some networking capa-
bility, and the like).

204 Those in support of the KYI, charts say:

They serve as a general guitieline for the majority of social
drinkers and serve as a "caution light" to slow down and
limit their drinking.

it
NOTE: Cotirts in some States are iT'quiring" the distribu-
tion of the cards so that the publit'has some definition gr
guideline of egal/illegal levels. A California court reit-
soned in January, 1982 that the BAC laws were unconsti-
tutionally vague at there was no "reasonable,
ascertainable" way for an individual to know when he has
exceeded the 0.10% mark and when his driving would
violate the law. The BAC cards may prove to be useful.

They indicate a more realistic, credible approach to the
solution by saying "know your limits" as opposed to mak-
ing the definitive statement, "don't drink and drive."

.. They point to "impairment" as well as "illegal", levels. It
points to "drinking driver problems" as well as "drunk
driver problems." (We should refer to programs as our
"Drinking Driver Program" to include those driving at
"impaired levels." Too often "drunV usually only con-

4 notes illegal levels. In fact, some programs are called the
"Intoxicated or Drugged Driver Program" so as to include
drugs.) These cards suggest that your program is.con-
cerned with the impaired driver as well as the funk
driver.

KYL cards suggest some fair rather than absolute rules.
Many feel KYL cards say, through inference, "it is all right
to drink and drivejust don't drink over your own per-
sonal safe limit (see chart) and drive."

Some effective categories for the three levels on KYL
cards might be "possibly influenced", "under the influ-
ence", "intoxicated." Some feel it is undesirable to use a
"safe" category. It might be good to indicate that there is
no operational definition of "drunk" as we are affected
differently.

SUMMARY In general, most feel that if the purpose of the card
is to show what amount a person must drink to reach an

"illegal" BAC level, most cards are satisfactory. Howev-
er, if the purpose of the card is to help a person drive safely, the
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cards must list the exceptions to (he averages or explicitly :ilia('
Hutt there are many oilier individual contributing factors which
may influence (Hies ability to drive.

21) Show which presc drugs are likely to interact with
alcohol and impair drivi skills. Work with State/local
pharmacists.

22) Show that while people may be affected differently, there
are several danger signs to watch for when you, or another,
think a person has had too much to drink and should not
drive. Alcohol affects the body in the following order. Keep
in mind, though, there is no truly operational definition of
impairment (or drunkenness):

1. Inhibitions

Being over friendly
Bravado
Loud
Changing from loud to quiet or vice versa
Drinking alone
Annoying other customers

2. Judgement

Complains about strength of drink
Changing consumption rate
Ordering doubles
Argumentative
Using-foul language

r Careless with money
Buying rounds for strangers or buying for house
Irrational statements
Belligerent

3. Reactions

Lighting more than one cigarette at a time
Unable to light cigarette
Eyes glassy, lack of eye focus
Loss of train of thought
Slurred speech

4. Coordination

Unable to pick up change
Spilling drink, can't.find mouth with glass
Unable to sit straight on chair or bar stool, swaying,
drowsy
Stumbling, has trouble moving around objects in path,
buri-ips into things
Falling

v

I

23) Show how some drinkers take speed (amphetimines) to
allow fora great deal of drinking for a long party or when
drinking for several days. This allows the drinker to get up
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when the depressant effects of the alcohol set in. Driving
after drinking and "popping" speed could be devastating.

24) Remember, "half-drunk drivers are dangerous too."

25) Describe the crash itself: How much damage, impact; how
far the car skidded; speed of offender's car, property dam-
age. (See Appendix 3, "When You Crash.")

26) Persons who take the driver reaction tests during "drink-
ins" sometimes say that while they failed, they.still feel that
they would be able to drive under "normal driving
condi?tcxgs. If

4

NOTE: Say that a *dents generally do not happen under
normal conditions. I emergency does come up sudden-
ly, you may not be ab to take evasive action.

27) "We have a great insurance policy which won't cost you any
moneyLone which will help save your life while we're in
the process of solving the drunk driving problemuse your
safety belt! Please buckle up!"

28) Show that chronic alcoholics tend to have impaired night
vision and impaired reaction time or eye recovery rate to on-
coming headlights, and in other high contrast situations.
This occurs because alcoholics have a known deficiency of
Zinc arK1 Vitamin A. "Night blindness" should be shown as
a contributing factor in alcohol-related crashes.

29) Why do we drink?

We drink when we're happy
We drink when we're sad

We drink when we lose
We drink when we win

We drink to relax
We drink to get excited

We drink when we get a job
We drink when we,lo6e a job

30) What is alcohol? There are two versions:

Version I:

If, when yOu say alcohol you mean the devil's brew, the
poison scourge, the bloody monster.that destroys inno-
cence, dethrones reason, ruins the home, creates, misery
and poverty, and yes, literally takes the bread from the
mouth of little children; If you mean the evil drink that
topples the Christian man and woman from the pentacle
of gracious living into the bottomless pit of degradation,
shame and helplessness; If you mean that drug which is
the cause of the death and injury of thousands of our
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loved ones, then certainly I am against it with all my
power.

Version 11:

But, if when you say alcohol you mean the oil of conver-
sation, the philosophic wine, the ale that is consumed
when good fellows get together, that puts a song in their
hearts and laughter on their lips and the warm glow of
contentment in their eyes; if you mean Christmas cheer; if
you mean the stimulating drink that puts the spring in
an old gentleman's step on a frosty morning, then cer-
tainly I am in favor of the responsible use of it.

31) By the time you feel drunk, you are probably way over the
legal limit. Your attitude, judgement and driving ability are
impaired before you feel drunk. You can feel sober and be
too drunk to drive.

32) Show that a recent medical study shows that high blood
alcohol levels dramatically reduce the chances of recovery
from shock trauma and related injuries.

33) Show the importance of everyortZ understanding their own
personal and safe levels. Start a base-line tolerance clinic to
help individuals come closer to derstanding the effects of
alcohol on the ability to drive

4) Why is it that some people can't go to a sporting event and
enjoy it without ,drinking before, during, and after the
game? t

35) "The drunk driving road test. ...a failing grade could last a
life time."

36) Some heavy drinkers drink and drive so much everyday,
under the influenct, they appear to drive normallyuntil,
of course, an emergency situation appears.

37) It ig.known that the body's adrenaline will give some drivers
a temporary "sober" during the anxiety of the drunk driving
stop. Officers factor this in when making observations.

38) Show that during some studies using alcohol placebos, peal
ple enjoyed themselves at parties, "retaxed", "loosend up",
and the like. The study indicated that mood is often dictated
by a new fresh environment, new faces, lighting, music,
being dressed up, good food, standing and walking
arouqd, the attention of the hosts, and not nesksarily alco-
holic drink.

39) Show that most people regularly need to alter their mood,
but don't need mood altering drugs ((ike alcohol).
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Community Centered Messages

1) Show the importance of discussing with friends and ac-
quaintances the concept that abusive drinking and driving
is deviant, criminal behavior.

2) Show that members of the community must accept some
responsibility for alleviating the drinki and driving prob-
lem in their area.

3) Show the importance of developing and communicating to
the public the grammar, vocabulary and factual under-
standing of the drunk driving problem, its effects and solu-
tions and actively conveying this to others in the
community. Through personal contact and participation in
organized campaigns, raise the public understanding that
problem drinkers who drive are a -menace and should be
removed from the highway until their drinking problem is
under control.

4) Explain t.o the community the systems .approach to the
drinking driver problem. This includes the general and spe-
cific deterrence model and the roles of all countermeasure
groups, civic groups, activists, the legislatures, and the
media.

5) Show that an established drinking driver program is or can
be financially self-sufficient. Fines, court costs, "nickle-a-
drink" programs, and treatment fees defray the costs of
prograrris. Since this means it is not a burden on the taxpay-
er, it will ensure the long-term viability and survival of the
program so that eventually social norms can be changed.

I
6) Show how members of the comm mity can learn the visual

detection signs'exhibited by a d eking driver, e.g., "hug-
ging" the center line, stopping p ematurely for a stop light,
and the like. (See "Enforcement" for complete list.)

7) Describe some community efforts in your area which have
been successful in alleviating the drinking driver problem.

8) Show that our society, while sensitive to the dangers Of
hazardous toys and the dangers of smoking continues to
accept a high number of alcohol-related traffic accidents.

9) Show that the reason drunk driving flourishes in the United
States today is because society, we in the -communities"
around the country, tolerate it. Drink driving is still socially
acceptable and even condoned as part of the American "ma-
etio" image, or part of the trappings of parties or the court-
ing process. "Drunk driving is no longer a traffic offenseit
is a sociological issue of great importance." Society and the
courts believe that the typical drunk.driv ,r does not fit the
image of a "criminal" and, therefore, do s not deem it ap-
propriate to invoke serious penalties Therefore, even
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drunks who have killed on the highways 11-v(16610v get
nominal or suspended sentences. Only few convicted driv-
ers get sent to treatment programs.

Too often the drunk driver is regarded as a good but errant
Joe rather than a killer on the loose.

While drunken driving is a criminal offense, most people
regard it as a "different" sort of crime, not in the same class
as ordinary murder or mayhem, committed by people who
aren't your ordinary murderers,----if there is such a thing.

10) Show the need to create a public demand for reform of the
community drinking driver program, (e.g., stricter laws,
law enforcement, mandatory treatment programs, etc.).
This, "violence, due to drunk driving, is threatening all of
us," and "society is demanding in its own way to be kept
safe." "Show we do not need to ac&pt the drunk driving
problem as the normal price to thy for living in a freedom-
loving highly mobile society." Driving while intoxicated is
considered the moral equivalent of pointing a loaded gun.
Drunk driving is no longer accepted by a blasé public as just
another human fraility. The public is beginning to realize
that everybody does not have the right to drive any way he or
she wants. "Mollycoddling remorseless killers is no way to
protect society." "Now is not the time for sympathy, now is
the time for- action."

11) Identify specific ideas for community initiatives, e.g., talk
about the problem to your friends or group, "call us, we'll
tell you what you can do", join your com *unity activist
group, write the community task force, "maintain a calen-
dar of events." Take action within your own personal and
social network. Town meetings are a way for members of
the community to discussThow to solve the drunk driver
problem.

12) Encourage members of the community to employ the (64)
democratic process in taking action against,the- drinking
driver problem in the following ways: parti pate and coop-

. crate with officials and voluntary organ ,ations; ..ask com-
munity leaders to come out as citizen to fight the
lobby for new legislation, and-demand strict enforcement of
existing laws so that offenders cannot plea bargain down to
reckless driving or a lesser offense; and ask people to
change policies and practices within their own organi-
zations.

NOTE: Show grass roots citizens are becoming more and
more skilled as state/community change agents. Conmitini-
'cators should recognize this resource and involve groups
where appropriate.

13) Form or encourage participation in citizerf activist groups by 64
interested members of the community. "It's a shame that
activist group mothers, who have had a tragedy in their
lives, have to be the ones to make law makers begin to think
about changing laws."
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14) Show how-your community is "outraged" about tile drink-
ing driver problem and is demanding acti , e.g., "Enough
is enough. Californians won't tolerate it a more." Show
the importance of fostering"a pervasive publi attitude that
is intolerant of drinking and driving.

15) Continually recap tragic news events of DWI crashes in
which there was loss. of life or rniriming disability. These
events are importhnt in arousing and perpetuating the ire of
the community.

16) establish that many citizens in the community are loAking
out for the drinking drivers and will report them to police.
Show th-at there is some "bounty hunting" going on by,
members of the community who look for and report drunk
driters. Help channeloIDWI Programs into Community,
Crimp Stoppers and Neighborhood Watch Programs.

17) Describe the work of local civic and private organizations in
the area which are doing something about drunk driving.
Spotlight individuals in these groups who have done excep-
tional work.

(64), 66

18) .Ask that schools (K-12) include alcohol safety inforocation 64

in the curriculum. Develop education programs.

19) Encourage citizens, legislators, and cbmmunity groups to
light for a higher drinking and/or purchase age. Show how
other states have lowered fatalities when the legal age was
increased.

20) Ask the public V, fight for a pre-license bill that would
require, for example, a 3-hour DWI Education Prorani be-
fore applying for a driver's license. In Germany, for exam-
ple, young adults are required to do extensive studying and
testing before being granted a licenseabout 15 to 20 hours

. of expensive lessons.

21) Show that some additional money is available for the drunk
driving program by raising the liquor taxes in the state. This
tax, on the average, has not been substantially raised for
years and certainly -has, not kept up with inflation.

22) Efforts'in the community and society as a whole are under- (64)

way to change societal attitudes and make it less acceptable,
socially, to drink and drive. Show that attitudes in the com-
munityand society as a whole are changing. The communi-
ty is outraged and considers drunk driving aberrant
behavior.

23) Ask for direct support from individuals as well as organiia- 19

tions. Specifically, show the ways an individual can help
("speak up," write letters to community leaders and legisla-
tors stating specific objections, involve their own organiza-

. tions, contribute time, money, andlor form a political
constituency).

24) Show that everyone can do Something to help their local
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drunk driving program. "If you try, something might hap-
pen. If yf,ni don't try, nothing will happen.','

25) "If you drink, it's your problem; if you want to drink heav-
ily, it i3 still your problem; if you drink and drive, it's our
(the community's) problem."

26) If a drunk gets behind a Wheel of a car, he violates my
constitutional right to live. Show that your drunk driving
program is not a crusade against alcohol or drinking. That's
a personal decision. But, when anyone gets behind a wheel
and endangers lives, then it is our concern.

"Show that we are not out to change the responsible drink-
ing of drivers. But we are out to change the driving habits of
irresponsible drinkers." how that every drinking driver is
a "problem drinker" ecause his drinking has created a
"problem"th-reaten the lives and safety of our Wed
ones and infringing on our right to live:The trunk driver
should be so stigmatized by societal laws and customs ti-ii
anyone having had a measurable amount of alcohOl in any
form shoAld not dare to drive.

Show the ripple effect which occurs when a drink driving
crash happenson the driver, on the victim, on tlh victim's
family; offender's family, on society (safety and economic
costs).

27) What can break through the .cycle of failure: if the finlice
cant\keep up or don't arrest; the prosecutors donft pros-
ectne;.the judges don't convict;und parents don't care? It is
'a DWI "systems failure." Show that we spend more tit ie.
and money on gzie periodic inspection of oucears than
do; on t4 "inspection and certification" of our-dFiyers

28) Show that liquor is so integrated into our nation's social and
ecpnomic fabric that un til recently, DWI was an almost un-

inkable political issue. Now things are different. "Even
'the liquor lobby is not strong enough' to fight this ones"
Some feel that the drunk driving program will not be able to
compete with/the beer industry and their high volume ad-
vertising, etc. But others feel: 1)They have the advertising
dollar but we have the "ground swell"; 2)Soft drinks and
diet drinks are now considered major competitors"tQhe
beer industry; 3)The liquor industry is helping with dome
messages on the "responsible use" of alcohol.,

29) Show thitthe public has come to view DWI as a psrnicious
force in their communities and are demanding stronger
countermeasures.

30). Show how some DWI communicators have gone directly to
the citizens and asked them what they want yarious'gov-
ernment or private groups to do. For example,, ask the local
newspaper to print an ad which asks for specific ideas. The
data can then be processed to form a "consensus" before
being passed on to key change agents. Conduct a town
meeting. 4 ,
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3) Show that sonic courts treat DWI as "socially, accepted
murder.'

32) Encourage people in the community to. trust their instincts
and to take the initiative in doing something on their own
',out DWI. Tell community members not to always be in-

hibited or enamored by "experts.'"

33) Show how one community group actua ly wrote a personal
letter to virtually all 'the parents of h gh school students
informing them of the dangers of drinking and driving and
urging them to talk with their children and take preventive
measures.

34) Show that the general public has yet to be mobilized as a
constituency against drunk drivingeven.though national
surveys (from 1973 on) show' that more than 80% of Ameri-
cans belkve it is a serious problem in thtscountry.

351 Show that a DWI public informaticin program will not
,-.1iange people; people change people. No program can suc-
ceed

collective
people are made to feel that it is their individual

and iiollective power that will get the job done. "The power
of human intervention" is not an empty slogan or an idealis-
tic abstraction. An example of how potent "people purr"
can be occurred during a severe drought in San Francisco in
1977. Public officials appealed directly to the citizenry to
save the city from a disastrous. water shortage. The result:
water consumption rates dropped so dramatically that the
utility considered raising its rates in order not to go broke.

36) Some police and judges who deal with a wide range of
violations everyday may feel (or think the public feels) that
drunk driving is not as important as other problems. Police
and judges may be reluctant to arrest and convict drunk
drivers because they expect a hostile reaction, because they
wish to avoid spending time in ,court undergoing cross-
examination, because they believe that arresting and pros-
ecuting Dt/V1 offenders does little good, believe that
imposing severe pnalties will cause additional problems
for the DWI offend e{, or that valuable court time can be
saved by' accepting gqty pIrs,to reduced charges of im-
paired driving. Police, itidsys, and other countermeasure
groups are more likely to sustain an intensive law enforce-
ment effort against DWI if they are convinced the communi-
ty supports this effort. -

37) Community members could recommend to the legislAure
or the court that convicted DVVI offenders do community
service or community restitution for the offense.

38) Show how the community members can plot out on 4 map
%vivre I)Wl offendei's live to see if there is any pattern or
clusters which would warrant community action.

,
39) Show members of the community that bars and restaurants

reflect communitialues in the way they handle the serv-
ing of liquor. 4 3

3.
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40) Show that drunk driving.is no longer just a police problem,
it's society's problem. The solution starts at the community
level.

41) Show the importance of encouraging businesses and other
organizations to provide meeting time for the discussion of
drunk driving issues.

42) Promote results of public surveys which indicate a support
for countermeasure efforts, new laws, actions by police
(e.g., use of road blocks), and the like.

CORPORATION STRATEGIES AND POLICIES

43) Show how employees can enlist the aid of their employer in
pomoting a community program against drunk driving.
Emphasize the benefits to the employer in the areas of em-
ployee morale, diminished alcohol-related absenteeism,
and increased productivity_For a company that already
provides an assistance program for its employees, urge that
a referral system to appropriate medical services for em-
ployees with drinking problems be instituted. Identify the
cost-effectiveness of such a program; i.e., if an employee
can be rehabilitated, the company will not lose the substan-
tial investment it has made in training that individual over
the years nor will it incur the expenses of training a new
employee. Moreover, employee morale will be enhanced

etyhep other employees see that the company "cares" for
them as individuals. Companies should pc urged to take
special care when arranging company furfctions, e.g., holi-
day parties and picnics, where alcoholic beverages will be
served in order to ensure the well being of their employees.
If the compAy they work for has not yet taken a position on
drunk driving, urge them to do so, argue the, merits of the
program, set a good example through their own behavior,
urge special training and exercise greater care for the well
being of the employees when arranging functions where
alcoholic beverages are served. If the company has an em-
ployee assistance program) help encourage the develop-
ment of a system for referring problem drinkers to
appropriate medical services. Corporations should sponsor
a Student Assistance Program in the schools or community.
Some corporations have an OAP (Occupational Assistance
Program). Remember, companies welcome ideas for im-
proving company morale, alcohol-related absenteeism and
diminished productivity.

44) Show how local corporation/ in the community- can help.
They should be asked to establish written standards and
policies about alcoholism anti drinking and driving. Assure
corporations that this action will haye an effect on the atti-
tudes and behavior patterns of their employees, 'not only
during working heirs off the job as well. And, since top
management executives hold positions of respect in the
community, the public-at-large looks to them for both,lead-
ership and,ipidance. Their attitudes toward drunk driMing
also must be,clearly and unambigutstisly communicated to
the people who work for them: The employees must know

1..
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exactly where tIO company stands, how deeply the corpo-
ration is concerned about the problem and what the colp-
pany proposes to do about it. lithe employees know eit
the corporate leadership is inte*ested directly in being a
good neighbor ih the cqinmunity,-the employees are more
likely to participate in service-cf4tiented activities during off-
duty hours. Furthtir, this policy and a letter of commiement
should be. sent to the political leadership of the county or
state urging cooperation and law reforms.

45) Show the community that local corporations are also com-
municating, their feelings through conversations with em-
ployees; bringing the subject up at staff meetings,
distributing or posting printed notifies or distributing a
memorandum directly to staff.

Any company policy will e even more effective if it is
accompanied by a note ety .ssing personal commitment to
a program of preventive a lion. It might also be useful to
review the company's in -urance policy with regard to
drinking and driving acc ents. The person in charge_of

4 insurace should be inv ved here.

BAR AND RESTAURAN?STRATEGIES AND POLICIES

46) Show businesseoand companies specific steps they can
take to bring the problem of dangeious driving under
control.

When alcoholic beverages are selling at reduced prices,
businesses should also make non-alcoholic beverages
available at reduced rates. During these times, such as
"happy hour", snacks and food should be available to
lessen the effects of alcohol and _to eMphasize the social
gathering of people, not just the consumption and sale of
alcoholic beverages, at least unsalted popcorn or other

should be provided.

The community program asks local businesses to stop
"last calls", stacking drinks, and other countdown tech-
niques designed to promote the last-minute consumption
of alcoholic beverages before customers begin to drive
home.

Bars and restaurants should offer a wide range of mixed
non-alcoholic drinks.

These mixed drinks are classified as "drinks for drivers",
"Ones for the Road", NAD (non-alcolAc drinks), ANA
drinks (attractive non alcoholic drinks), , "IX-14\P parties"
'lion-alcoholic parties), and the like (champagne, beer,
and liquor "look-a-likes" are not considered appropriate).
These are drink with "zip" without the "zap." These
should be attractive,lfun,. colorful,' tasty, drinks in tune
with the event and season. A host/hostess who makes a
fuss over the de-alcoholized wine or catawba cocktail
symbolizes the needed comfort zone for non-drinking'
guests. There are many soLircebooks for recipes, includ-
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ing: The Non-Drinkers Drink Book, A Guide to Mixing No-
Alcoholic Drinks, by Gail Schioler and. A /ciao to Sober

,,Sivirij and Joyous Juices, by Ian Blexrud.

This would entail the acquiring of recipes, bartender
training, the purchase of supplies and non-alcoholic
equipment, mixes and paraphernalia, and ways to pro-
mote these non-alcoholic drinks (e.g., menus, table tents:
marketing messages, signs, etc.).

NOTE: Conimunicators should always be quick to men-
tion that the selling of non-alcoholic drinks will not cut
into profits because: 1) non-alcoholic drinks should attract
more non-drinkers who would normally not frequent
bars; 2) non-alcoholic mixed drinks will be priced close to
alcOholic drinks; and 3) profit on each mixed non-alcohol-
ic drink should be higher because it casts the establish-
ment less to make.

NOTE., Show businesses that other anti-drunk driving
policies need not affect profits. Bars and restaurants
should contain design and management elements which
would attract a more heterogeneous of larger group,.
which would consume X amount of liquor as opposed to a
more homogeneoA or small group which would drink
the same amount of liquor, but, individually, to more
dangerous levels. That is, begin to attract more light
drinkers as opposed to fewer heavy drinkers while still
keeping sales and profit margins at the same level. "Re-
member, the light social drinker is your best customer."

Businesses should require bartenders to use correct
amount of liquor in drinks and not serve "doubles." At
least "measured pourers" should be used on liquor bot-
tles. Sizes include 1, 11/2, 2 ozs. Automatic drink machines
are always accurate.

Businesses should separate the price of admission oclood
from the cost of alcoholic beverages. Under no circum-
stances are slow drinkers or non-drinkers to be forced to

-share in the cost of alcoholic beverages. No minimum for
drinks should even he required.

Businesses, bars, and restaurants should not permit con-
tests which involve the consumption of alcohol.

Businesses should exercise special attention and creativ-
ity in developing and promoting non-alcoholic beverages
and food (menus, table tent displays, signs, etc.) on bal-
ance with the promotion of liquor, wine, and beer.

Restaurants (and bars) should make water available.
sparkling water should be available.

When food is not available with alcoholic beverages, tit.?-
sinesses should provide amusement machines, recrea-
tional facilities, special activities, and other diversions
which "may offer alternatives to alcohol consumption. No
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business, social gathering, reception or party should cen
ter solely around the bar or around cocktail lounge activi-
ties. Provide accessible places for games !luclws bridge,
backgammon, etc., and vests should be encouraged to
participate in such activities. Many a guest has gotten
drunk A at a party becape there was nothing else to do but
drink.

One restaurant Qwner raised the drinking 'age to 21 in hid
establishment during the holidays even though the State
drinking age was 19.

Businesses should have a policy that does not condone
enticing people to drink through peer pressure, forcing
drinks on people, automatically pouring or bringing a
drink to patron's/guests, or even directly asking if they
would like another.

Businesses should of condone the practice of enforcing
outmoded local c istomS .any individual making
three strikes in a row has to buy a round for all present).

Businesses should consider letting police place breath-
testing equipment in bars for use by patrons in learning
about their own drinking limits. These demonstrations
have been conducted in several college campus pubs with
resulting high levels of patron interest and educational
potential (There have been some reported problems of
misuse, contests to reach a certain BAC level, etc:).

Businesses should support police if they select to set up a
drunk driving road block (or sobriety check-point) nearby
to arrest drunk drivers. Show that police are conducting
"mini road blocks" outside of stores, bars, and restau-
rants looking for drunk drivers. This is especially true
when complaints of under-aged drinking and drunk driv-
ing have been received. Businesses should consider the
overall safety and well being of the general public to be,
greater than any small, temporary adverse affect on their
operation. In addition, show that police will solicit co-
operation from the business establishment in this effort to
diffuse any seemingly arbitrary harassment of customers.

Businesses should be encouraged t9Icol itict a drinking
driver public information program. Level of campaign

(<- involvement could include: 1) the development of a cor-
porate policy regarding drunk driving, responsible use.of
alcohol at corporate receptior etc.; 2) the development
of a campaign for emplqyees, clients, and others in their
marketing mix (retailers, wholesalers, etc.); 3) helping
local campaigns with the lending,of an executive for plan-
ning, providing a meeting place or focal.point for commu-
nity activity, participation in a community speakers
bureau, and the like; 4) the tagging of company paid
commercials with drunk driving mess-ages; and 5) the
financing of a community-wide drunk driving campaign.
Show corporations that the community has had an impact
on the economic health of the company. Wouldn't it be
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nice if they would give something back and assist with
this social problem at the same time.

Work with labor unions to prevent giving the worker
compensation pay if he is spending time in jail for drunk
driving.

Let your city, state and county elected officials know
about corporate policies And activities. Encourage corpo-
rations to voice their opinion on laws, raising the drinking
age, etc. Elected officials will listen as corporations are a
real force and financial base in the community and state.

CORPORATE AND PRIVATE PARTY PLANNING GLIIDI,

A management levyl person or a 1.)erson ii,13 household
should be charged with The responsibility' of overseeing
any function where alcohol is served. "A spirit, of
responsibility."

Food should be served with drinks:

If possible, begin serving food before alcoholic drinks
are served. This guarantees for those guests who come
to a party on an "empty stomach': a reprise (rom intoxi-
cation which would otherwise occur more ealy after
drinking without eating.

Serve adequate quantities, fresh, nutritiiius, attractive-
ly arranged and visible food. 40

--Serve some low caloric foods to encourage the dieting
drinkers to eat.

--Serve proteift-oriented iteths and rich, starch foods be-
-) cause they stay in-the st4inach longer and delay the

absorption of alcohol into the bloodstream, such as
chee*, raw vegetables with dip, seafood, deviled or
hard-boijed eggs, spareribs and pizza. The serving.of
salty snacks, greasy foods and sweets should be mini-
mizod as they tend to make people thirsty.

tiring out' food in waves to encourage frequent return'
t'rips back to the table.

-::-=Walk food around the room. Have servers talk about
- special items to encourage consumption.

---Serte unique and interesting foods. "Up-grade" the
quality fic-Nd whenever possible.

Provide alternare =aCtivities to drinking as the center of
attention and attractit9 ky having settings conducive to

relaxing, sociartilpg and ha,ve adequatlighting
a space.

Encourve the scheduling of gatherings at luni7htime or in
t,.
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the early afternoons. This would lower the possibility of
drinking and driving.

If guests are charged a fee, separate the price of admission
or food from the cost of drinks; do not force slow and non
drinkers to share the cost of alcoholic beverages.

Serve drinks only upon request (there is no need to he
always "topping" glasses).

Always have non-alcoholic beverages and non-alcoholic
mixed drinks available. These mixed drinks are classified
as "drinks for drivers", "ones for the road," NAD (Non-
alcoholic drinks), ANA drinks (Attractive Non-alcoholic
Drinks), "NAP Parties" (non-alcoholic parties), and the
like (champagne, beer and liquor "look-a-likes" are not
considered appropriate). These are drinks with "zip"
without the "zap." These should be attractive, fun, color-
ful, tasty drinks in tune with the event and season. A
host/hostess who makes a fuss over the de-alcoholized
wine or catawba cocktail symbolizes the needed comfort
zone for non-drinking guests. There are many source-.
books for recipes, including: The Non-Drinkers Drink Book,
A Guide to Mixing Non-Alcoholic Drinks, by Gail Schioler
and A toast to Sober Spirits and Joyous Juices, by Jan Blexrud.
Consider serving punch or "spiked punch" as the only
alcoholic beverage. Also, when serving punch, use a non-
carbonated mixer to slow further the absorption of
alcohol.

Have bartender/host adhere to strict serving guidelines:

Measure correct amounts of liquor in drinks. Have sev-
eral jiggers available if guests must mix their own (but
discourage this practice if possible). 2t.

A

--Serve normal (1 oz.) portions.

Use properly sized or smaller glasses.

Guests should not be permitted to mix their oVvn

drinks.'

1--Do not serve individuals who appear to be intoxicated
or impaired or tninors.

----Provide an array of attractive beverages which are
equally appealing and accessible to guests who choose
not to drink alcoholic beverages as well as .to those who
choose to imbibe.

SServe // surprise" non alcoholic mixed brinks where
guests are not told. (e.g., a "virgin pina colada")

Verbally offer non-alcoholic beverages, e.g. "Hello, we
have alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks tonight. These
include...." Post a sign "non-qcoholic drinks
available:"
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For example, some low alcoholic drinks are so low that
many states allow the sale of these beverages to any age
group. Brands Include Giovanni(.05%), Fioro-italia, de-
alcoholized Italian wine (.05%). Non-alcoholic beers are
also available. Actually, they do contain some alcohol,
but only 1/2 percent. Some current brands include:
Moussy, a Swiss import by Cardinal of Fribourg, also
the makers of Cardinal beer. It is distributed in 40 states
by New York-based White Rock; Texas Select, pro-
duced by Dallas distributor Richland Beverage Co., was
developed sic years ago for export to Middle Eastern
countries that ban alcohol. It's now being test-marketed
in Texas, withnational distribution planned soon; Bir-
dl, brewed by S4imides in P iladelphia under the su-
pervision of Bra 5erel Hurl -nann of Zurich, hit the
market. in 1981; M brae, by Metropolis Brewery
of Trenton, NJ., has been aronm since the early 1950.

Have ice water and sparkling water available

Avoid any grand display of alcoholic beverage bottles and
containers. Store them in a bar or keep them in one cen-
tralized area out of direct sight of the guests. Some guests
see bottles sitting on a table as an open invitation for a
refill or as a sign of "irresponsible or ungracious'?
hostessing.

Part of gracious and responsible hostessing is to keep
drinking areas clean, picked up, free of empty glasses or
Gins. A tidy area indicates a high standard of party-giving
and may reflect a more responsible use of alcohol.

Design your gathering to be a dress-up affair. It might be
concluded that people drink more "properly" and "re-,
sponsibly" at the same time reflecting a more responsible
use of alcohol by the host/hostess.

Hosts should try to exclude persons who consistantly
drink too much.

Show that when liquor is served in the home, hosts or
othenfamily members shoded mix, and dispense drinks to
guests to avoid thii'd party liability problems if an accident
should occur. This way the host would know how many
drinks were served, the amountof liquor in each drink,
and what heavy drinkers.to watch so that proper safety or
intervention measures can. be taken.

Businesses should stop the operation of open bars. Even
at a reception, a free ticket system staffed by a company
executive could be the monitor tO help spot those who
might over-drink.

Shorten the hours of the party or estiOa time limit on
events where alcohol is serve&

Close the bar at least an hour before the end of the event
and have non alcoholic beverages, i.e., coffee, tea, soft
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drinks, and dessert available t that time. While coffee
and desserts will not sober p an intoxicated person, it
will reduce to some extent the effects of the alcohol and
allow time to plan for safe travel.

No contract should be made with a caterer that would
require a minimum amount of liquor or pay a bartender or
hotel a percentage of sales which might encourage exces-
sive drinking.

Business organizations must realize that any policies
which are overly restrictive or not effectively applied are
counter-productive and only contribute to the stigma and
distrust of the community alcohol and drinking driver
program.

Businesses should make alcohol and drinking driver is-
sues part of the employee orientation program or the
companN's employee manual. 'They should become
friendly advocates for safe driving policies after a recep:
tion or after drinking at any time. Special orientation or
training should be given to those handling alcoholic bev-
erages, organizing parties, or doing corporate conference
planning and logistics.

Businesses should develop a policy with those health
agencies responsible for routine health care delivery to
make certain they are alert' to signs of alcohol problems
and to make referrals when appropriate.

When receptions are in order, consider an afternoon buf-
fet dinner or programs promoting entertainment instead
of the typical "happy hour" function.

Companies should assist those individuals with alcohol
problems with finding education or treatment programs.
Companies should realize that this is a delicate matter
which requires expert handling. Steps should be taken
that would minimize fears that. may interfere with the
process, guarantee that information and subsequent ac-
tions will remain confidential, allayears of reprisal,,and
show this assistance will help the individual's career, not
ruin it.

Dispell the notion that a good party is simply how well
the liquor flows or that it is dependent on high levels of
alcohol consumption. "You don't have to have a blow-out
to have a good party. in fact, you don't always have to
have liquor to have a good time." "Alcohol is not the be-
all or end-all of a gathering."

Requite caterers to be insured and bonded for third party
liability issues. Write in the contract that minors should
not be served alcoholic beverages. This is all particularly
important when the fitnction takes place in unlicensed
halls.

Bustnesses should realize that some courts call the of-,
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fender's employer to see if there is an Employee,Assis-
lance Program (EAP) or . Occupational Assistance

V Program (OAP) which can assist in getting the employee
into > diversionary program.

Slim, that civic and countermeasure organizations
should use drunk driving stories in their internal corpo-
rate communications, newslettters, videotape series, an-
nual reports, and the like. This would include:

----News stories from their 2rganizations around the
area/state.

--"Our Town Your Town" segment which allows for
more in-depth coverage of innovative irograms in spe-
cific locations (e.g., how one city co acted their road
blocks).

"Wide Angle" looks at one4pressinb issue from the per-
spective of all organizations within the area.

"Executive Forum" is a perspective on air from a single
executive ,(e.g., Chief of Police, Prosecutor, etc., and

. his recommendation or activity)..

"Volunteer Forum" is a segment reserved for volun-
teers, civic and activist group activities. r

"Profile" is a segment designed to spotlight individuals
who have been recognized for exemplary work (e.g., a
patrol officer who made the most drunk driving arrest

month).

, Labor unions should be prohibited from paying any corn-
pensation to a person who refuses to take' a chemical test
and is suspended from work because he.lias to serve jail
time.

47) Show that it is not the objective of the company's drinking
driver program to interfere with private drinking habits.
The program is .not designed to eclipse the right .of each
person to exercise their own responsibility and judgment in
the use and consumption of alcohol or drinking habits that
do not severely affect their physical or mental health, their
ability to carry out their duties at their work place, or any
adverse pub. behavior that would be detrimental to their
well being affd the company.

48) Describe how businesses can refer workers with alcohol
problems to treatment or occupational rehabilitation pro-
grams. Describe how the referral is prompted: 1) The work-
er may be involved in an alcohol-related incident such as

I.driving the company truck while intoxicated, being stopped
by the police, and, after problem identification, subsequent
entry into the program; 2) The worker may be referred in
the course of routine-health care delivery; 3) The worker
may be referred by his supervisor based on deter prating job
performance, frequent errors in judgment, excessive tardi-

ii
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ness or absenteeism; and 4) The worker may idenik the
problem and seek treatment. Here the problem is identified
before it becomes a matter of official attention.

49) One reason occupational assistance alcoholism treatment
programs have such a high rate of success is that both the
employer, a significant other, and the emplyyee himself
have a high stake in the employee's behaviortchange. The
employer doesn't want to lose a productive employee and
the employee doesn't want to lose,.a job. The same high
stakes apply in drinking and driving issues.

50) Show businesses that the practicewof arbitrarily discharging
diagnosed alcoholics and replaciWg them with new person-
nel is over two times more costly than the alcohol rehabilita-
tion initiative.

51) Show businesses the importance of having a "cab reim-
bursement policy" (e.g., LIFT, Leave in a Free Taxi). If any-
one is drunk at a company reception, a company employee
is to call and pay for a cab. This will be reimbursed by the
company. Emphasize that one need not fear reprisal. There
will be no questions. No record of names, money paid, etc.,
will be made of the incident. One chief executive officer
hands out "free cab.ride cards" to each new employee dur-
ing their orientation program. His approach includes relat-
ing drinking and driving to the'"caring atmosphere" and
the "quality of life" practices in the organization.

52) Show businesses that once internal corporate policies are in
place, they should communicate this to their politi al lead-
ership and also support tougher legislation.

53) Show that under Dram Shop Laws, there have been some
cases where bars and restaurants have been held responsi-
ble for alcohol-related highway crashes. For example, the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court says an establish-
ment can be liable for serving too much booze to a custom-
er. "In this State, we not only arrest drinking drivers, we
arrest bartenders too." "Bartending is more than just mix-
ing drinks."

In 1982, it upheld a $50,000 verdict against a Milford tavern
that served "six or more" white russians to a customer who
was "obviously intoxicated." That customer later drove off
the road killing nine-year-old John Ciminp.

Show that the three levels of bartender/waiter interventions
are: 1) asking politely for the designated driver at the table
before drinking starts; 2) carding drinkers; 3) not serving
intoxicated customers; 4) physically stopping a person whothas drunk too much and getting him ride home, calling a
cab, etc; and 5) if all else fails and the person leaves, call the
police or REDDI program.

Waiters should always ask hen taking drink orders,
"who's the dry driver." Th vantages are: 1) it gets the
conversation going about rank driving; 2) it may actually
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get someone assigned to the task; 3) it shows a "responsi-
le" and caring attitude by the establishment; and 4) it may

"indemnify" the establishment if an accident did happen as
"due care" was take*

Show businesses that it is the moderate drinker who is the
best customer. There really is no need to take the chance in
serving heavy drinkers.

Arguments against Dram Shop Laws include the following
comments from bar, convenience store and liquor store
owners. Communicators should know these arguments
and be prepared to deal with them.

"The Dram Shop Law is a rip-off of bars by lawyers and
insurance companies. A person could drink anywhere,
cause an accident and the bar iwould be sued. Put the
responsibility back on the individual."

"Public acceptance of makes the bartenders job
more difficult."

"There are already too many attempts to place the respon-
sibilitfr on the vendor. It's my judgement as the buyer
where responsibility should be... their incentive is to 'sell
liquor or they'll go out of business. Any program to
change the vendor's incentivewon't work. However, the

;vendor can provide an alternative way of getting people
home! Then his profit is not threatened."

"Dram/Shop Law is a cop-Jout. It puts all the responsibility
on the wrong people. We're an off-sale store. Why should
we be as responsibile as on-sale. We can't control what
people do when they leave here."

"As an alternative, try sdmething like the TIP Program
(Turn In Poachers). Bartenders could tip off law enforce-
ment, or call the REDDI program, but not require bar-
tenders to come in and press charges."

"Bareenders 'often have no time to pay attention to the
customers. The burdyn is often put on the waitresses to
determine if the customer is to drunk. The dangerous
p i}period is before the customer is falling down drunk (it is
hard to know if they can drive)." People have different
tolerances for alcohol. The amount they have had to drink
is not always the issue. Sometim its pretty difficult
among those who've built up a tolerance."

Bartenders don't want to start an argument.

Bartenders sometimes have their own drinking problem
which could influence his effectiveness in implementing
this program.

As a hedge against liability, one establishment who had a
computerized function to the cash register, put time indi-

Ct
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cies on bat: checks to record specific times d?inks were
consumed.

54) Show businesses which serve liquor that a simple sign may
help save lives (e.g., "We want you to enjoy yourself, but

. we also want you to comp back.").

55) Encourage your community to establish a free cab system
[Dial-A-Ride, Cab Hot Line, Care Cab, Drive-A-Teen Emer-
Oncy Service, Student Organization For Alcohoi Aware-
ness, Corporate Cab Reimbursement, Sober Ride, .1f4You-

- Need-A-Ride program, LIFT (leave in a free taxi), CARS
(catch a ride safely), "Dollar-A-Ride-Program", "Take-A-
Cab-On-Us," Hotline," (telephone hot-
line)] during critical times of the year. You might get a club,
hospital, or organization to sponsor it. Buses are sometimes
used at military sites. One cab company was able to dis-
patch two people to pick up intoxicated individuals so one
could drive the person's car home. A State (800) number
could be used.

Operation policies include:

Establish the hours and radius of operation.

Cooperative arrangements or connecting rides can be
made with other cab comp'anies and services outside of
the radius of operation.

Seat belts must be worn.

Anonymity is- proriiiseti.

Caller olcily needs to give first name, last initial, current
location and destination.

Cars are. only perinitked to take the person home (not to
another place of drinking).

Reservattns can be accepted for later in the evening,
e.g., on New Year's Eve.

Cabs will accept passengers of drunk drivers.

Some programs use cars of pavate citizens Operated by
stydents.and parents (who drive).

One program had teams of Iwo peopleone to drive
the imrson's car home. Some programs used Parent-
Student teams.

When students aret4sed, some training is required.

----Students use their own cars and are reimbursed for
gasoline by the sponsoring organization.

One advantage of the youth/ parent Drive -A -Teen pro-
r
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gram is that it provides cross-age education opportuni-
.ties-for the youth in the area.

NOTE: Some feel there are disadvantages in the promotion
and operation of school or community "safe rides" programs
for young adults. These include:

, Messages promoting the program often equate having a
good time with the act of drinking (perhaps to excess). For
example, "We want you to have a good time, but we want
you home safe."

In States with 21-year-old drinking laws, the program
condones.breaking the law. There should-be no such pro-
gram for upderaged drinkers.

The program encourages the deception of parents regard-
ng their child's drinking by promising confidentiality.

'Parental guidance and responsibility is abrogated_

The program policy of confidentiality does not permit the
reporting of parties or incidents where drugs and/or use
of aicdhol by minors is takingplace. Here the school spon-
sorthg the program could be an "accessory" to a criminal
act.

The program has no clear policy for handling unmana-
geable drunks. One program policy is to warn the drunk
(how does one "warn" a drunk?) three times` to behave
and, if that fails, the driver stops the'car and puts the
passenger outanywhere. If the drunk should then fall
down on the road and get run over, who will the court say
is responsible?

NOTE:s Safe Rides programs are not designed for only
drinkers. Passengers of drinking drivers are also encour-
aged to,call ("don't be drunk drivin" ").

One incentive for the, 'dial-a-ride system is to develop a
subsidized system with a bar or restatirant to get drinkers
home for half the' usual cost (tip is also included). The cost

__..could be split between the patron and the bar/restaurant
establishment, the cab company or a sponsoring organiza-
tion. A coupon book could be developed which would fa-
cilitate this system as well as provide a direct message to the
drinker. This coupon book could be provided to liquor es-
tablishments by the sponsoring organization. The spon-
sor's name would appear on each coupon.

NOTE: Many feel that the patron must pay part of the fare
and nvt completely subsidize the trip home, e.g., "Dollar-
A-Riqe" program.

Show that bars and restaurants need to consider these ideas
carefully with the dram shop laws just around the corner.
Say, "You wouldn't want to :1)e a test case, wOuld you?"

56) Encourage the reporting of drunk drivers by citizens, React
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Groups, CB and ham radio operators. The REDDI program
should state clearly thiWthere is now citizen involvement in
detecting the drinkinrdriver--a lot of others in the commu-
nity are watching. Messages should focus on "us" and
"what we're doing," instead of a distant "they." Show "you
would report a burgler breaking into your neighbor's
housewhy not report a drunk driver?" There is a hotline
in many states to turn in poachers during hunting off-s-ea-
sonwhy not one for drinking drivers?

Show how you can cat police or radio to your base station
with: a description of the driver's vehicle; Iicen§e number;
location; and direction the vehicle is travelling. Show thk
police monitor Channel 9 the emergency chapnel).

Program or group names include local CB or ham radio
operators' -organization, Aeact Groups, the local chapter of
REDDI (Report Every Drunk Driver Immediately), TIP
(Turn in Poachers), TIDE (Turn in Drunk Driving Every-
one), RAID (Report All Intoxicated Drivers) "DWI Hunter
program", "Be REDDI" program, "Report-a-Drunk" pro-
gram, "Call in a Drunk" program, the "Extra Eyes" pro-
gram, ..DIRE; (Driver Impaired Reporting System), RAPID
(Report a Problem Intoxicated Driver), RADD (Report All
Drinking Drivers), etc.

It is important for communicators to tie in their REDDI
program to other specific activities and groups; I) barten-
ders /waiters, etc. who want drunks off the road but don't
want to get involved. Here the reporting ofd a drunk driver
may help to indemnify an establishment if .a crash oc-
curred; 2) hosts in the home can call the REDDI program if a
guest refuses a ride home. as a way of "indemnifying" the
host if something' should occur; 3) defensive driving pro-,
grams. The public needs to knoW how to recognize drinking
drivers on the road; 4) show that some individuals are re-
porting to authorities, members of their own family who
drink and drive. These individuals could be encouraged to
call the police directly or call the Protective Service Unit of
the DepaAtment of Social Services. Show that there are laws
under the Civic Order of Protection which cover anyone in
the household where abuse has taken place, or where a
family member has been placed in clear and present danger;
5) show that citizens should read the names of drunk driv-
ers listed in the newspaper and report them if they are seen
drunk; 6) tie into the local tow truck drivers who often
monitor emergency channels: and, 7)- the Neighborhood
Watch program.

Show the public that any overzealous action or impatience
may lead. to unwarranted vigilantism. TW§. is iiot desirable.
Show the need for establiShing eonMiunicating to the'
public) procedures for reporting drunk driver§:

Caller need not identify tIkemselves.

When you see a possible drunk driver, seconds count.
Always carry a pad and pencil on the dash of your car.

ilk
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If you have a passenger with you, foNtafety, have the
passenger do the writing. Do not attempt to get a driver's
description I you find it difficult to get 'Slung side of the
car. License number; make, color, location, and direction
of travel are the most important.

'Do not attempt to stop the vehicle.

11,
Do not attempt to follow if the vehicle exceeds,* posted
speed limit or if any other hazard may exist due to follow-
ing the vehicle.

Do not disregard any traffic control signals in an attempt
to keep the drunk driver in view.

Do not follow the drunk driver too closely, as he may stop
suddenly.

Do not get so engrossed in following the drunk driver that
you begin weaving on the road with the drunk driver.

Do not attempt to detain the drunk driver if he should
Putstop.

If u?;ing a Citizens Band Radio, do not argue with other
persons on the channel, or interfere with another person
while they are reporting an emergency.

Dvot request other cpers to respond to the area once
thorlice have been notified.

Do not attempt to at in the capacity of a pRlice, fire, or
medical person, unless you are properly trghed and au-
thorized to perform that function.

Do not attempt to assist any law enforcement officer
while he is apprehending a drunk driver unless,
requested.

Do not do anything about a crash that.you have not wit-
nessed. There are too, many chances for an error in relay-
ing information given to you by others:

Show the value of a statewide toll-free number to report
drunk drivers similat to the REDDI program (Report Every
Drulk Driver Immediately). It is too early to tell if itiany
actual iplivrehensions will be made from this system. How-
ver, the Likelihood of apprehension would be a deterrent to

many. Some States report that it is important to have a local/a,
.corwmuratycall system as opposed to a State-wide number.''',

57)' Citizens should encourage their city council to provide in-
centiyes to bars, stores, resta nts, and r stores to
help with the drunk driving problem. a eel that "sup- -

ply-side" .counterrheasure efforts can b effective. Action
steps would include:

City councils should mandate that liquor stores and gro-
58
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eery stores post signs in'conspicuous places that show the
relationships among number of drinks, body weight,
blood alcohol levels, and potential for driYing accidents.
Posting KYL charts about "signs and symptoms of alco-
holism" and where one may obtain local help.

City councils should orchestrate public discussions dur-
ing the time of new liquor license approval and renewal.
This should maximize community impact on tolerance
limits. to problems -raised by having bars as part of the
community'.

Require liquor storeg'lo- display and sell non-alcoholic
drinks and paraphernalia as well as lists of wine and food
combinations.

Regulate the hours of liquor establishments. Some corl-
munitieveport anoticeable drop in alcohol-related crash-
es. Also, prohibit bars fOrm opening up at 5am the
opening dgy of hunting season.

Impose a Cinderella License as a way of reducing alcohol-
related crashes. Here, -16 and 17 year olds are given re-
strictions or a conditional license. Young adults are
limited in the following ways: 1) they are imder a curfew
and cannot drive at night or during early morning hours;
2) they are permitted to drive to work, evening classes or
church events, etc.; and 3) they may drive with a parent
or a licensed driver over 21, years old during these hours.
If these rules are violated, they ,may not get a regular
license until they are 18 years of age.

Prohibit drive-up beer and liquor esta ishinimts. They
Stgte of Louisiana permits the selling of m xed drinks
from a drive-in window: The "sealed contai is a plas-
tic cup, plastic lid, and one piece of masking tape over-the
top. Of ci.?urse, one is given a straw to poke thr6ugh the
hole in the top.

Alloyy., anonymous ells from bartenders and waitressei;
who et port drunk drivers to the police or the local REDDI
program. This way b4 personnel do not have to jet di-
rectly involved.

Prohibit any;local advertising by the liquor industry in
bars and restaurants, such as clocks, lights,Indoor
and especially liquol-industry sponsored outdoor signs.,

-4"

Pnihibit the use of Pee% dispehsors in the,commuriity.
Work with military installa.tions to prohibit them on base.

Prohibit the advertising of beer and liquor brand names
and prices in establishment windows so they cannot br
seen from the street,

7. City councils should require bars to make available and
promote certain fiumber. of non-alcoholic drinks, serv-
ing free food during happy hours, limiting five drinks per.

54
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customer, requiring alcoholism and drunk driving train-
ing to bartenders and serving staff, and the like. Promote
these drinks as "Drinks for Drivers" These non-alcoholic
drinks (not too sweet, not to tart, ,attractive, tasty) are
made available at parties, bars, restaurants, receptions,
etc.

(_'ity councils should require that certain percentages of
food be served with alcoholic beverages. There could be a
law to require bars to always make at least fresh, -unsalted
pop corn available at all times, or at least when the restau-
rant is not open.

City councils should provide incentives through license
fees to tighten up on sale of liquor to minors. Conve-
nience stores and supermarkets are some of the worst
offenders.

Om! city council required bars to install Pills.

I Ask for increased attention and enforcement of purchase
arid drinking age laws, especially in grocery and conve-
nience stores where, enforcement is particularly lax. Bars
could be required to "card" anyone under 30 years of age.
"It's a good safeguard and people are flattered."

Control the number of bars in the community.

Show that bars, because of the emerging dram shop laws,
are considering using patron names and time indicators
on bar bills to shoW what drinks were consumed at what
time intervals or simply to indicate when the patron/s
arrived and left to establish a record of drinks per time
period.

City Councils can require bars to,use "measured pourers"
on liquor bottlas so that drinks are more apt to be mea-
sured. They arava.ilable in 1, 11/2, and 2 oz. sizes.

Ask the City Council to mandate that all Class A (retail,
convenience, fast food stores), Class B (bars, taverns, res-
taurants), and Operators (bartenders) licensees must suc-
cessfully complete a 12-hour Bartender Alcohol
Awareness Program-. e.g., TRIP (Training Related to in-
toxicated Drivers). The6,12-hour program might focus spe-
cifically upon City Liquor Ordinances, local Police
Department enforcement policies, applicable State/City
statutes and court decisions, alcohol attitude exercises,
calculation of blood alcohol levels, State drunk driving
laws, alcoholism and treatment, the responsible market-
ing of alcoholic and non-alcoholic drink mixology and
loW/non-a Icoholic products.

Ask the City Council to raise liquor taxes to help finance
drunk driving ,countermeasure efforts. if the alcoholic
beverage industry is over- a $20 billion 'a year industry that
causes over $24 billion in alcohol-related crashes a year,
why hasn't the industry received a federal tax'increase in
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the past thirty years to help pay for the damages? If we
spend $ Billions a year for damages that are alcohol-relat-
ed, why is California only changing, for example, one
cent a gallon luxury tax on wine? Some States have tried
char ng bar patrons a "nickel-a-drink" tax (or "Tippler
Tax" on drinks to help finance the DWI program. ,

NOTE: Some feel that The alcohol beverage taxes at the
Federal level should be increased $2 per gallon for any
alcoholic beverage with a 24% and up alcohol content and
$1 per gallon for any alcoholic beverage with a content
below 24%."

Ask the City Council to require that beer kegs purchased
for parties be registered' public information materials, be
disseminated.

Encourage the establishment of advertising policies. Li-
quor advertising directives might iliclude:

--have nalgard at all times to the need for discouraging
abusive drinking ,patterns and enFouraging the legal,
moderate and safe- consumption of alcohol beverages.

--not use any person, or group whose exposure, fame or
prestige is a result of activities, work, or endeavors
outside the production of beer, wine or liquor.

not imply, directly or indirectly, that social acceptance,
personal success, business or athletic achievement may
be acquired or resulifrom the use of the product being
advertised.

-must not suggest that workers or participants in sports,
recreation and craft or hobbies involving care and skill,
or elements of physical dangerishotIld consume beer or
a particular brand of beer before or while engaging in
such activities.

refrain from any aspect of any activity which calls for
high degree of skill if imitation by the unskilled or un-
derage viewer could be considyred dangerous.

not associate brands or consipption with the driving
of a motor vehicle nor allow edher stationary or moving
vehicles in actual consumption scenes.

.

, Al

--not use pictures of minors or persons who reasonably
could be considered minors;

not advertise in publicatiOns for which half or more of
the 4.'161 culation is,.or is likely to be, under the age of
major I

4

--t-sha I not broadcast corfnercialsdwin periods when
h,iIf vinore of fhe audience is, or.is likely o be, under

of majority.
4
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restrict the number and size of alcohol ,advertisements
in newspapers, magazines, public transportation vehi-
cles, subways, airports, railway stations, transit Nelli-
4es and radio and television stations.

.

58) bo a 506t breakdown of societal costs of one drunk driving
accident in your community (wages lost, health insurance,
property damage, poli time/costs, Tedical, rehabilitation
costs for victims aQd offenders, etc.).!--M a cost breakdown
of what one driver, perhaps with several prior offenses, has
cost your community. Compa're these figures to other s ci-

Yetal costs of the programs in your a
id

area and nk them. )w
you can say 'Drinking drivers are Zit only a .afetyprtzard in
our community, 'but they are an ecomomic ligbility as well."
This is especially important when governments Are looking
for' waysato cut costs in these tough economic times.

MILITARY STRATEGIES AN!) POLICIES

59) Show that' the military installations slioti`ltrbe ipoled in
State and local programs. Communicators should work
through tlj installations' Base Community Counsel Drug
Alcohol Abuse Control CommitVe, commanders, safety
and gintind safety specialists, club-managers, chaplins, Red
Cross, union representatives, and the like.

JShow that any df the alcohol and drunk,driving problems
are less visible in the military because personnel function in
a highly structured, supportiVe systemthey look out for
each other, the buddy system is in effect during social and

"ier'
drinking times (a carry-over,from training), and they gener-
ally drink in supervised settings. Nevertheless, the'problem
is extensive.

Public information issues include publicizing:

*r Use of driving mazes at base gates during high risk hours;
Road blocks and gate checks;
.Use of breathalyzers;
Courtesy transportation from clubs;
Screening of base police blotters for OWls;
Rewriting of key regulations (e.g., AR 109-5, Motor Vehi-
cle Traffic Supervjsion), to require a letter of reprimand
from appropriate levels to be placed in the record of every
offender, and the like;
Tightening of suspension/revocation of driving privileges
or confiscation of privately owned automobiles;
Use of 16caLpublic.information campaigns, etc; and
Requiring the use of safety belts on base.

Show that one way to combat the heavy dritiking after ma-
neuvers is to allow time for service members to "come down
from the high." However, instead of dismissing them and
turning them loose to drink in town, a, more controlled
barrack party where beverages and transportation are pro-
vided may be safer.

Show that drunk driving is considered a serious offense in
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'the military which can bring about tough sanctions. These
sanctions could he especially severe and even career de- , r

stroying for air personnel, senior of ficers7 NCOs, and those
in sensitive or classific*1 work positions. "Don't risk it, it
ainl worth it." r

Commun ators ,hould find renewed interest by military
installatiy s around the country ti) become actively in-
volveain drunk driving issues. This will be especially true
since new regulations were signed into effect in late 1983. /---,
These inclycled D015 (Department of Defense) 1010-7. N ../1
Army reguyions are AR-600-85,and AR-190-5 (see other
military services, as well).

)Show that in addition to all the reasons for not drinking and
driving in the civilian community, the "safety of your fellow
man," "operations preparedness and readiness," the threat
of destroying very experive equipment; loss of ability to
operate very sensitive equipment, loss of timing, and the
like are key factors. . ,,--
Some of the special watch times for enforcement .genies In . (.

and around military installations include: m6ss n*hts,
wedding downs, initiations, after maneuvers/drills, SiDecial-.8,
parties, and the like. . , f:

Some of the reasons there is a high incidence of drinking by
service members include:

,..

.1

fn order to demonstrateksprir de corps, one has to have a
drink.

TheVnothin-to-do-but,fink" syltrome.

Stress. This is the first time these young people havelived
in a highly structured, regimented environment with,dai-
ly activities.' They find this stressfiet. This is the first time
so have been told- what to do. 1k pressure of work
conditions, operatibns and peer pressures are key factors.

Many do not cope well with the "hlirry-up. and wait"
syndrome. "They do not understanctwhy the truck has to
be repaired in the middle of the night---even though it
isn't going to be used for several days."

Many are away from home' for the first time, and are
lonely.

Ma* have family pressures, little neoney, a spouse who
is lonely, and the like. . - .

Boredom. There are many young men an -C,Aomen who
;are "loners" or "barrack rats" who do not se the opportu- .

nities (to learn, to experience, to part\ici at ) on site or in
the surrounding community. For e le, ,many have
not developed an intellectual curiosi but eves i a for-
eign country. To venture out is too daring long with
boredom comes the need to offset it and o something 63 .
daringdo drugs, drink and drive, and the like, I

,
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They see alcohol and other drugs as their "out" from the
service, even for just evening or a weekend.

c
60) Show the importance and ways concerned citizens can edu-

cate themselves about drunk driving issues.

61) Show the importance of supporting thState's ABC Com
mission to help stop sales of alcoholic beverages to minors.

62) Suggest citizens have a town meeting. The purpose of a
town meeting is to inquire from members of the community
"if they think there is a drunk driving problem." It is also
useful to gather perceptions of problems from the perspec-
tive of people who make things happen. In this manner
if there is a consensus on the definition of the problem,
action steps are more reasonable. Potential solutions may
also,. be generated by the discussions. Town meetings help
tap into the local power broker's circuit. These meetings
help identify "community networks" and lines of communi-
cations; the "shakers" and "moversC encourage the in-
volvement of drunk driving issues in he natural occuring
events for promotional efforts and local action models. In
short, town meetings help give some ownership of the
problem identification and solution steps to the people who
must be involved anyway to ultimately affect change.

63) Show that consuming alcoholic drin lin a car while driv-
ing (called "BB" (bar-to-bar), "TT" (tavern-to-tavern), (a ,
"roady" or "One for the road") is a practice which must be
actively discouraged. "It's the cool guy cruising along down
the street, a beer in one hand, the other hand on the wheel,
and his third hand around the girl." Discourage casual com-
ments and jokes about the practice (e.g., "That town is
about ,a four kleer drivelaway"). NOTE: Not only does this
practice inethicably link drinking with driving; in many
States, it is against the law to have open containers of alco-
hol in the car.

64) Show results of the "Ascertainment Survey" each radio and
television station rkust do for their license renewal. They
are required by the 1-V7 to: 1) survey the community leaders
and 2) survey the general public about their impressions
about local problems, matters of cvncern, sontroversies,
mattes of principle, and the like. DWI col,eunicators can
use the Ascertainment Survey requirement by: 1) remind-
ing stations (only when they nee minding) that dfunk
driving is Shown on the survey to be a local proble
that air time on this issue is warranted; 2) citing survey
to other community leaders and saying thi resents the
' 'ense" or "will" or "conscience" of the community; and 3)
get to the leadsrs before the survey and ask thtm to men-
tion drunk driving as an important social issue when they
are interviewed by the station.

-65) It is important to involve people in the drinking driver' pro-
gram in your community. It is our collective responsibility.

"Dann you, non-caring,one, go hang yourself We fought
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drunk driving, and you were not there!" "We as social change
agents have access to resources, the ways and means for
this surpassing of the present. If not, the time will conic
when others will have to exclaim, why! ?"

66) Show that service stations can be helpful in community-
wide counternteityre effects. Communicators can put signs
in station windows, on top of fuel pumps and oo poles so
that they will be more visible to drivers.

Utilize the station's tow truck service (tow truckers against
drunk drivers). Let them tell the public that they've seen the
effects of alcohol on the highways and some of the scenes

not very pretty." "I'm fed up", or "I'm outraged"
testimonials can be effective. "Did you ever see a tow truck
driver cry?" -

Communicators can also involve the service station tow
truck drivers who monitor CB cha els in reporting drunk
drivers. This would mesh With DDI program efforts.

CITIZEN ACTIVIST GROUPS STRATEGIES AND .POLICIES

67) Individuals acting independently comprise a special cate-
gory of citizen participation. These activists are prompted
by some experience or event to write a letter, make a tele-
phone call, or take much larger oveqactions to try to correct
the drinking driver problem. Sometimes such individuals
are extremely persistent and outspoken and are able to ob-
tain considerable media coverage. (Specific Groups are list-
ed in Appendix 3)

68) They can often be useful in drawing attention to the more
emotional, affectec side of the problem and in mobilizing
support .within t e community, with countermeasure
groups and the leg Mature. Their strong personal commit-
ment and energy l wAlkcan be useful to a campaign and
should be part of your networking process.

69) Activist Groups have some of the following goals:

To educate themselves and others on the problem and
how the law operate* in dealing with it.

To determine and work toward countermeasure efforts
that could result in an immediate and significant decreAe
in accidents.

To generate public support for maximal effective enforce-
- ment under existing law.

To dekermine any limitations in existing law and to devel-
op new legislation to correct those limitations.

Help provide a support system for families of victims.

To advance the interests of other individuals and groups
in working to solve the problem.
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70) Typic a tbbying techniques of activist groups in .1)u

Tal lig o judges, prosecutors and others to find out
/what i. wrong with Tdsting laws on drunk driving and
what c anges and new laws, are needed.

Getting copies of the drunk driving-Jaws from Nev York
State, California, Maine and Minnesota. Copies may be
obtained by writing to the National Highway Traffic Safe-
ty Administration. Currently, these serve as useful
models.

Finding out what new laws on drunk driving have been
introduced and died-over thepast five years: Get copies of
the laws and the nafnes of the sponsors. Talk to them or
their staffs and find out what stalls passage of new drunk
driving laws.

Finding out who will be introducing more new laws in the
next legislative session or 16Tho would be a good sponsor
for bills that teed to be introduced.

Finding out when the hearing will be held on the bill, Line
up witnesses, victirns, police, judges and qualified ex-
perts to testify why the bill is vital to public safety.

Having members of citizen activist groups telephone or, if
possible, visit every committee member to educate them
about the merits and need for the bill. Ask them how they
are going to v0e. Let them know that you are building
citizen pressuf to get the bill passed once it is out of
committee. .

Keeping a record of how each committee member votes
on the bill and publicizing it through the media, organiza-
tional newsletters and anyway youcan. Let the officials
know you are going to do that.

Whfefi the bill is before the committee or before the house,
get lots of people to call their local elected officials and ask
them to vote for the bills. The callers should *low thit).
official is going to vote. S

Help distribute petitions? educational matetials and
posters.

Monitor court proceedings. (Are- offenders continually
placed on probation? Are court records expunged? Are
there numerous delays? Are charges being dismissed?
Are certain judges handing down tougher or easier sen-
tences? Find out if pre-sentence investigations are dorie
on drunk drivers, tape record every . court appearance,
and the like).

Call ditorial writer.

et letters of endorsement from respected mernbers of
the community.
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Conduct a petition drive.

Conduct a telephone tree to inform other interested citi-
zens about relevant activities (court dates, demonstra
tions, hearings, and the like). This is how it works. Assign
a number to each member of the activist group. The lead-
er calls numbers two, three, at &four. Member number

A two calls member numbers five, ix, and seven. Member
number three calls members eig t, nine, and ten and so
on until all members are called. It "s slrrple d it works.

Raise money for various lobbying an public appearance
efforts.

Obtaining donations.

Pay for taxi farevf people who are impaired and choose
not to drive home.

Pay for billboards warning the public about drunk
drivers.

Pay for advertising promoting public. awareness on the
issue.

Donate large and small amounts to help an activist group
carry on its work. For example, one insurance company
paid to rent an office fora year when MADD first started.

Television stations have donated studio facilities and air
time to help produce and show public service announce-
ments on the drunk driving Issue

Donate copies of petitions, office supplies, and other
needed small items.

Help victims and families through the difficu times; en-
courage them to help with the cause; a ,wrings and
other lobbying efforts, and follow lonely the criminal
proceqing of the person faulted for carting the person in
their fa oily.

Organize and manage volunteers to co plete specific
tasks such as:

Public speaking, press conferences; testifying ublic
hearings and talking-to PTAs, church and otller g cups
about therunk driving issue.

Writing letters, typing, filing and general office work.
Lobbying for state and local task forces:
Serving as a member of a state or local task force.

- Researching and investigating the issue.
Helping to organize demonstrations such as candle-

light vigils.

Generate lots of letters from the public to specific mem-
bers of the legislature asking them to vote for the needed
drunk driving bill.
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' Find out who is fur and against the bill (a straw vote) and
ask each member of the legislature how they are going to
vote and then concentrate on the members who are
against the bill.

Write letters to all editors and ask for their support on the
bills. Ask them to do editotials about the bill and t need
tii.dmia-rove the control of drunk drivers.

Ask the Governor to take a public position .on the bills. If
the Governor supports the bill(s), ask that the Governor
and/or the sponsor lobby get the bills passed.

I

Accident, Offerider and Victim Messages

1) Show the personal loss experienced by local victims of 32, 52, 58, 60, 64, 67, 68, 69, 70, 73,
drunk driving such as death, disability, disfigurement, dev- -74, 75, 79; 80, (81)
astation, grief, financial loss:loss of work time, hospitaliza-
tion, family disruption, keeping a marriage together, and
the like.

NOTE: As always, mite sure your depiction of "crashes" is
void of "sensationalism, "scare or fear tactics," "blood and
gore," etc. Stress the more interpersonal, social, and human
consequences which would help the viewer identify with
victims and families. Also, communicators should make"
certain injury issks are mentioned in messages, as the)T are
often overlooked as a major problem. .

2) Bring forward individuals in the State or local area who 66, 67, 69, 73, 74, 75 (80)
Owe suffered a personal loss as the result of a drunk driving
accident. Identify those outraged friends and relatives of A
DW v-ictims and have them speak out.

3) J ow that it is often the innocent people who don't drink
"get smashed." These victims are in-the offender's car,

in other cars or pedestrians.

4) Show how it is possible to publicize high risk DM accidk
areas. ShQw how some states are even putting up peri a-
nent road's4;ns..

5) Recap the details of local accidents to encourage communi-
ty-wide identification with the drunk driving problem. This
is important in arousing and perpetuating the ire of- the
community. For example, 'place a crashed car in a public
place with a sign deseribing the incident and the names of

-..the people killed. Encoirrage hard ''news coverage and sev-
eral follow-up stories. Some stories .are worth
"annualizing."

6) For public information programs in small communities,
show doctors and staff at the lo&I hospital administering
blood and urine tests for the police. Many social drinkers
would consider the possibility of having to face familiar
hospital personnel underla charge of drunk driving to be a
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social embarrassment. This concept might serve as a deter-
rent to some drivers. ,

7) Show victims where to turn for crisis intarvention, where to
turn for legal help, how to file claims for insurance, proper-
ty damage or physical injury, how to get depositions rrorn
witnesses or gather factual informatibn floor the preparation
of a victim's impact statement, or ho,w ,to obtain informa-
tion and referral services from helping organizations such
as AA, Red Cross and Legal Aid. cr

8) Show-specific ways victims and farnilie8 Are being helped
through this crisis period: This would further explicate tilt),
hardship felt by families,

9) Show that in many states, the victiniVof drunk drivers are
specifically ineligible for claims from the state's Crime Vic-
tim's Compensation Board. Show-that this is also true for
most victims of vehicqlar related clainis.(except for such
crimes as. vehiettlar homicide). Show how citizen activist
groups are partltularly interested in helping victims in thiS
area and, improving laws and/or .proc6dures.

31',7
10) Show that-in many areas of the country victims are excluded

from the legal community's notification system. VIVI-s in
most states do not receive notices of hearings; trial dates,
motions, and sentence dates. The District Attorn'ey is only
required to send a letter to the victim about' tlie.oulcome of
the trial. Most states even require that the victim make this
request in writing.. Show that victims can be included in a
citizen group hotline system to notify them of these events.

.

11) Show that inanp victims, families of victilw2 and other
loved ones are not informed by the court of theNatus of the
offender's trials, license revocation or restrictions, proba-
tion, attendance in` driving .school education programs, at-
tendance in treatment programs, and the like. Here,
families-and other interested citizens can help to monitor
these activities to assure compliance. Once violations are
reported to the police, proper action can be taken before the

..drinking driver does more harm.

12). Show that victims are oftenh sically ,:abled, their car
has been totalled, and they e sing pu 1'
while the offender is still driving (under a cqnditional li-
cense). This will demongtrate the need for stricter sanc-

' tions.

13) Show that the drinking driver offender is also considered a
victim and has rights. The offender is sometimes an alcohol-
ic who needs treatment for physiological dependency,
needs psychological treatMent for depression or othir men-
tal problems, needs help with ,gther family and finanscial
problems,-and the like. The offender is also affected by the
legal and health systems iri tl-tstate. The offender has
rights under our laws which mus! be protected.
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14) Notif)r the public about the offenders and victims of drink-
ing driver accidents s9 that their status is known. This will
show Ole human (Anise(' IR' nee!, of the drunk d uving prob-
lem which should rally support and influence the
nity leadership.

15) Encourage victims and Citizen groups to report all lapses in
probation, attewlance icr education or treatment programs,
and conditional uses of the .driver's license. These infrac-
tions should be report.. to the (null, District Attorney's
office, sheriff, and the lTepartment o f f \flotor Vehicles.

16) Set' up a system to notify victims (41f all hearings, trials, and
sentences so that victims and/or families may attend. They
should also be present at' metOr vehicle department hear-
ings to determine whether the offender should get his li-

. cense back.

Chow the high divorce rate among fan.iilies which lose a
. 'Child to a, drunk driver.

18) People in the safety field tend to regard drinking drivers as
criminals because they violate lays and pose a very real
threat to other drivers. People in the alcoholism field tend to
regard drinking drivers as victirs, because they often can-
not control their drinking-and They pose at least as great a
threat to themselves as to other drivers.

The fact is, both views are rightthe drinking'driver is both
a criminal and a victim. People' who drink too much and
drive are clearly committing a criminal act, but they often
hurt or kill themselves as well as others, so they are victims,
too. This means 'that efforts to control the problem must
deal with alcoholism as well. as with violations of laws;
putting a.person in jail or suspending his license has only a
short -teen effect because it does not deal with the underly-
ing problem. Policepand judges know all too well the "re-
volving-door syndrome"if .you deal with the syi

than the underlying cause of the problem, he of-
ptom

rather
rfense is likely to be repeated again and again. Thu. -treat-
ment or rehabilitation programs seem a necessary On of
community 'efforts to control the drunk driving problem.

19) Show an irate mother of a victim saying, "I didn't _know ,
vehicurar homicide was a misdemeanor."

()) Show an offender's lawyer saying, "1 don't think I can get
you off this timeibecause that lady's sitting_there listening."

21) Show that police, prosecutors and judges need encourage-
ment to get tough with drunk drivers (e.g., juries do not
want to find people guilty :when the situation, as they per-
ceive it, isn't really serious regardless of how intoxicated
the individual may be.,They will find the offender innocent
if counsel.. r the defendent shows drunk.driving as "the
people's cn e" or "the people's offense."). (There, but for

F
the -grace o God go L)

-
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The DWI crash is generally themost severe highway crash.
In most the bodies (Ire so mangled that it is impossible even
to donate the vic-tim's organs t6 the hospital so others might

23) Show that soy feel our court system has labeled too many
offenders as ill" (veilius bad or criminal). While the Ameri-
can public is compassionate about the offender (his prob-
lems, reasons for drinking, physiological dependwcies), he
still has committed a crime. Society needs protection. The
offender also needs protection from hiiself. Therefore, he
must be treated as a criminal. Drunk drivers themselves, by
their actions (see statistics), have made such a strong case
against themselves, it has brought societal pressure to make
laws and to &A-Me individual offenders as criminals.

2.1) Show families and victims in- such a way as to indicate to
potential drinking drivers OW "they do not want to feel
responsible for experiences which this Vfamily is

undergoing."
,

25) Show what families must feel wheli tragedy strike.; because
of a sensclesc, reckless, unneces9rry, careless, pleuentable act. 1
is worse than losing someone to other fatal diseases. "We're
not dealing with an incurable dis e We are dealing with a
preventable act."

Show that v'e got rid of Measles, Dypthyria, Small Pox
now we just have one more, the leading killer of our young
adults, drunk driving.

26) Show how a physician anguisles when he/she has to tell a
family that i loved one has died. Again, present the mes-
sage in such a way as to ask, "Do yOu want to be responsible
for this."

2i) ,Show that parents'clon't expect their sons or daughter t6 go
first.

9

28) Show that in an alcohol-related crash, it is often the offender
who is last to be hap. Nearly half of 'all drunk driving
fatalities are innocenT people,

29) Show that some hospitals will do grand rounds of alcohol-
related crash victims.

30) Show 'that some call it a "mishap", some call it an "acci-
dent," some call it'a "crash," some call it a "tragedy," some
call-it "vehicular homicide".. and some call it "murder."

31) Show how tamild,es feel when, they lose someone in a dri.yik
(Ai-lying incident and justice has not been served to their
satisfactidn. On* family exprosed, "With a light court sanc-
tion, it will not serve as a deterrent to others or help solve
the problem. Why has a life been wasted ? Show7 the frus-
tration acid futility they feel. Show that in some cases the
offender is out driving againhe's been given a second
chance. liut the victim's family wasn't given a second
chance. .
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32) Show that tough insurance cancellation abdrenewal proce-
dures work against victims. Innocent victims or their family
Will not be compensated for injuries caused by an accident
involving an unlicensed or uninsured, previously convicted
drunk driver However, one state stiggests a liquor tax be
used for victims Of alcohol-related crashes.

33) Show that according to a recent medic41 study high blood
alcohol dramatically reduce the chances of recovery
from shock trauma and related injulles.

,t

34 Show that "the automobile is a double-edged sword. It can
he a vehicle of pleasure or an instrument of destruction. You
and I have assumed responsibility for educating our fellow
drivers to that fad. Help end the lethargy of lawmakers and
the indifference of an adult society that overlooks the night-
mare of drunk driving."

.

35) Encourage, peopl whc
accident, fo call an
more effective in s

se someone in a drunk driving
) ) early to learn how. to be

Ice is done.

. 36) ".Show that drunk driving i. a victimless crime. Passen-
rs, pedestrians, family members, and the driver himself

are all victims. Society is also a victim as drunk driving, is a
o health and safety problem as well as a high cost item for

taxpayers who must pay for the arrest processing, prosecu-
tion, sentencing, and rehabilitation of the many drinking
drivers each' year.

37) The Epilef)sy Foundation says that about 8,000 head injur-
ies occur each yeaf Uiat cause epilepsy. Half of these occur
in car crashes. This means since hal of all crashes are alco-
hol-related, it is probable that abo 000 epilepsy cases
each year are attributable to drinking ivers.

38) Drunk driving is the "killer/crippler" of, our time.-

39) .Show how to make &trooper

dWaot-to see a state trooper cry? Would you like to see him
drop to-his knees, bury his face in his hands and bawl like a
baby or slam his fis4eitnto the side Of his patrol car? it's easy
enough to do. Andcrt happens more frequently than most of
us might thilik. Just load yourself up with the holiday sea-
son's "good ckKer," add a few beers or mixed drinks and
'drive your famiftsoine.

Refuse to listen when your wife suggests that she drive.

Assert yourself. Pay heed to your male ego.

Say "Aw, heck, ah >can drive the car bedder with a iew beers
unner man belt than you can cold sober."

Show her who's boss in your family.
67
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Twx,nty 'minutes later you are standing in darkness on.the
side of the highWay with broken 0(164 and spille4 gasoline
at your feet.

Your wife is screaming, pinned beneath jagrd edges of
twisted metal.

tv.

Your 2-year old daughter is silent.

Your 6-year old son is sprawled face-tiwn 30 feet away.

The highway trooper smelled the alcohol Qn your breath as
you tried to explain, and'he's not very gentle as he pushes
you into tty rear of the patrol car and tells you to shut your
mouth.

Then he pauses kir a moment in the darkness before
turns his attention to you and the remains of your (-
family.

Congratulations. You've made a trooper cry.
47.

40) "I'm leol tired of that excuse :There but for th grace of
God go\l.' Damn it, there by the grace of God go ly inno-
cent daijghter, my son, my wife, my husband..."

Fear a Humiliation of the Arrest Messages

1) Show how the arrest experience is a frightening, humiliat- (72), (76), 81, 82, 83
nig, and embarras mg experi,ence. The offender is going to

- be treated like a cminal. fig /she may:'

undergo field ag i ity tests such as the "walk the white
line'', pi, ck up coins, say alphabet, walk heel to toe in a
straight linc,qouch nose with finger, walk and turn, one
leg stand, Nystagmus Gaze, touch your fingers to your
thumb, and other "split attention" tests, out on the'street
for evvyone to see;-

- .iindobPS a strip search;

-b al
LJ,

g ed (you'll get to wear some "DWI jewelry");
. 4,

be it.):Kc30 7!ptii0 or videotaped;

sdtiave carlOwed and/or impounded. Some States are
taking and selling the car undet neWIOrfeiture lstws (this

deterrent);
be devastating. to some youth and serve as a major

Itieterrent);

he transported in i police van or vehicle (sometimes with
othp criminals). You will he handcuffed and havv a seat
belt placed around you in the back seat of a patrol car or
van. You will be transported in a "booze wagon";

(

"he booked like`a common criminal";
73
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-be .,searched and put into a holding cell or arunk tank
often where there is no bed or other personal support;
("Also, remember it is likely you will be put into jail i t

those who have conkmitted other crimes there is no
separatilOn of criminals in our jails");

be divested of personal property. They will be stored until
release. They will take your belt along with your dignify;

he deloused;

be subjected to tests such as 'a screening test ("You could
be given an assessment test and be labeled or formally
'classified' as a problem drinker"), A psychological test, a
pre-arrest breath test/ a blood- test, a urine test and a
presentence interview br.investigation study;

have to post a cash bail to a_bondsman;

have their driver's license taken immediately (if the State
has Administrative Revocation); .

have to ask someone to pick him/her up from the station if
released on thjir own recognizance;

undergo the humiliation of wrecking the family car;

hzive to file proof of financial responsibility to get the
driver's license back;

have to ask their boss )1- the afternoon off to go before a
judge for a drunk dri mg charge;

have to appear in court and view a videotape of their
drunk driving fiel4 test. Others will see it as well. Some of
these videotapes' are shown ondlocal television news;

as a passenger be affrfted by the arrest experience. Pas-
sengers often accompany the offender and directly,
vicariously, experience many aspects of th`e arrest. In aW:
dition, if open containers are found, in some states, pas-
sengers are arrested, too; or

have their name, agyjocation, time of the offense, and
parents' names (if ioung adult) appear in the local

,newspaper. This information could appear under such
categories as "charged", "folAnd guilty", "license revoc
tion/suspension" and the like._

NOTE: It is hoped that this would serve as a deterrent even
if the court system doesn't work completely. Ogle newspa-
per call d the section "Drunk and in Jail" or "Drunk Drivers
Arrested. ' Some newspapers do not list names until the
third offe e (of course, by the third offense it may be too
late). Ready for this one? One newspaper stopped printing
DWI offender ma "because the list got to be too long"
(Maybe that's all t e more reason to print them).
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In addition to the embarrassment, a driver might drive less
without a license if his name is made public. A person may
think he can get away with driving without a license; but if
he sees his nature in the newspapey and knows the publi
his friends, and neiAbors have been advised of his lspen-
Sion, lie may drive kV. Ile will know thatpeorgim
area, perhaps the police, will observe him. Some concerned
citizens may report to the police that he is driving without a
license.

Show that if a newspaper could print when the suit rises
and itiets eac r day, it can print names of offenders..to 1,1elp
solve the dri. ilk driving problem.

", The .Globe-Democrat' (.4. Louis) doesn't wait for the
courts to connect. The offender's name is listed under
"arrested for DWI." Another list is labeled "Convicted-of
DWI." This way the news iper specifically links the aber-
rant driving behavior& society's action. This takes
place before denial or t e society is cLit to get me stage
sets in.This.small but sw ft action miOt be morel ffective
as a behaviop-n dificat n xnechanisiote

, 'the Mmes of off iders in the. newspaper might also be
linked to the local RFIDDI .pTgram. Here community
men hers are aske o report convicted drunk drivers
whtl driveIxith . t:a license. NOTE: It is often asked
"how dpive sustain public... awareritess." Well, newspa-
pari hetp.by-tvrifinuing to publish names month after
TTIlitt7 after yea's`. a ___ ,c

\.
/ An offender Roy have a criminal record for at feast 5

ears.

) ,
k

Thee charge Qr conviction will appeir on the DWI offend-
er's driving record and'cannot be expunged.

. A DWI May affect your credit rating or years.
N.,_. OS

) how the social effects and "social shame" of heir* stopped
and *kited such as the loss of respect of friends, family
and employer. Show that many experience a loss,,of self-

, , esteem,,,,,Wome'n are often more affected in this way. "Want
---- to ch-gbge your life style? It`'!4 Easy, lose your driver's

license."
(1.

,
..

..

3) Interpret the arrest experience in an impressionistic form to
demonstrate the humiliation and embarrassment of the ar-
est; being out of control, being detained In the station or a

Wing cell, and being laughed at bY"frie,nds and peers.
`dhow what it is like being labeled a drunk or alcoholic.

4) Show and demonstrate the various equipment officers use
during the arrest procedure in such a way that it focuses on

A "what the drunk driver will be subjected to" and how the
uevidence will be used in court not the cost.of equipment,

who purchased it, or tech9iggl details. There is little deter-
rent-value in discussing tWquipment itself.
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5) Sho0 the sequence of events or "tracks" through the chilli-
- nal justice process one must follow after refusing a blood

alcohol test.

6) Show how the offender will actually be put in a holding cell
or in a locked room during tthe arrest procedure.

7) Show the number of people arrested last year
month) in your area.

( w eek ,

(77), (78)

tl l, 82, 83

8) If applicable, show that offenders are going to jail in this JO

state. There is no prolonged appeal process, hert.

9) Show that drinking drivers in the communit, are a-rrsted
for DWI anil are not eing chargediwith minor offensesqv
such as reckless Aivirt This may have been true in the
past, but it is not true now.

10) Show that even if oria drives at "impaired" or legal letels,
there is still egood chance that the

"impaired"
will be stoppitLi

and have.to go through the arrest experience.

11) List DWI sanctions on permanent rgadlitleshIns.

12) Show what it is like to sleep in a jail cell or a drunk tank.
D

13) Show the humiliation of being treated at a hospieil by
nurses and physicians you know. This is especially true in
small.communities. One woman said, "Ft ikr6s difficult for
me to have a nurse administer a blood test to me Aen I was
arrested-1)6st last week, she treated my on for on injury." t

14) Show that even A passenger will -0 through some of the
arrest experience with the driver. (e.g. often the' passengers
go with their escort to the station in the patrol car, etc.)
Some laws allow for the arrest of passengers when open
containerrs'are spotted in the car.

15) Show that "drunk driving is a crime just begging for arrest"
"Drunk driving is a gamble -YoulQse" (Dia ured with dice).
,"Alcohol is a crash diet."

.4.

16)Show that even if you are as "pure as the driven snow ", if
you make a mistake, you can be arrested and pia 64tto jail for
DWI it will be the hassle of your life, even if it's the first
time. 9

.tna

17) Christmas *cheme: "Don't Get DWI Jewelry for Christmas!"

18) Show that even if, for some reason, the rest of the nalimic.;tr

justiceap,rogram doesn't work, the humiliation of tic arrest
experience and alcohol assessmel process still will be the
hassle of your life.

r

19) Show that some individuals are reporting members of their
own family who drink, and drive. These individuals could
be encouraged to call the police directly or call the Protective

Ae Service Unit of the Department of Social Services. Show that
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, there- are laws under the Civic Order of Protection which
cover anyone in the household where abuse has taken44,r

plac', or wkire a family member has been placed in clear
and present dangdr. "No_longer is there to be a conspiracy
of silence by family members."

20) Show that, of all crimes committed) drunk driving leads the
nation in the number of arrests. In 1980, there were
9,686,940 arrests. The major categories: driving while in-
toxicated , (1,303;933), larceny theft (1,123,823), general
drunkenness (LI! 9,614), disorderly conduct (724,404),
drug offenses (5 ,:; 410). The National Highway Traffic Safe-
ty Administration, Washington, D.C. says there are 1:1 mil-
lion drunk driving arrests each year.

21). "We not only arrest drinking drivers in this State, we arrest
bartenders and we arrest young adults for possession and
drinking under age (even if their BAC is under the illegal
level)."

0 .

22) Put drunk driving sanctions on permanent highway signs.

Sanctions and Costs Messages

1) Show what it will cost to be caught driving drunk in (your
state).

Costs include legal fees; evaluation costs; court costs; fines;
towing costs; impoundment costs; loss Qf work time; costs
of the crash itself; education and treatment costs; high pre-
mium insurance. costs; lice%e reinstatement fee; add-on
fees; costs for g tting bacirthe driver's license; -lost salaty#
potential and al y extra transportation costs (and inconv1
nience) due to he loss q)f license. "Drunk DrijiingYou
can't afford it."

NOTE: Since it's hard to make people .believe that there is
really .a high risk of being arrested for DWI, it might be
better to admit through omission that the risk of apprehen-
siorr is low (thus building credibility in the message) and
stress the severity' of consequences if one does get caught.
(e.g., "Once you are picked up, the odds are extremely high
that you will be convicted." "Even if you are 'as pure as the
driven -snow', you will be treated like a criminal the first
time." "Don't be part of that group of people who never
expect to get caught.")

2) We would be etter off lowering the illegal limit (.10 BAC in
many states) fo ung adults. This .10 level is considered too
high for new drinkers.

3) Show that, with the laws in our state or with proposed
legislation, even first time offetises will bring down real,
tough, unpleasant sanctions. ( "NQ longer will fhe.fine be
less than the lawyer's fee.")
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4) Show that apart from the 'human st fed and family dis-
ruption, drunk driving is an econo is cost to the country
and the taxpayers. ("Everyone is .paying the costs until
something is done"). Conservative estimates range from 21-
24 billionkioltats each year. Costs include higher mites for
cat and health insurance, police, medical facilities, and the
like.

5) List specific costs yetur state, e.g., the average legal fee,
$500.00; cash fine, $1,000.00; high risk insurance (for three
years, it could be as high as an additional $700.00 a year);
public transportation and taxi costs; and lost work time
(with jail sentences): Fines are a way to reimburse the goy-

,
ernment for the danger and costs to the taxpayer.

6) Explain the penalties for drinkinrind driving in your state/ 10, 12, 77, 78
community such as licerge revocation, first and second con-
viction laws, fines, jail sentences, point system, and driv-
er's license reciords.

71

7) Show what it would be like, to lose your privilege to drive.
Drivers whose licenses are suspended can get them back
when their sentence is up-. But if a license has been revoked,
then drivers have to get a new one, starting with an applica-
tion. There are additional constraints_ when trying to get
another license with p drinking. record.

6

(1), (8), (77), (78)

Show that with license suspension or revocation there is a 10
loss of mobility, an increased dependence On others for
transportation, and a substantial loss of free time.

Discuss the laws in other countries which have successful
drinking driver programs. In Norway and Sweden, with a
certain BAC level, the offender automatically goes to jail. In
Finland, with even a BAC level of just half the standard in
th nite,d States, the offender receives a mandatory three-
nit th prison sentence..In West Germany, if one is just
stopped for drunk driving, licenses are suspe ded any
where from three months to three years. If there i5 an acci-
dent, the offender is sent to prison.

Turkey: the driver is taken 20 miles from town by police and
forced to walk back under escort.

Bulgaria: A second conviction is the last.. Punishment is
execution. 41.4

an Salvadoj The driver is executed by firing squad.

Finland, Englait, Sweden: The driver is automatically jailed
for up to one year.

South Africa: The driver is given a ten-year jail sentences,
fine of $10,000 or both.

Australia: Names of convicted drunk drivers are published
in local newspapers under "drunk and in jail."
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Malaya: The driver is jailed. If he or she has a spouse, the
spouse is also jailed.

10) Discuss the proposed use of specially markod license plates,
perhaRs red (Scarlet Letter), to be placed on cars of offend-
ers wh o have been convicted of drunk driving and have
been given a restricted or work-related license- By the issu-
ance of special marked. plates, the police could enforce the
conditions of the special restriftions. Another method is to
have a readily identifiable number or marking which we
also be known to the public and hence serve as.an incentive
not to run the risk of drinking and driving.

NOTE: Some are concerned about the constitutionality and
practicality of these types of sanctions. However, one judge
did at least require offenders to put anti-drunk driving
bumper stickers on their car for one year as a condition of
probation. "The owner of this vehicle is on probation in the

_County Court of Law of Fort Bend County, Texas, for driv-
ing while intoxicated. Report unsafe driving to Adult Proba-
tion Department, Richmond, Texas." (NOTE: Fort Bend is
near Houston, Texas:) These bumper stickers glow in (he
dark so they can be seen at night ----when many alcohol-
related crashes occur.

11) Show that the laws in your state are tough ("Some say the
laws in this state are tough already. But if you ask .those

who ho lost a loved one, they would say that tirej:. are
not tough enough ").

12) Show. that some courts handlitiown "offender restitution
penalties" (e.g., one youth was sentenced to 2,000 hours of
work in a shock trauma unit of a hospital).

13) Show that driving is a privilege, not a right.

14) List DWI sanctions on permanent roadside signs.

15) -Show that the penalties in your state are both ren/istic and
perceived as being fair to the offender. The penalties are not
meant to be "career destroying" or "unproductive:" They
are meant to be "tough-but-helpful." If this image is con-
veyed, penalties will more likely be enforced by the, court
and generally accepted by the ;public.

16) Show that there are real human and social reasons for these
tough new-laws. ("Yes, they're tough . . . but think of the
reasons behind them.") List reasons for the new law.

17) Show that drunken driving affects insurance rates. Convic-
tions' stay on yoUr driving record for several years and,
depending,on the carrier, affect 'your-insurance rates from
three to five years after conviction. Also, insurance compan-
ies look at these public record's each time before normal

'renewal to- evaluate a policyholder's driving performance
and to(cfrletermine insurance rates.

18) Show if you are convicted, insurance companies will check
your driving record more often thanIhose of,,others who do
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not have Violations or convictions. And., if you are a new
dapplicant for insurance, even the acceptance of your appli-

Cron by 'a carrier hinges on your record.

,,,19) Silo that insurance policies in many states will be can
Celled fter i convactIon, beca,use laws now require suspen-
sion---of 'the. drlying .privile0, i.e., ( license, and most
isurAce companiv require an insured person to possess a

vi drivcr,s license:Discuss cased of persoris who were
convicted ot. vioVting, youus,tate,"s mandatory auto insur-
ance lawk ' :

oa/4.

20) Show that sonAfituranc -zii-rik.r,s- are offering foWer rates
for non-drinkers,

.

21) Show that in mans)/ States, it is trot possible to expunge DWI .

convictions frorn one's insurance -re ords or permanent
driver's- lie-e...p,se record.

'22.) Show thai the well2sc rUbbed Nther of four, standing before
the judge, vtho.dOsn't look anything like, the fallen-down.
drunk that was pulled out'of the wreck last week is no
longer.4g9ing th get away with a .lighr:DWI sanction. The
laws, have warren tougher in this State. -4!

:* .

23) Show that the penalties of,getting tattglit'driving drunk
wpout licenge are particularly severe-. It is well known
thAtAirany who have had licepses suspended or revoked
proceed to.drive without a license. They plan to be carefu l
not to violate the law so- they will not be found. without a
license. Kilt if it is known that the penalty for driving with-
out a license is not severe, they may decide they can stand
the penalty, i(caught.

24) Show that "it is not the loss of a driver's license that will
cause a DWI offender to lose his job or family, the alcohol
problem will probablV 49 it fii'st."

25) Show the importaire of publicizing 'new DWI laws, for
example:

(States) newipWl laW: 1% is proof en6ugh;
Tougli7tlay, tougher tcoorniw;
Yes, we ave tough new lawsbut think of the reason
behind them. These are -ete..;
Can you iderilty with Jt ?;
Who should. )fou alert about our,new law?;
Nov enforced with convjction;
A new-law, faded with sobering consequences; and

. tate`). new winking driver, (or impaired) law.
11A -1

2f) In addition to publitizingathe ipecific components of the
new law)nayotir-State, show;that authorities want to be fair
and absolutely sure that everyone understands the law and all of
its ramifications befdre arrests JDegin.

27) Show that with tougher laws, police will, in turn, feel it is
`, more ,,veorthwhile to,. make arrests.
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28) Show that these new laws will be "routinely" used by
Judges

29) Show that with a DWI conviction on record, .offenders are
prevented from holding certain jobs, In today's economy,
"don't limj yourself" (in this way).

30) Show how some judges are "sentencing" offenders.to Alco-
holics Anonymous, ordering them not to drink for a certain
number of years, ordering them not to drive for 24 hours
after drinking. One judge set up a special "DWI Alcoholics
Anonymous" and sentenced offenders to it.

31) Show that it is possible to require that drinking restrictions
tlibe placed on one's license much li .e restrictions on wearing

glasses, nighttime driving, and , like.

32) Show how authorities can emboss or issue a different
ored driver's license if one has a DWI Conviction. This
would serve, as a deterrent when the driver's license is used
as an I.D., or to cash checks.

. . ,

33) Show the cost to taxpayers of processing DWI cases througlfi
the entire criminal justice system. "It's everyone's money."
"Now, it's everyone's business."

34) Show that some judges use innovative sentencing or "of-
fender .restitution" )techbiques, e.g., having an offender
send a dollar a da to the vi -tim's family until their daugh-
ter's 'Would-be" 8th birth ay._ ,

P 1
%

Sh w the public that D I committees, and other authgri-
ties arc suggesting to the courts specific constructive ways
offender; can satisfy community service. Some judges are
using the specific skills of offenders to help improve the
community where the offense occurred. For example,
plumbers fix leaky faucets in public buildings, barbers cut
ingrates hair, and the like. / . .k

t
One oort, for example, required an offender to take an ad
out it the newspaper apologizing for "endangering the
public." (or.example, sloshed mdtorists in Madill, Okla.,
have to take out a $20 ad telling everybody in the county

the influence. They have sito gn er
,tfli

i real names, too). This
they're -sorry they endangered it locent lives while under

may serve as a persuasive message to others- in the
community.

35) Compare drunk- driving sanqions .with comparable Banc-
(ions of other crimes. Then"-sy, would you forge a check,
carry a hand gun without a license, kill With a gun versus
kill with a car. Show the sanctions for other highway traffic

A 1,

offenses.

36) Describe thy certainty of conviction in your Stiite by citing*
arrest/conviction ratio.

37)-Show that in' a country in which the primlirymeariS of
transportation is ftw Passenger car, loss or restrictions on
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driving privileges can be an effecti4deterrent. "Driving is
sacrosanct." I .,

38) Show s onal ramilications.of sanctions, e.g., 'Ihere's no1
place li -e jail low the holidays'.'4 "I wonder what it's like lo

#
spend prom night in jail." "Prom:Time, Jail Time."

39) Show that the more severe the penalty, ("unproductive"
penalty), the more unlikely it is that it will loe.imposed. The
more severe the sentence. or penalty, thtygreateris the bar-

, gaining power of the accused and the likcklihood that he will
be charged with a lesser offense: Under these conditions,
defendants are more likely to hire lawyers, plead innocent
and require trials. They are also more apt to ask for jury
trials thtin simply 49 go before a judge. All those factors
place more pressures upon 'the judiciaLsystem and increase
costs. C

40) Show that sanctions (when deserved) shguld not be lenient
because there is a lack of jail space. It's just like anything
else-l'--money for new space won't rome unlesss there is-a
diuQonstrable need for space: It is also the practice in many
areas of the country to practice innovative or alternative

.sentensing or probation programs. (e.g., community ser-
vice, fvork with state agencies, and the like.)

41) Show an offender's lawyer saying "I don't think I can get
you off this time because that lady's (MADD mother) sitting
there listening." Tell the public to be aware of an attorney
who tells you thathi can "get you off whep he dazzles the
court wit his techniques." Remember/ the law is more cut
and.dry tbday than ever More.

42) Show that judgeli need encouragement from the public to
get tougher and- convict to the full extent of the law.

43) Show that (in some States) an officer can pull the offender's
liceNe immediately for a number of days. ShoW the value of
administrative sanctions where a license can be taken im-
mediately without going through the court process. Show
that this is called the "Plastic Eater Law."

Show the importance and 'effecfinn- ess of admintrative
license revocation. Administra-tivFRevocation, pioneered
in Minnesota in 1976 and actopted by Iowa in 1982, means
that the driver's license is confiscated immediately by the
arresting officer on behalf of a State department such as the
Department of Transportation. Hearing officers are em-
powered to hord the license, remove the license plates,
grant special.restrictive licenses for going to and from Work.
or schOol and the like. Under the "implied consent" portion
of the' Itiw, licenses are revoked for refusal to take the chemi-
cal test, as well asp; test failure:

NOTE: Some of the advantages Qf administratiye revocation
. laws inclilde:

The action swift and sure. Courts are slow to take the
license. "Now the drunk is taken off the road
immediately."
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Confiscation of the license, has'proven to he a good Oher'-
al deterrent.

It will assure tikast .the: law- is applied equally. With the
specific standard of 1.1-Vr for a violation, one eliminates a
jury question. Now, 'even a bank president will not be
able. to beat the charge.

It will be more satisfying to patrol officers who have often
felt frustr4ted by seeing delays_ and_ plea bargains.-

The average driver no longer Will thitik he can probably
neat the charge by long delays, jury trial, and the like.

No longer will thqe be "bail before conviction.'
.

Administrative revocativ specifically links the aberrent
driving behavior witWsocity.'s action. This takes place
before the denial stage or "society is out-to-get-me" stage
set-in. ThiSswift action might also be more effective as a
behavior-modification mechanism.

ince. la .t itft application vary frQm State tp State
lid, county to. county, administrative revocation is the/mly predictablexenalty..

1 . .0
"It 6 the-State adminiStratiorr_who givith, it is they who .

.hall .taketh away." Since they isle the. license, they
should beAsponsit;le for removing dangerous drivers '
from t'he' Toad. ,

Since actiOn is swift, officer .and 'witness testimony..
will be fresh.. Afterall; delays haN741Itraditionally been
more advantageous to- the'cref6liSe.-As tittle goes on, cases ilk

get weaker and pressure increases on' the prosecutors to
plead cases.

'Administrative revocation supports the "two -track sys-
tem." It gets drivers off the road and it immediately be5.
gins' the-punishment processes.

44) Show that in some cases judges allow offenders to drive to.
:education, treatment or AA sessions, victirri-rights groups,
etc.

45) Show that many states aj:e raising the drinking age to 19, 20,
or 21, and the impoOance of, publicizing ;the change:-

I

s

. ,Batkgroud: A, Me point in the late 1960s, when thou:-
sands pf young n were'being drNfted to fight in Vie"tnam,
the country became embarrassed about the checkerb6araof"
laws that ruled the lives of 18-, 19- and 20 17e.ar-old4 A
young man Ape old, enoughlo 'die for his country but Slot ..

41.

old enotigh-,to vote. in p.- A Marino could rettittrA from 'the -,,,,

At
MekOng Pelta and,t.iien het carded at his home -town bpi ,-

..
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In that climate, support grew for a [Alm in age of respconsi-
billy. Through ratification of the 26th Amendment on July
1, 1972, the voting age was lowered to 18, and in the next
few years many states lowered tha drinkingage to 18.

40 Show that when many Mates lowered their legal drinking
age from 21 to 19 or 18, studies showed a great increase in
fatal traffic accidents involving drinking drivers. Among
th03e which have raised the age are Iowa, Honda, Massa-
chusetts, Georgia, Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey, Ten-
nessee, 'Texas, and Maryland. When Michigan raised the
drinking age from 18 to 21, automobile property damage
amk personal injury accidents declined by 17 percent. They_
declined by 20 percent in Maine after a similar change. This
trend is in shorp contrast to the momentum in the 1970's
-when 24 states reduced the mininne,m legal drinking age to
18 between 1970 and 1973.

.1n New Jersiy, for example, when they lowered the drink-
- ing age in 1973 from 21 to 18, the number of highway deaths

of people under 2 1 tripled.

47) -Explain clearly the interpretation of the new drinki7 age
law.

Dyes the law make it illegal to procure or attempt to
procure intoxicating beverages' in bars, restaurants, pack-.

'age stores, etc. (e.g., some states have -three legal drink-
ing ageS:,)) For drinking beer in bars-,'2) For buying h !er in
grocery store; and 3) For purchasing wine and lid tor.)

Does the law make it illegal for an adult to purcha
attempt to purchase alcoholic beVerages for a minor? Are
parents or guaydians an exception?)

Does the law prohibit a minor. frrom consuming intoxicat-
ing beverages at bars..or restaurants or in public places if
purchased, for example, by .a parent?

Does tile law make it illegal fol'a minor to consume intoxi-
,catingNliquor iri his/her, .home when purchased by par-
ents? How about on any private property? (Is the law a
drink ig sfte law as well as a pui-chase age law?)

Does the lai..,clistingiiish among beer, light bvjr, wine,
fortified/unfortified wine, light wine, pre-mixed drinks,

Nt.

Does the new law grandfathe n certain youllg adults?
Tlie law could be phased in over,several years so that no
or who cftrently can levity buy :beer / liquor would- he
deniC4 the privilege:

-.

Are minors, who work as waiterstiresses allowed to
serve alcoholic drinks to ctistomers?

48) ShoW typical argalZ%nts againiff:raising the drinking age.
The following are some typical quotes from open meetings,
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- Communicators should be prepared to 1:1eal with these
viewpoints.

"If we are old enough to figkin wars, we are 010 enough
to drink." Military will have to change thy drinking age at
military installations ar the country. Some young
officers won't be able to at the Officer's Club while
they prepare to fight for 0 r country.

"If, at the age of 18, we are old enough to get mariOed (no
toastingteach other), sign a legal contract, support a fam-
ily in today's.economy, own a home, serve on a jury and
onderrin someone to capital punishment, ,;watch ovet

military nissile sites, dtive tanks, gamble (in some
states), carry fire arms, #ncti even own a bar or a licrtor
store (in some states at 18), we are old enough to drirfk).?

The public might conclude. from the law change that
drank driving is 'exclusively a teenag problem and,
therefore, ftel th t authoritieS_mighLnot apply countee--
measure efforts (pally toward other groups. 'NOTE:
Communicator ight consider cpuntering,this notion in i'.
-messages and explain that teenagers, while their.ilirivolve- Ao

,
.,

ment is high; are riot the only groups responsible for the_ .

elevated nutnber of alcohol related crashes. -^

'Legislators are picking 'on teerraVjs.because tVy can't0-
defend themwivos as well-ps. adults orthe. liquol
industry. 4

'.
N

Blanket legislation ft,r this age groUp periallIzes everyone,
even the most responsible Vocial drinker. Changing%Aici-
etal .norrns aboutIndivi i al responsib. ty" seems to be
more hnportant... i

. . \* t .

Raise the driving age nstead -of the purchase/driR
age. Let's become more responsible about, our use of the

_automobile. - . i.

The tgolution to thejcifullk driving problem will come
about only through a efiniptehensiveorstems approach

-solutiona Z1 drinking ageand griying it prio ity way
to the' problem, not Ily- picking one wilt

beyond its true signifi,capce. .

The law. dis riminates against women under 21.' They
traditionall eve been a very small part of the drinking

'driver problem. .

. - °)
Wl4ile the numb of alcohol-related crashes has ( ne
dOwn.in many S tes, raising the drinking,ag&to 21 does

trot affect the percentage of young adults who drink;
4-

If the Jaw must be changed, Congress should not be t4e.

instrument: historically, legally, and in practice, the vise
of beverage alcohol has been exclusively regu d by_the
States, and the 21st Amendment. The traditiOn 1 police
power perogative of the state require that this re ulaztjpn
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contirtueto be conducted by thi- states I :yen if Federal
itJgrislati6n is constitutional, the drunk driving problem is-,--,
riot one that calls for the Federal' government to override f

the State role. Each State mir,q be allowed to deVelop ,
solutions -)to drunk driving that\areb supported by their C..)

citizens and that fit Their local needs.,

"If we can appear in a pomogrNthic movie at 16 years of iq
, k'age, young adults are old enough to drink." . 4

\i,--

,..

iti

tt
"We have all the respo Isibilities but not all the rights."

It will be illegal for a yone under 21 to take wine at church
communion.

"There should be sti penalties for drunk driving-----not
raising the drinking age."

Raising the. inking age-will have its greatest effect, of
course, on drinking in. bars. But the backlash will be that
kids will now drink in carsthe very problem the laW
trying to solve. We Will make' aiminals. out of college
stud,ents.

The change to "21" fails to address-fhe teenage "attitude"
problem. Young-adults are going to corjnue tOltirink and
some will drink even if the age is rail il to -40.

, 1 ,.fr
RajSing the drinking age will only iicrea-e. the mystique
surrounding. the use of alcohol as an adult substance. It
would then be sough! out even more.thdp iri the pasil as
the "forbidden fruit" and serve asfil,"rite of passage" into
adulth-ood for youpg adults.. Thi -, more, not-less, drink-
ing will occur. The law. change geld set the .stage fon
drinking by youth eitherlurtively in unlicen -ed dives or
otherwise in o a ion of the law, which wo d lend glam-

. our to_ the ractice andsti tend to defeat e purpose of
control' whichvis the temperan& and ect for obedi-
enfe to law. It is felt.by some that a higher legal *inking
age. establishes alcohol., consumption as a iands rd for
adulthood. It is -known that 16-21 year ol re. in the

iszo
ocesS of identifying with and taking on ad behaviors.

A ulrb'ehaviors serve as a role model for t e group.
No , when legal obstacles are set up to. rest khe con-

. sum drinking is perciyetl more than e' S a "rite
of passage" tO adulthood.

Why' have some states-decriminalized public intoxica-
tionfr(pating public inebriates as hiving a sickness?

are.toughening.up on our dru nk driving laws-to the
point where we will, in effect, make criminals out of our
young adults. 'k

,"04r 18-year-old citizens have been deemed responsible
!push to purchase beer and wine for approximately 50
years," 46.why is it different now?
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Tougher laws for young adults won't help because they
'do not expect to get caught.

Parents today are expecting adult behavior from 16 to 18
year olds. Isn't it ironic that these young adults can't
drink like an adult?

Some ;say that "deregulating" the alcohol minimum age
restrictions will lead to more responsible decisions about
its mse. "Let's turn the reponsibility back to parents, the
church, acid society."

hi recent years under existing laws, we have made re-
markable progresN in dealing with alcohol-related prob-
lems. The stigma associated with alcoholism ,has been
reduced dramatically. Now we stand to lOse what- 1AT
have gained with -new law changes. Harsh sanctions in
and of themselves are certain to reinforce condemnatory

titudes and a return '16 the stigma of alcoholism. This
would likely result in a return to the closet of many future;
#1.oholics who would not seek help; many of whom.
Cvould become- drinking drivers.

The 16-20 year olds will get off anyway under the state's
Youthful ffeladat xft.

Since there are a of of teenagers in (this State) with a
drinking problem, isn't. raising the drinking age .encour-
aging illegal drinking. Won't the kids go underground?.

They will take time to drive across' the borders 'to States
with lower drinking or purchase ages: The law is urienforc
cable. The "hands across the border" or "blood ,border',
issue' will continue.

We will lose liquor tax dollars.

The liquor industry will reaot negatively, resulting in post
111" sible lack of support for future anti-drinking-driving pro:

grams, Also, many o their campaigns targeted at youth
wil have to be chan ed. This may constitute a major
change in advertising hilosophy.

Many bars which-cater Pb 18120 year olds will be forced
out of business. It will upset social patterns. University
student associations-on campuses,imany of whom rely on
pub profits, would be dealt a financial blow.

Prohibition didn't work becau6eit, Was arbitrary, exces-
sive 4nd unenforceable. Steps to-crack down on young

-adults will suffer a-simila6ate unless they have the sup-
port of he peopl. Toward tiiiIend, we needm9re thall
new laws. We nOed a new frame of mind.

.0 The 018 -questipn of hcosir much should thc government
'.protvct us from ourselveg.

*04 This qnce:again broadens the 84Nbetween the age of
.

maturity an the drinking age. .

..
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itknagers are the scapegods for an (1\tremelv
social problem. These laws willksimply treat esymp-
toNs, not the real problem or cause. Raising the drinking
age to 21 is simply "backdoorierislation." "It is punitive,
not curative." It is "band-aid legislation. "It':; a very pop-

ir and a very simplistic solution. Now legislators can go
and tell the folks they did something about drunk

ng.

Parents of young adults will encourage drinking over
their sons and daughters using drugs.

A federal drinking age would likely require an extensive
4.and coistky federal enforcement effort.

There is nothing magical about the number 21. If we were
concerned solely with safety, we could reasonably ban
the sale of booze to anyone undet 22 or 25. There is no
simple age of responsibility. Ate could even raise the driv-
ing-age to 19 or-21. .

"Patchwork drinking ages" in contiguous States becomq
an absolute incentive to- drink and drive. Some young
actults now nave to drive many more miles to get Around
the law-----to the strip of waiting bars over the bolt& to
Oink before- they tief,in that dangerous ride home.

- "Patchwork laws'.' are making things wol-se, not better.

.

'49) Justification for raising the drinking age:

We must now forego all of-the usual a rOments offered by
teenagers such as "If we are old enough to fight, we are
old eitough to drink" because their performance on the
road requires isolated legal actions. Accidents among this ._

° age group are simply too high. By their own, action, they
hamade a case' against themselves, by exhibited
irresponsibility.

It has worked in other. States in reduciag thtt number of
alcohol-related crashers. States n expect a 30%. decrease
among the affected age group. e 'Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety4ays: On the 4 verage, a State that raises
its drinking age can expect about a 28 percent reduction in
total nighttime.fatal crash involvement among affected
driver's.

V

--'''
Law changes reflect the conscience of the people ,(in the .1

state/community). -There is ''compelling public interest"
to chanob the laWs to help protec(the general public and
to,prevent young adUlts from hurting themselves. When '
alcohol-related crashes are the leas cause pf death for
this age group, tlYere is enough so ressure to ehange, 1.

and justify changes in, the law. It is k ,wriothat the public'

-
.
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Will accept changes in laws if thew is a demonstrable need
for that change.

.11114

Most people want it. A Gallup Poll conducted in Decem-
ber, 1982 reported that 77 percent of Americans 14p proved
of a uniform drinkThgge of 21 while only 20 percent were
opposed. Of the. 18 to 20-year-olds, 58 percent were in
favor of a 21-year-old- drinking age. Raising the drinking
age is a public re-affirmation. It alleviates public concern.

The minimum purchase/drinkIng age law of 21 puts alco-
hol furtheri5ut of reach of 15, 16, and 17-year-olds, who
often depend on slightly older peers to buy their alcohol
legally, or who can "pass" for the minimum age of 18 or 19
at many bars or taverns. Delaying the first incidence f
alcohol useis key in preventing some more serious pr(
'ems later in life.

Raising the drinking age will further separate the age
when young adults first learn to drive from the age when
they first legally drink. Raising the drinking age will allow
your adults to acquire some experience and skill in driv-
ing before beng subjectectto alcohol and learning to con-
trol it. Newly acquired skills a the first to be affected
when drinking,("last -learned, fTrst lost"). .

The num ber of single car crashes appears tovpeak at an
age level ratha than a high blood-alcohol concentration level.
This suggests .thdt age is a key factor with those causing
alcohol-related crashes.

Any attempt t § hift the total responsibility, onto the serv-
ers (hosts,-barTentlers) of-alcoholic beverages is both un-
fair and Usahreasonable. Those causing the problem must
accept some responsibility*

p.ft'
Raising the age to at least 19, would help limit acciessibilKy
and discourage alcOhq use in high schools Where many
behavior patterns are formed.

. ,

-h-Yes, raising the drinking age to 21 stems to be.incOn'sis-
terii with of i rieth such.15 votips. Butz no one ever
errded up in e hospital because he rOtedor ptit,others
in the hospital or morgue bec-aUsoe he got enthiisiastic
about voting. That does happen when the inexperienced
drink. Voting and drinking are two different activitieso,

se*

We do no one any serious harm or hardship in raising t4
minimum age; quite the, ontrary. What we will do is save-
mahy teenage lives, the lives of their innocent victims and

-,the heal-lac-he of young surviving .drunk drivers who
must live .with.the fatal .consequences of 6 btief, heady
encounter with alcohol and a car.

It may encourage courts to take a tougher 's an This is -4 cA

desirable as courts traditionally have been the weakest c
linen the chain. ',Q.*, 89
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The right to abuse alcohol I is n.vver been guaranteed to
any age groupour drunk riving statutes attest to thil.
To ignore the prepondercnce of evidence against teenaW.
drinking and driving flieMn, the-face of the common good.

In areas where the drinking age is raised to 21: police are
reporting fewer bar fights and feWer "drunk and disor-
derly" calls; school administrators are --reporting fewer
drinking problems at school events; and some college
campuses are reporting higher attendance at school
functions.

None of us are under the illusion that we will stop young
people from lying about their age if we raise the drinking
age to 21. However, we can raise the lying threshold from
16 to 19 or so. This alone would. reduce death and hey.
What does one say to a person convinced that any 18-
year -old who ca die for his country ought to be able to
drink in it,? Tell him that 18 is much, much too young to
die for the country.

Many agree that it is rather insulting to tell a bona-fide
voter that he or she isn't old enough to belly up to the bar.
The contradiction is clear. Yet despite all the talk about a
single age of adulthood, there are all sorts of unev.enlaws
regulating the uneven process of maturity. Today, in
many states, you can become "emancipated" from your
parents by becoming a parent, even at 15. In most states
you can get Married with parental consent before you can
vote. On the other hand, you cannot become a member of
the House' of Representatives until you are 25 or a U.S.
Senator until you are Q.

c$t

If We return the minimum legal drinking age to 21 by one
year elevation thisthis graduated change will not affect
those. under 210 who already have been given the legal
privilege.

4
50) Several State organizations have formed special committees

to raise the drinking age, e.g., "New Jersey Coalition for
21", "Committee to Raise the Drinking .4e/), and "21
No." These committees must go to legislatures with cool
crete information"aroof beyondroof" that this new pro-
posed law will wOrk.TImpaignS about the n4vi la ' Id
encourage all interested parties --= -even those tq yo g to- -
drive or vote, to write their legOlaluee about tlieir. eelirr
regarding this important issue. . .. . ,

.
.

0 4"

5,1) List, sanctibif4 imposed if-caught driving without a license,or
getting -antther dilirik;ativing conviction. One California
study, shoAted thlt over 85% of all-offenders ctrovv'After". - .. :losing their license: i . ,// .

,. ..

3's52) Show that some. jidges (fief that some offenders learn
lesson when they Simply go through the arrest experience
(see arrest); the em1 arrassment of eing wiled cp.it It( their

41 *wife, etc. This is why judges;-atsti ies, hand, dawn a light.
sentence (kg., montlis probatiolf).

S
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5,1) Show that enforcement agencies and legal officials have
worked out appropriate sanctions for teenagers charged
with alcohol-related driving offmses.

54) Show that the drunk driving sanctions in your State are too
nient. One way to do this-is to compare sanctions of other

offenses. For example, compare the shooting of a deer out
of season ($1',500 in one State), with the average drunk
driving sanction (see your State's/City's statistics). The pub-
he just might find this interestinA.

55) Show that sone courts have been known to sentence of-
tenders by prohibiting driving for 24 hours after drinking.
This restriction, like a requirement that a driver wear glass-
es while driving, can be stamped on a license and used to
permit arrest, extra penalties, and a lso'serve as an addition-
al deterrent to repeat offenders.

.56) Show that from the victim's standpoint, tough insurance
cancellation and t -newal procedures work against victims.
Of fenders w'h drive without insurance (and without a li-
cense) and get into an accident, have no money available for
compensating losses incurred by the victim or the victim's
family. One State suggests a liquor tax be used for victims of
alcohol-related crashes when offenders have no insurance.

57) ShoW the public the social and legal consequences of Y

u I Offender Laws which-are supposed to prevent-the ig-
ma"of a wrongful deed from damaging the reputation of
young offenders. These laws provide for the "child-like".
treatment of persons under, Ale age of 21the very age
group which is over representErd in alcohol-related highway
crashes! 1) young adults are released or charged with some
inconsequential act of "using prior discretion", or are given
light sentences which would allow then/to Lir,4 drunk
again; 2) the public is not informed about the oNtTome; 3)
the driving record is expunged at the age of 21 where, if the
offender drives drunk again, he is tried asi a first time of-, fender; 4) closed, bearings are conducted without the
knowledge, presence, input or representation of the victim
of survivors, When Richearing is over, the case is closed
and the record is forever confidential'. This procedure abol-
ishes all rights of the victim. Tile victim is deprived of due
process under the lawan issue with great compelling pub-
lic interest. Why make it illegal (in this age groLip which.is
the leading. cause of alcohol-related accidents) when the-
sanctions are going -to be "child-like?" 1-14imy much of a deter-

, it rent can it be? New laws would be worthless. Courts will
increase the use of the act.

58) Show that the public should expect (or encourage) judges to
"reflect the community conscience" (or ConSenses) in sanc-
tions they give to offenders. "If obscenity laws car) he de-
fined by the community, so should drunk driving lawS."
There is a "rowelling interest" to have toughen
sanctions.

.86



59) Show that the law -does not distinguish between a truck
drivcr who make~ d hying at driving 100,000 miles each year
who drives drunk, and the housewife who drives 4,000
miles each year The need for a driver's license to keep a job
is not above the safety sof the public.

7

60) Show the importance of letting enforcement agencies and
other countermeasure groups (prosecutors, judges, proba-
tion officers) know the ''public will." While they are trying
to solve the drunk driving problem, they need to take action
which reflects the "sentiments of the community", "the
community conscience ", and the "will'of the people"; the
"sonse of the community!"

.

61) Show the drunk driver costs; to thj offender, to the gover
ment, and to the citizen.

62) In the future, it is possible that judges may sentence offend-
ers to install a special device in their cars such as a device
developed to test the reactions of astronauts called the
"Critical Tracking Task." It is being adapted to test the sobri-
ety of drivers. If a driver fails the test, the car is designed so
it will not start, or will operate only at low speeds or trigger
an alarm system to alert other drivers and enforcement offi-
cials. The device is not intended to be standard equipment
in cars, but could be installed in cars driven by convicted
drunk drivers.

'63) Start a new activist group called GLADD (Good Laws.
Against Drunk Drivers).

64) Show that the criminal justice system today "doesn't' see
white", "doesn't see black", "doesn't see brown", "doesn't
see someone who is 'as pure as the driven snow'or has
never bees trouble with the-law before", "doesn't s&
someone who needs ;driver's license to keep his job"they
see a person(twho is guilty of the criminal act of drunk
drivi6g.

65). Show that there is an urgent need to amend bankruptcy
laws in some States. The present bankruptcy law does not
permit escape from it debt sesulting from a judgment as a
result of ff willful or malicious injury;" but courts have held
thiit in the usual drunk driving case, the debtor was not
"willful or malicious." This makes it possible for drunk driv-
ers who have injured, killed, or caused property damage to
escape civil liability for their actions by having judgnIents
against thocri discharged in Federal bankruptcy courts. This
constitutes an unconscionable loophole which is now get-
ting atten,tiqa

Consitier, for example; the case of a Jefferson County, Mo.,
man who, according to the St: .Louis Globe-Democrat., was

00,000 t9-"' the lam. flies. Of three teen-
agers, two. o f whom were killed a rid-one who was paralyzed
for life, The offender, who.jiad bee&conyictOd. of "drunk
driving three. times in the year preceding the accid61,

; 61
r
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crashed bead the teenagers' car. '1 le was convicted
of manslaughter, but recei*ed probation rather than a jail
sentence. Here, a repeat offender wlAo devastated three
Missouri families, sought to be relieved Ircivil responsibil-
ity as well. As soon as the families were awarded
judgment, the guilty driver marched across the street to the
Federal courthouse and asked' the bankruptcy court to ab-
solVe him of financial responsibility for his deeds.r

In short, the bankruptcy laws should be changed io desig-
nate DWI, as a wi Ifni, malicious act, so that OWI offenders
cannot avoid Willing reparations by claiming ba'nkruptcy.

66) Several State. . have laws which make it unlawful for a per-
son to loan an intoxicated person a car.

67) Some State cotirts have held automobile pas:;engers respon-
sible for vehicultit wrongdoings. In one 1977 Ohio Court of
Appeals (9th District), the Court upheld the aggravated
vehicular homicide conviction of a passenger in a car in-
volved in a fatal accident while fleeing the police after at-
tempting to cash a stolen check at an .Akron, Ohio.bank.
According to Ohio law, "no person, operating or participat-
ing in the operation of a motor vehicle .shall negligently
cause the death of another." Then, in July, 1983, a Lake-
wood, Ohio prosecutor charged the driver and passenger
with the vehicular homicide with specifications of being
under the influence of alcohol. The charge is a first degree
misdemeanor.

68) Uge liquor warning labels where appropriate. An example-
of a label could include:

WARNING, .

Using This Product:
Too fast map cause sickness or death;
May impair driving ability;
May create dependence or addiction; and
During pregnancy may harothe unborn.
LEGAL AGE REQUIRED FOR PURCHASE

Communicators, the closest we can come to "putting warn-
ing labels on liquor bottles" is to put metionges on liquor
bottle bags.

69) Show how one lojal citizen action group asked new car
dealers to put "warning labels"_ on their cars e.g., "This
device, when combined with alcohol, can be dangerous to
your health." Soine feel this is a useful idea as it is not
possible to put warning labels on liquor bottles at this time.

70) Show how long your State motor vehicle division (DMV)
keeps track-17f DWI convictions; some States have increased
it to five years or more. This Means motorists Convicted.of
DWI must avoid additional convictions completely so they
do not face the .stiffer penalties that go with second and
third convictions.

88
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71) The two things you never want to see is how sausage is
made and how State legislators change drunk driving laws.

72) Show that the power to have the right to drive It rttore
important then di-inking And driying.

73) Russian: the' Soviet police carry a pocket hole-punch and
punch h hole in a driver's license immediately after an in-
fractioniS seen.. Three punches, and the license is lifted only
to be returned upon completion of a requalifying course.
Thi method certainly would remove the possibility of
Mink drivers being allowed on the road time and time

'again after having had several ac eats. "Punch three and
yoirre,out" could lower the-a dent rate on our roads.

74) Some drunk-drivers have been convicted of murder. To
obtain a DWI murder conviction, you must prove that the
driving itself was so reckless it amounted'to "implied mal-
ice." lust being intoxicated isn't enough."

Parent andlYoutit Messages

1) Show that parents and older adul are. concerned about the 26, 32, 40, 42, 43,
well being of their teenage child both as drunk driver
victims and as drunk drivers. Show ways parents manifest
this concern.

e'4

(73), 76, 83

.2) Show young teenagers that it if; "OK" to refuse alcohol. 42
"No" is respected. "I'm tough enough to Say, no." Society is
changing -it has become the era of iildivkluality: Yer
is a person thought to be unsociable if he says NO to drii k-
ing or limits his drinking tOlone drink at a social gat iering,
especially if he is driving.

A) Show youth that drinking reduces driving.skills and causes
them to _lose control, look f91ish, and be embarrassed in'
front of-their peers.

42

4

4) Describe parent-teen safe transport agreements, 'such as
buddy system, a designated driver *stem, d"familykpact
for life", a no fault agreement or develop a teen-parent rick-
up driving pool. Parents or friends' parents will come and
get you at any hour, any place, no arguments, no questions,
no reprisal, no idle threats, and no laughing, making fun or
teasing the young adult. The parent does, however, reserve
the right to talk about the, matter at a later date. Remember,
these agreements are for passengers and/dr non-drinkers as
well as drinking drivers.

NOTE: An alternative method for implementing the safe
transport agreement is to have it understood that the parent
will automatically pick up the young adult at the party
(where dripking is going on) unless the young adult calls
first. This technique indicates. parental concern and an in-
creased awareness of drunk driving issues. Show "one of

89 94
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the greatest tears parents have is of hearing the telephone
ring late on a weekend night."

NOTE: Show parents that while they can have a rule with
their teenagers about not drinking there is a difference

:between llreakiv, a rule and wrecking a car or killing some-
one. Parents must suspend criticism when young adults
find themselves in this situati9n and be compassionate and

'helpful. Parents should show teenagers that "while we
don't want- you to drink, we'll he there the moment you
need help." Make sure your teenager knows that you con-
sider their safety more important than getting the car home,

NOTE: Show- parents that contractual arrangements be-
tween parents and children should be handled carefully.
Show it is the personal contracts that really countthe pri-
vate ones we "write as volunteers and sign as parTilers."
They work best in a family atmosphere where veryone can
talk about sex and drugs as freely as they tal Iout alcohol
and drunk driving. "More homes have rul about smoking
and cigarettes than have rules about drinking arid driving."

'NOTE: Show that many parents feel it is more important to
have a '.'sale rides" program with one's parents than with
the school or community. Some feel there are disndinintases
in the promotion and operation of "pf6 rides" programs for
young adults outside of the home. These include:

IVfessages in program brochures often equate having a
good time with drinking (perhaps to excess). For exam-
ple' "We want you to have a dood time, but we want you
home safe." Since when is liquor tantamount to having a
good Mite?

In States with 21 -year -old drinking laws, the program.
condones breaking the law. There should be no such pro-
gram for underaged drinkers. In a sense, the school be-,
comes an accomplice to the criminal act of drinking-under
age

*Ile programs have been teaching the responsible use of
alcohol know your limits) rather than teaching ab-
stention. While many feel this is a more realistic approach

drirrk and will continue to drink), others feel it is
morally wrong ,and certainly illegal in those States with a
high .

drinking age_ _Sevoral studext organizations have
1.

4

k

been criticized for promoting the "responsible use of alco- r
hol" philosophy :

The progranpencouragesthe dveptiswiof parents regard-
ing their child's drinking by promisihg confidentiality.
Parental knowledge, guidance Ad responsibility is

-abrogated. . .
...,z,

,----.
.

The program policy (f confidentiality does not permit the
reporting of parties or inciOnts where drugs and/or use
of alcohol by minors is takiiig"place. This means the
school program is an accomplice in a criminal act. 9
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1 he program has no clear policy for handling unmana-
geable drunks. One program policy is to warn the drunk
(how does "one "warn" a drunk) three times to behave
and, if that fails,. the driver stops the car and puts the
passenger outanywhere. Should something happen to
the inebriated teen, who is responsible?

Show that one disadvantage of parent-youth cab services
(e.g., "Dial-A-Teen") is that some claim the service is
sending a signal to-teenagers that if you-drink too much,
parents will be there to "bail you out."

NOTE: Safe -Ridee programs ire not designed for only
drinkers. Passengers of drinking "drivers are also encour-
aged to call ("Don't be drunk drivin' "). Call it "Safe rides/
safe rider's program." Encourage the use of buses to safely
transport groups of young adults.

Shaw young adults it is important to overcome the embar-
rassment of ;calling parents. Show teenagers that "it is-less
embariiissing to call parents from a party than tO call them
Iwo a Mice station."

6) Show the ne.ed for parents to deal with the problem of
drunk driving, Tor themselves and their children.

7) Develop parent awareness of drunk driving issues and lhe
high risk of accident involvement of teenage, drivers withor -

withotit i - use of alcohol. .., , .
..,. ,..8) Show y ith how parent4 avOld or deal with-drunk drivin6

issues.

9) klave youth communicate to other. youth about drunk driv-
ing issues-. For example, have a teenager who was involved,
in a DWI accident talk to his,peer group or have teenagers
walk through a shOck tratima unit in a hospital to meet
victims of. DWI to learn about the effects of the accident oh
their Jives. Some programs, called "Spared Straight ", at-
tempt both to shock and educaWyoutth akitit the hazards of
drunk driving (e.g., spend tin* on an automobile wrecker,
talk with a paralyzed victim, etc.).

10) Show the iniportance of parental role moSelingitlhstillith,,
drinking: and driving behaviors. Raise "good parenting"
and "tough love issues and philosophies. "Wouldn't it-be
nice to be able to license parents before they are allowedlO
have kidswe could turn the drinking rroblem around in -

one geheration."
.

11) Show that; if young rdults need to drink, drink at home or a
. place where driving is minimized.

12) Show that, in addition to' the effect§, of the alcohol itself,
there are also correlatiorts between some sociological and
'group behaviors which might help explain why ou.r.young
adults between. the ages of 6 and 24 4rink and drive and ,
cause a high percentage of highway crashes. These include..

9?P
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They are relatively inexperienced drivers with insufficient
skills. Driving is not yet part of their "sabconst--ious reac-
tive system.' Even before alcohol compounds the prob-
lem, teenagers are already overrepresented in the general
"problem driver classification." Their chance of having aiS

I. accident is already higher compared with adults.

.4 These drivers seldom receive any education in the control
of the vehicle under adverse or emergency conditions, in
anticipating road problems and taking evasive action, etc.

While it is true that young adults ha, e better, more finely
tuned rhusci,ilar control than older -adults, adults will get
into fewer accidents because they have -)etter judgment

-T in anticipating road problems. Judgment' is key to avoid-
ing an accident.

-10

Because driving is new; many youth drive more miles
socially each year than most adults. The chances of them
having an accident is already proportion-ately higher.

When they drink, they usually drink it cars or drink away
from home so they can erioy some privacy. They often
d\rink in unsupervised setting,s.

When they drink, they do not always eat or have the
money to spend oh food, which would help to slow .the
effects of alcohol. Many have poor eating habits, especial-
ly when they drink and party.

Drinking is also a iIew experience and many have not
learned to pace themselves, consistently underestimate
(consciously or unconsciously) the amount they have had
to drink, they don't count or Measure their drinks (do not
relate to jiggers or ounces), they can't judge when their
driving ability has been impairefl and they do not consid-
er theniselves to be drunk until they are far beyond the
legal level of intoxication (falling down drunk). They 'don't
realize that mental controls will be affected before their
Physical controls, and, of course, their tolerances are low.

Young adults also drink fest (in_ addition to not pacing`
themselves) because the "faster the drinking the greater
the buzz."

Since they generally have less body fat, a given amount of
alcohol will affect them proportionately more than it af-
fects adults.

Y9ung adults are more apt to use driving as a means for
expressing anger or aggressive urges. Teenagers are (isi-,
ly bored and have a strong need for activity (AT a way to
vent thisirustration. They use drinking andcarelessriv-
ing as a means of deinonstrating one's masculinity or as a
"rite of passage" into adulthood. Young men seem to be
more aggressive drivers than young women.

Unlike many adults, teenagers have a tehdency,to"driv_e
9
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faster when they've been drinking. They are often under
peer pressure to drivelast .-"Speed and drinking is a dead-
y combination."

Young adults are experimenting with alcohol at an earlier
age. Our yoittll learn to drink at the same time they learn
to drive. They see drinking and dri \Ling as beffig
interrelated_'

Oriving is a recently learned skill. It is known)lhat when
someone is drinking (or tired, under the influence of
ialedicatio)n, or_ even in a poor mood), the most recently
learned skills, like driving, are the first to be affected.
"Last learned -first lost."

Many 16 year olds, especially boys, have crashes because
they simply are not as physiologically tu- emotionally
equipped to handle abnormal driving conditions or take
proper evasive action.

Young adults can experience power and autonomy with a
. car and alcohol seldom..a fforded in other areas of their

lives.

Sow the value of limiting who teenagers would carry
with them as passenger's. There is !Otne evidence that the
presence of a large number of young adult passengers in
the car is associated with increased crash risk among
young adult drivers. (many feel they are motivated more
by peer pressure. than respect for authority). However,
one study reports just the oppositethat young adults

, seem 'to recognize the group dynhmic- and drive more
carefully. At any rate, it is an issue parents and young
adults should keep in mind.

They do not wear safety belts, especially,when they have
been drinking (this would cut fatalities in half). "Stop
taking a belt, start using a belt.'

At time's, teenagers change drivers several. times during
In evening. So, the. probability is higher that someone
who has had too much to drink, at some time during the
evening, will drive.

J
Driving where alcohol is being served is one of their major
forms of entertainment. This also means that they drive
near hther drunk driver. This is especially true when

( they are en-rdute- to distant bars.

They drive at times of highest risk (the highest fatality
rates occur on weekend "nights where a high percentage
of young adults under 30 are on the road after drinking).
Thus, young driver6 stand a good chance of causing or
being involved in an alcohol-related crash due to their expo-
sure to risk.

They drive high risk vehicles. Some are in ill repair, have
inappfopriate and unsafe equipment, are under-braked

, :9 3 - 98



and over powered. "Some youth drltie cars with 'maxi-
mum purtormance' even though they have 'minimum
driving experience.'"

Young adults have a tendency to drink for recreational
purposes rather than to relax or, to relieve tensions.
"Young,adults drink to prepare for activity, adults drink
for repose."

Young adults gjnekplly feel "immorta l" or inimune to
bodily harm or death-and will take more chances when
drinking and driving than older adults.

Some young adults use drugs with alcohol.

Young adults do not like to lose control or at least admit to
losing control in any social situation, often overestimating
or denying their poor driving ability. This can lead to
re kless or risky driving (they figure if they can get pass

first patrol car in their condition, they have passed the
driving test).

Many young adults are not concerned about how much
they drink since they feel they have an inordinate ability
to handle virtually any amount of liquor before it affects
their control of a social situaJlon or their ability to drive.
"They think ,jn terms of their ability to handle liquor as
opposed to the amount they drink."

Milky young adults do not consider-b&r to be as intoxi-
cating as liquor. "Since I'm driving tonight, I better stick
to beer.

They drive at night when they are tired. Drinking while
tired often accentuates the effects of alcohol.

When they drink, some young adults are pressured into
drinking "toe--to-toe',' with others whether they want to or

Inot.

13) Show glat' "those who tolerate the death of our youth, toler-
ate, theVeath of future."

14) Show that some communities are asking the parents of new
drivers to fill out a questionnaire informing them about the
importance of talking with their children about alcohol and
driving.

15) Some student organizations have been successful in getting
the Governor on 'their task force or committees.

16) Show that, in addition to highway crashes, a-high: percent-
age of vandalism, fights, -and accidents occur on college
campuses when individuals have been drinking.

17) Show how one young adult threw a demonstration drin-
king /driving party. He hosted a large beach party and had
all hi4'guests turn in their keys when they arrived. After the
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party, the keys were given to tho. y who were fully able to
drive home sate10 /

18) Show how young adults get behind an issue like drunk
driving. Young adults like to feel unity among themselves._
Many feel that it is a .youth problem; youth must solve it;
youth must take the initiative; yo-rith must sustain the
effort.

19) Since those wider 21 commonly perceive little personal risk
of injury or, especially, death from crashes, messages might
emphasize the likelThood of the DWI arrest or sanctions
rather than safety risks.

4/.

20) Show the importance of delaying the first incidence of
'drinking and of drinking 'and driving. Some parents have
their Children pledge that they will not drink and ,drive or
drink at all until they are 21.

21) There is a saying, "Kids need a reasoa Or an excuse to be
good." This would be a good opportunity to have the young
adults sign a pledge card expressing a commitment. Parents
should provide that opportunity when they see their sons
and daughters face peer pressure to drink and drive.

22) Encourage young adults to be intervenors. with their par-,
ents. One campaign used love" buttons which said,
"Don't drink find drive, Mori and Dad, my life depends on
it" and "It's 11 o'clock, do, you know where your parents

. are?" Let young adults know that it is alright to let their
parents know they feel "uncomfortable" when parents
drink and drive. Tell youth to tie into the REDDI program
and report their parents.

23) Show young,adults that "it is no longer cool to have to stick
it out if you have to drive borne with,a drinking driver"
("We ark redefining what's cool."). "Don't ride with a friend
who's been drinking heavily." "Don't be drunk driven."

'Drive with a dry driver." "Don't lose your choice." "Don't
let someone make you lose control over the situation."

24) Show young adults how to get active in the local/stUte pro-
gram. They should make certain they are represented on
their State Task Force and citizen advisory' committees.
They could join (or form) a SAW (Studehts Against Driv-
ing Drunk) chapter in high school. or college.

25) Show that youth, even if they are under voting age and/or
driving a0; can still be involved in drunk driving issu s by
making their views known about proposed law cha ges,
community morals, attitudes, and countermeasure e arts.

26) Show that many young adults do not consider bWi to be as
intoxi -ating as liquor.

27) Sho the effects of alcohol on judgment and coordination
by using video games. Have a drink:in with one cif the best
electronic game players and show, after a baseline score has
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bee,n established, how skills diminish proportionate to the
number of drinks. While many games can be used; a ch and
road game is preferable.

28) Pt blish the parents' names along with-the young adult's
Mime in the newspaper as an added deterrent. .0

)
29) Show that the purchasing of akohol for minors (a serious

problem in many areas of the country) is one of the 'major
causes (tk highway accidents. Typical "excuses offered by
minors include: ..

"Excuse me, I left my I.D. at home. Would you buy me a
six pack?"
"My mother needs a bottle of wine for cooking. IX/ould

buy it fOr me?"
"If you'll buy me a bottle, mister, I'll buy you one."

Describe the sanctions in your state when an adult is caught
doing this. "This is not a minor problem.". "Please, don't
buy booze for kids." "Buying for minors killS people." "Par-
ents who care don't serve minors"' "Parents, don't serve
minors alcohol beverages. It is unhealthy and Unsafe for
your children and shows theM your contempt for the law."

Also, show the advantage of a "safe homes" program.
Here, parentS are encouraged to refrain from serving, or
allowing to be served, alcoholic beverages to young adults
at parties or gatherings in their home. Publicize the names
of those -families signing the "Safe Home" pledge which
promisys.to serve only non-alcoholic beverages and mixed
.drinks. These mixed drink's are classified as "Drinks for
Drivers", "Ones for The Road", NAD (Non- Alcoholic
Drinks), ANA drinks (Attractive Non-Alcoholic Drinks),
"NAP Parties" (Non-Alcoholic Parties), and the like (cham-
pagne, beer, and liquor "look-a-likes" are not considered
inappropriate)." These are drinks with "zip' without the'
"zap." These should be attractive, .fun, colorful, tasty drinks
in tune with the event and season. khost/hostess who
makes needed comfort zone for non drinking guests. There
are many sourcebooks for recipes, including: The .Non-
Drinkers Drink Book, A Guide to Mixing Non-Alcoholic Drinks,
by Gail-Schioler and A Toast to Sober Spirits and Joyous Juices,
by Jan Blexrud.

Part of the "safe homes" poficy ank'reaponsible hostess-_
ing" policy is not to allow liquor and beer advertisements in
your hafne or business establishment. Discourage t 1-N use
of lights, clocks, and signs (indoor and outdoor) whit' ro-
mote a beer or brand of liquor.

\
30) Pareir nts should show. young adults that "when there is a

temptation to use alcohol and drive) please think- -first
about your responsibility to yourself, your body, your
mind, and then think of your family and of all those who
really do love you, and then think about the other persori;
the person that may be injured or killed because you used
alcohol and drove. Don't ever say it can't happen tp:1e,
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because soonev or later either your life or someone's close to
you will be changed by sorneonq drinking and driving."

31) Show that fake proof is common. T4re hav been-ads 'in
some.motor magazines which say that fake I.D.s and driv-
ef.s licenges are ,available. They will even use individual
photographs. The ads say it-will be available with any date,
state, and address.43orrowed driver's licenses and changed
driver's licenses arr. common. One' can go to a driver's i-

151cense bureau, claim to have lost it_ pay $4.W and sim . y
change the expirationpte on one for getting into bars. One
State considered taking a different style photograph or us-
ing a special colored paper for underaged drivers so that it
would be virtually impossible to alter the 1icene.

32) Show that some parents are more tolerant of their children
drinking than using pot because they believe it is lafer",
less criminal, less habit forming, less dangerouS (having to
deal with those who sell drugs), and generally less objec-
tionable..One parent regularl approved "keg parties" so
that his teenage' son and friends would use alcohol,rather
than drugs. Some parents use a "trade-off" strategy by say-
ing; "OK, you can drink, but don't drive!' Show the nega-
tive effectg of both. Discuss the effects of drugs on driving
as well as on health. A

33) Show that it is possible to use a positive peer, pressure inter-
vention program to help youth avoid drinking and driving.

34) Show that there is much evidence proving that where legal
drinking ages were lowered from 21, there was a great in-
crease in youth drinking and driving. Then, when the limit
was raised to 20. and 21,_ such as in the case of Michigan,
there was a reduction. It would help if there were a uniforni
age of 21 across the evntry. Other legislative approaches
require a lower blood alcohol level (.05 percent) for teenage
drivers, nighttime driving curfews, conditional licenses at
age 16,.and special DWI training.

35) Show that a State or community can impose a Cinderella
License as a way of reducing alcohol-related crashes. Here,
16 and 17 year olds are given restrictions or a conditional
license. Young adults are-limited in the following ways: 1)
they are under a curfew and cannot drive at night or during
early morning hours; 2) they are permitted to drive to work,
evening classes or church events; and 3) they may drive
with a parent'Qr a licensed driver over 21 y rs old during
these hours. If these rules are violated, themay not get a
regular license until they are 18 years of age.

NOTE: If your State does not have this type of law, encour-
age parents to use their own discretion about the,maturity
of their children before allowing them to get a license. or to
indiscriminately drive their family car, especially during
nighttime hours.

36) Show parentsethat it is difficult to instruct young adults to
take special measures when. they drink and drive without,
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at tl-le same time, seeming to condone drinking itself. (It
might he analogous to sex and birth control. 1 low does a
parent justify talking about birth control without encourag-
ing pre-marital sex or seemingly admit that pre-marital sex
is an eventuality). Some parents have prefaced their re-
mariks with such phrases like: "If you. must drink", "If you
need to drink", "If you choose to drink", "We don't want
you to drink, but if you do . ", "We don't approve,

*- but . ..;" "When it comes to the time whop you have to make
, your own decision to drink and drive, please be prepared ",

"We don't believe that liquor is necessary for having a good
time."

37) Show the importance of taking steps to outlaw the advertis-
}4i gand promotion of alcoholic look-alike drinks Co young

adults. Several drinks on the grocery store shelves are non-
alcoholic ( "sparkling grape juice'`) champagne look-alikek
One food manufacturer promoted this drink directly to high
schoOl. Athletic 'Directors saying "it gives teammates a
chance to revel in their success and an opportunity to con
gratulate one another for a job well done. An integral part of
any victory is the celebration afterwards."

38) Show the impontaiice of telling youth not only to wear their
belts when they drive as a protection from other drunk
drivers, but also to wear their belts if they drink too much
and drive as a protection to themselves (It is estimated that
close to 50% of all serious injuries from alcohol-related acci-
dents can be averted if belts are worn.). Parents, of course,
must express this in such a way so as not to condone drinking
in the process or imply that belts should only be worn after
dririJ.jng. Typical ways to communicate this to young adults
might include: "if you must or need to drink ...", If you
find you have made a mistake and have no other transporta-
tion, Or someone to drive-you. . . and the like. "Don't take a
beltuse a belt." (NOTE: The use of this strategy alone is
risky .and should be used in combination with others.)

39) Show youth offenders giving speeches on drinking and
driving to peers, etc., as a form of "restitution sanctions"
Communicators should try to capture the emotions of these
eventt and how the offender is hieing to live with krNwing
he ha snuffed out someone's life.

10) Show young adults the importance of monitoring (count-
ing) how much you drink because-you never know when-
you are going to have to drive. (It is known that young.
adults change drivers several times during an evening.)

Show the techniques for the proper operation of a college
.pub (Please see publications by the U. S. Brewers Associ-
ation called "National On Campus Alcohol t ducation Man-
ual" and "Six Keys to Operating. Responsible 'Pubs."
Another publication currently is being produced,under con-
tract to NIITSA dealing with bartender training).

42) Show the importance of offender re4A,itution sanctions for
youth offenders. Rather tbakipposing typical .community
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service sanctions (e.g., raking leaves, painting,4'etc.), penal-
ties should have some educational value for .the of INide.r,
his peers, and others in the community (e..g. speaking to
others about drunk driving, serving on ands-, focus group
work, volunteer work with police, big b other, working in a
hospital emergen7 room, etc.).

43) List .extra toLigh sanctions for young (Venders
after losing a licenst.

a-

44) Show young. adults that "you are drunk beforeyot unk
you're drunk"

45) Young adult public information themes include: "The
is temporary but death is permanent"; "Teenagen4e:dying
for a drink"; "Our happy hour. turned a tragic holiffi;
"One lot the Ditch"; "You bave to be tough to say, no"; and
"Prom time, not jail time."

46) Show the importance of going out in couples or groups, (to
practice a "Finnish (Finland) system"), where someone is
designated as thy- driverthe non-drinking 'driver of the
evening. Start an "I'm the Driver" or "Dry Driver"
campaign.

47) Show that some young adults understand that it is the
drunk driver who walks away from the accident. This con-
tributes to a false sense of immortality that leads to risky or
reckless driving.

48) Show that one disadvantage of parent-youth cab services
(e.g., "Dial-A-Teen") is that some claim the service is send-
ing a signal to teenagers that if you drink too much, parerits
will be there to "bail you out:"

49) Show that the percentaKof deaths of teenage passengers is
about equal to the fatalities of drivers. Young adults should
b7 encouraged to'confront directly the drunk. driving situa-
tion, express their opinion and feelings toward the situation
and understand th`ey have a right to refuse a ride with a
drunk driver. "Don't be drunk driiven'!"

50) Show young male adults some- "lines" that might prove
very effective when trying to pick up a woman.at a singles
bar. One might be, "I've only had one drink and I can drive
soberly" (i.e. "I'm not a potential drinking driver like the
rest of the men here").

51) Show youth that teenage driving misconduct can cause
problems for parents in keeping insurance on family cars at
regular premium rates and may result in their being unable
tp drive family cars (see discussion of insurance under Sanc-
tions and Costs).

52) Show how many fraternities on campuses have stopped so-
, called "drinking trips."

53).\Show how youth no longer think it's cool to say "Hey, I got
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so drunk ate other night, 1 don't know hem I (trove home."
Society aloesn't thirik is Ilinny anymore. Social norms
are beginning to .thango. "If you hurt someone in a drunk
driving crash }ears ago, your friends lAroulthliave sympa-
thized with youno more."

.54) -Show youth that' it is no longer necessary to build friend-
ships based simply'on whether someone will drink with
you. "You don't have to drink 'toe-to-toe' to keep a friend."

5.. Show youth that if you.must drink, you must learn to adjust
to your personal limitations as well as your physical toler-
ance for this relatively unfamiliar drug called alcohol. This is
especially trulk if you plan to drive.

56) Show young adults you do not take something into your
body without knowing what it isand how it affects you
(your organs) and your ability to drive.

57) Show that-prom night is a time to'take special precautions.
First, prom night is More than just the dance (It's often more
than one night long.). The festivities often start before the
prom and then last well into the night, and often through
the next day. Seccind, since few. drink at the,, dance itself,
special forms of transportation should take place after the
dance on the way to parties (often More than one), on the
way to breakfast (a champagne breakfast) the next morning,
on the way to the beach or a picnic the next day, and the
like. Thirdly, it is at this time when individuals have had too
much to drink, they are tired (further compounding the
effects of alcohol)'and most likely to get into an accident.
Show thait is the night they want to last forever. It doesn't
seem to last long enough. The continuation of drinking
through the evening, the e-champagne bi-eakfast party and
being tired can be a deadly combination if they drive.

NOTE: Public information effohs could include: 1) putting
messages in with senior report cards; 2) messages on the
back of prom tickets; 3) mess geg with' any prom night
posters an other communications; 4) messages in tuxedo
rental shop (in vest pockets, posters, etc.); ant 5) messages
in flower shops and corsage boxes.

Ask the.graduation speaker to mention drunk driving is-
sues in his/her speech.

. 58) S ow the importance for young adults to take a DWI pre-
ntion course in order to get a driver's license. Georgia is
e first State to have this law. Germany requires 15-20

hours of intensive lessons, and tests before their young
adults get a (license- to drive. Maybe We should make it
tougher for our kids.

59) Show that with new drinkers, if you drink and drive, you
take the risk thal your driving abilities and blood levels are
different from what you judge them to be.

60) Show that "parents have two great fears: I) waking up some
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'mori)ing and coming to the realization that your child was
killed by a drunk driver; and 2) not waking up one morning
because the world was destioyed by a nuclear war."

61) Show that 15 to lflryear-old young adults have had to learn
two complicated skills at the same time during theirs life:
how to drive a fast moving; multi-ton, often high powered
vehicle fely, as well as drink at the same time Without any
lesser* of the first skill.

62) Show yoting adults that every party does not have to be a
-mandatory drinking contest. These parties are mare like
amature night for alcoholic types.

.3) Show that parents shourd encourage their kids to drive their
own car so as not to be endangered by being "drunk
driven'!"

64) Show parents that it is more effective to take advantage of
naturally,occuring events to start- a disculsion..with their
teenagerss"-about drinking and driving (e.g. someone from
school gets caught, an article hit the newspaper, when
adults are planning a party).

65) Show parents the importance of telling their Children their
position on drunk driving issues..Too often parents do not
let their kids know it. Often it is only surmised during
punishment.

6'6) Families should not try to supress information to the press
about the use of alcohol by their- children if an accident
occurs. It would serve as a deterrent to others.

67) Parents shoilld invite it childr9n to help plan their next
party. Here the childrOcan see Ifow alcohol is used iespon-
4ibly and what drunledrivins countermeasures are in place.

68) Show young adults tha't they are not totally responsible for
the -high number of alco'hol-related deaths and injurs on
our highways. Adults have been responsible in the follow-
ing ways: 1) they have created all the advertising targeted at
young dri4ers; 2) they have shown young adults that '!al-
cohol not a drug"; 3) they are often poor role models
saying one thing to their kids, then practicing a more aber-
rent behavior; and 4) they wo4ld rather have their kids on
booze than drugs, etc. Here it is important to show youth
that they must have a key role in solving the drinking driver
problem.

69) Showyouth they have power individually and collectively.
They are the best griSars of young adults in tfie history of
our country. The4 are more health'and safety conscious
than youth of the past. Primary responsibility rests not\with
these young adolescents, but with the adults who often
serve as poor role models. "Adults have been aware of
youth drinking driver problems for years and have not
solved itit's time for the Outh to get involved and/or take
charge."
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70) If you took the alcohol from t shot of booze and punt, on an
open wound it would "burn like hell." What. do yo.0
think it is doing to your internal organs. Then if you did it
again to the same opened wound, it wouldn't hurt as much
because. some of the nerve endings have been killed, The

natural defense mechanisms have been eliminated and
your body is unprotected. This-is what is happening to the
inside of your body.

71) Show young adults that they do natilave to follow anyone's
drinking patterns' in order to "gain respect", or "indicate
friendship."

72) Show young aduW, tha t because the effects of drinking and
driving are so well knoWn, a ,young person who participates
in this irresponlible act is likely to be an irresponsible or
careless person in other phases of his/her life. On tli" er
hand, a.person participating in anti-drunk drivin
shows Maturity. 'This may symbolize a responsible person
in other phases of hi fler life and serve as an- 'indexbof
matur ty." For example "the acceptance.of a ride home is a

sigi of maturity", not a sign of weakness or a childlike
\.,`-ran't take care of myself" attitude.

73) Make sure, your teenagers ktlow that you -c011Sittti'4heir

4fety more impottant than getting the car libme.

74) Parents might remember thatteenagers often need "anex-
cuse to be good.' This is why a family pact or a written safe
transport agreement or pledge may be particulatly effective.
Teenagers want parents to talk to them and establish agree-
ment , especially if the responsibility is shared,

75) Ma y young.people are more aware of traffic, safety issues
than their parents. One high school student said her-main
concern was how to handle the adults who get drunk at her
parents' parties. Students feel they need to educate their

parents, rather than the other way around. Yet many say
they depend upon support and structure fi:C)m parents in
dealing with the uncertainties of being a teenager and in
resisting the pressures of the gang. Jrn general, young peo-.
ple seem willing and eager to join with their parents and

other adultao work on meaningful approaches to reduce
the threat of a crash.

A'

a
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76) Show parents the importance of establishing a caring atti-
tude. Parents must build a relationship with their children
and accept the .responsibility for those relationships.

77) Show parents they should' feel free to define their role and
actions to their children about curtailing the drunken driv-

ing probltm in the family. Parents must express to their . .

children how they plan preventiye measures, how they

plan to detect use, penalties, their own safepicapd preven-
tion.efforts (e.g: during adult parties), a-rid the children's
responsibilities, If the children are asked to take an active Ar"

role, they will develop more "ownership': of the idea for a e

-

longer lasting effect.
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78) Make activities available-in which individuals can engage to
reinforce development of tesponsible attitudes. Parents
must provide some socially available alternatives to drink-
ing and driving if preveAtion-oriented approaches to the
problem'are'fo be successful.

79) Since, attitudes are fyrmcd during the early stages of an
individual's development, responsible' attitudes about the
use of alcohol ought to be addressed during early
deNtelopment.

80) Parents must realize that that prevention progran\s tended
to evidence greater success in environments other than
public school settings.

81) Make your child aware of the influences to drink and drive:
societal expect tions to drink, (blinking habits of peers,
mass me( 'a .ssages, lack of alternatives ("nothin'-to-do-
but-drink syndrome"). Parents should deal direc Ily with
these relationships.

82) Parent's should seek out information, means and social sup-
port to 'overcome their feelings of impotence about their
teenagers and the drinking aed driving problem. Parents
should not put the onus of resporrsibility for mitigating the
problem on the schools, legal system, or. government.

83) Show that some young adults oh drugs ofien drin'k clot 4,o
cover-up the visible effects of drugs.

Intervention Messages

0 .

r

Encourage the public to acknowledge responsibility and the - 11, (15), (18), 24, 28, 33, (41), 44,.
necessity for influencing friends/relatives not to drive (or 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 54, 55, 56,
walk) after drinking. 57, (59), 60, 61 62, 63, 65

2) Show that intervention works as a way to prevent death and
injury as well as to keep friends from the embarrassment of
getting stopped and arrested by the police..

3) Show that person -to- person communication/persuasion4t- as
a higher likelihood of influencing drinking and driving both
at the time of the drinking incident as well as before drinking
starts, e.g., in New York, R1DD suggested to parents that
they talk to their teenagers'before the senior prom.

4) Encourage the wife, boss, friend; or respected business asso-
ciate to talk with potential drinking drivers to discourage
them before the drinking incident. Person-to-persorir.Tersua-
sion, especially-coming from a significant other, haS;'a high
likelihood of influencing drinking and .driving.

5) Increase awareness of the drinking driver problem during (22), (24), (44), (46), 50; (58)
rties .around, holidays, birthdays, and special holidays..
Make sure "tat soft drinks and food are available where
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alcoholic beyerages are being served, aispkise the regular or
minimum itmount of alcohol in drinks, close the bar at least
an hour before people leave to drive home and arrange a ride
for anyone who has drunk too much.

6) Show that hosts' and bartenders may be legally or morally (62)

-responsible for injuries or deaths suffered by guests or pa-
trons under Pie Dram Shop laWs if they allow people to drink,

,-- . 7

"'too much.

7) Encourage bartenders and waitresses to ask patrons polite- (62)

ly, "Who is driving home today?" Some restaurants` in other
countries do.this rout' ely as a ood-will -gesture as well as
an indication to au orities-that the business es-tablishinent
took "due care" when serving liquor. It also helps to "indem-
nify" the establishment if subsequent drinking driver prob-
lems or accidents arise. "Show the value of encouraging
bartenders and waitresses to be "friendly advocates" of safe
driving.

Some of the roles for waiters and bartenders to falow when
refusing to. serve a drunk patron include: A) you have the
right and duty to refuse the sale to a person who is intoxicat-
ed or undraged show that waiters/waitresses have author-

-. ity with no need to appeal to the manager; B) be courteous
"but firm, avoid confrontation and don't bargain or back
down; C) don't use words like "drunk" or "loaded"; D) if in
doubt don't sell, it's safer to r se the sale to someone who
is riot intoxicated than to s someone who may be; and E)
don't judge or appear to j e customer's condition. This
would include statements you've had too much. "6 In-

stead use language such ash 49' 3

I'm sorry, I can't sell you this. It could jepoardize our
license.
Pplice are cracking down,. and I can't sell this to. you:
I might lose my job if I sell 'your-this..

8) It is a custom in some countries to have one pergon at the

table in a restaurant turn over their glass early on in the
evening to ihdicate they will be driving home (designated
driver).

9) Show that refusing to serve more drinks to a drunk bar .pa7
tron is normally not poor for business. Patrons have a ten-
dency to leave or not return if others in the establishment are
rowdy. Show that "You will never 'lose' a customer if you
refuse to serve more drinks." 10 addition, if the police are
called, you might ask them to send a patrol officer in plain"
clothes to further minimize dismption.

4

10) Show that there is great variability in how individuals show
"impairment:" In fact, there is no operational definition of
impairment. Also, most people find it hard to judge whena
person is impaired. So, if you want to intervene, do 4not
hesitate. When in doubt, intervene and drive the person
home.
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11) Show that there are specific waysrio deal effectively with (465, 51
people who have had too much to drink when they want to

Idrive. "You'll know when."

Offer to drive home a stranger, casual acqu'aintance, close (45)
friend., or business associate.
Offefto drive a heavy _drinker home from s ecific loca- 28
tions (bar, home, business, reception):
Call a taxi fois- a strangelofriend, rtlki've or business asso: 33, (45)
ciate. (keep in mind that there is no taxi service in many
areas of the country).
Invite a relative or close friend to stay over instead of (45), 48, 63
going home.
Take keys away os use some physical restraint with a -(28), (44)
stranger, casual arquaintance, close friend, or business
associate.
Call police if other intervention techniques fail.

12) Encourage p'eople to-treat seriously conversations on drink-
ing and driving particularly when others might be casual
about it.

13) Ask the public to report to authorities stores or bars who sell
alcoholic bevelnages to minors.

14) Ask the.public to intervene by calling police ona CB radio or
mobile ham radio when they see a drunk driver on the 'bad.,
Use a roadside telephone.

15) Show ways to detect or recognize impairment (see list un-
der Effect:(;) in other persons so as to know when to inter-
vene. This would include getting sleepy, giddy, or,-
talliytive.

:16) Help the public confront the perceived drawbacks of inter-
vention (expectation of hostile reactions, personal rejection,
and the. like).

17) Discuss the, social acceptability of intervention. It is now a
.common practice. It is not bizarre or considered proselytiz-
in

18), Show that wh n someone is drunk and about to. drive,
friends and lovft ones feel it is a dangerous situation and
worry that they will not make it home safely.

194) Do not even let your friepds drive "impaired" as they will
not be able to .handle emergency situations on the road.

20) Show the.need to support and help one another. Intervene
with-a friend. It is easier for two to intervene than one.

21) Show the importance of telling your friends about drunk
driving issues such as the new drunk driving law, (e.g.,
"Your State's new drunk driving law is really tough. Who
should yoU alert?")

,#
,

22) Intervention themes include: "Friends don't let friends
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drive drunk", "If you care, you'll find a Wily", "Get the
problem drinker off the road, for his sake and yours",
"When a problem drinkeis.drives, it's your (everyone's)
problem", "First a friend, then a host."

23) "Don't let it happen to someone* you know" could be a
viable theme. People may be more concerned about others
than the9-iselves. They expend more emotion toward others
than themselves. They can imagine And will Mourn an-
other's death but can't imagine being killed themselves.

-24) Any message or communications plan sinould include
reaching persons in the general audience who have the
personal means t(?_ influence a drinking driver. This person
could be a peer, friend, business associate, respected mem-
ber of the community, church or club,,ur any "significant
other." Past campaigns have demonstrated that a "signifi-
cant other" can exert more influence over those who drink
and drive than media messages alont.

Many feel that the personal contact is particularly helpful
with problem drinkers or "level two" drinkers. It is known
that they are generally not influenced by media. It is felt,
however, that the problem drinker would-more likely listen
and respond favorably to someone like a friend. Here it is
thought that this type of personal contact provides some
parallel dynamic found in more therapeutic situations.

Because these contacts are personal, they have high credi-
bility and will usually add to the effectiveness of the total
campaign effort. Whe'significant other" will reinforce the
media messages, serve.as a discussion partner to the drink-
er to help process media messages, and provide a way fdr

the drinking driver to test the desired behavioral change out .

on others. By not limiting messages directly to target Audi-

ences, there might be an automatic multiplier effect of the
campaign effort.

25) Sh Ow that most people would help a bleeding person or an
epileptic. Why not stop a person from diving drunk?

26) There is a cab company in a resort beach area that is under
contract to'the bars to pick up only drunks. It's called then

"Drinker's Buddy Buggy."

27) There are pOtain individuals who specifically go to bars to
drink and io get drunk. They "expect" a ride home. Some
bars could offer -a rides home as a real service of the
establishment.

28) Show that there is an implied social,contract when peNle
go out and drink together. In Japan, three men went out

iL
drinking, when they walked back home, one fell down and
was left near a train track. The man, left alone by the other
two, was killed by a train.4rhe judge sentenced the two men
to a two-year prison term.
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29) Show the "informal controls" over the drunk driving prob-
lem. The social network, social - fabric friends, acquaint-
aAces, drinking companions, servers of alcohol, and
hostsmust provide for the corftrol that is lacki In the
intoxicated person. The social network must function not
only while drinking is takg place, but in other social con-

lexts to make certain that group members understand their
social responsibility for each other, the "social contracts"
which exist, and their responsibilities within the legal sys-
tem (third party liability, Dram Shop. laws, etc.)

30) Show that the host of the party feels that ')if anyone can
walk a straight line out of their car before drinking, they
ought to be able to travel the same route on the way back to
their car when they're about to drive home."

31) if someone leaves a party and crashes, who's the guilty
party? "Be a responsible party."

32) Dispell the notiook that if a Woman drinks too much and asks
for a ride home, she is,coming on strong or simply wants to
be picked up.

33) Show how one intervention program supplied a driver who
would drive the drinker and his car to the drinker's home
where the intervenor would then be picked up.

34) Show how it is especially important to intervene with the
person who is about to drive you home, e.g., "Don't he
;drunk d riven' . "

35) Show that when a tow truck is used, both the drinker and
his car will be taken home. This is more convenient than
having to get his car back in the morning.

36) Show that cabs are not expensive compared with personal
injury.

37) Show young adults who babysit that they don't have to
stick it out with a drunk parent who wants to drive them
home after babysitting. Ask young adults to form a BSADD
group (Baby-Sitters Against Drunk Drivers). Develop a
"Babysitter's survival kit." Show how to handle drunk par-
ents and still keep the job.

38) Show that some guests will not venture out at night to a
party unless they know theist is responsbile arkl will take
care of that person if something should happen like drink-
ing too much. -

39) Show the importance of intervening with someone you
might consider only impaired. This is important because
many of the overt signs do not always appear at the "im-.
plired" level or at the "illegal" (.10) BAC levels.

40) Show that in many communities there arelio taxis to drive
intoxicated persons home. Other arrangements have to be
made.
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41) Show that some dedicated "career drinkers" are now going
to bars in pairsone drinking coke, snd one drinking
booze.

42) Don't be too shy or too proud to Isk for help. If you've had
too much to drink, ask someone to give you a ride. Or call a
friend, your parents, your spouse, your brother, your sis-
ter. This may be embarrassing and inconvenient, but most
people won't mind helping you once.

43) Drinkers voice a disadvantage to intervention. Many drink-
ers claim they get sick if someone drives them (nausia,
dizziness, etc.), bust don't feel sick if they drive themselves.

A

Self-Monitoring and Planning Prevention Messages

4r 1) Dispel] the notion that only drunks or alcoholics are arrested
for drunk driving. Show that many different types of people,
like yourself, make the mistake of drinking and driving each
year. "If ygu make that mistake, you will be arrested, too."

2) ,Show the need for everyone to accept personal responsibility 24, 41
for drinking and driving. This includes developing maturity,
self-contr41, knowing one's limits,: and ego mastery.

3) Show the need to confront the perceived drawbacks of moni-
toring personal drinking, e.g, having less fun at parties, not
following the patterns of others in the group, and the like.'

4),Show the relationship between drinking and (one's own
BAC. Include body weight, rate of drinking, ebt-ing while
drinking and use of carbonated mixers. "Know your own
personal limits."

5) Show the effects of alcohol o&one's own driving skills, ways 42, 43, 59
to detect, impairment of your own skills and how to stay in
control, and how it might change d4y to day.

6) Explain the legal definitions of "impaired" and "intoxicated" 20, 30
in your state/community, and help the public determine
their own personal levels. Make the distinction between per-
sonal illegal And unsafe levels of BAC.

7) Encourage drivers to make a personal decision not to use 24

alcohol abusively while participating in traffic and to acquire
values that are opposed to accepting the common practice of
drinking and driving.

(20), (30)

8) Show that if someone does elect to drink and drive, help - 84

them know when to say "when.'

9) ,Show how it is socially acceptable to./elect not to drink or to
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ask for a non-alcoholic drink if none is offered. Show specific
ways to refuse a drank (hand over glass, etc.).

N.

10) Show how it is now considered "socially acceptable" not to
ride with a drinking driver. "Don't be 'drunk -driven.'"

11) Show how it is socially acceptable to ask someone to call you
a, taxi, ask a friend to drive you home, and the like. (See
Intervention Skills).

12) Show how. it is socially acceptable to ask someone in your
group to be the "designated driver' for the evening. Take
turns not drinking. Like a custom in other countries, the
designated driver should turn over his/her glass early tin in
the evening to indicate that they will' be drfying hom6.

13) Demonstrate how to plan properly and host a party with
regard to the serving of alcohol (see tips under Communi-
ty). Involve youth in party planning to show how to use
alcohol responsibly.

14) Show how it is acceptable to refuse more drinks to guests or 62
bar/restaurant patrons who drink too much or to exclude
heavy drinkers from parties. Do not help a problem drinker
drink.

I

17/ 39, (59)

24, 46, 50

15) Show that if you must drink, drink at home or places where
driving is minimized.

16) Show how some drinkers count their 'drinks especially. if
they are going to drive. (Here it is especially important for
the host not to mix in double amounts of liquor when it is
unknown to the guest.)

18) Show the advantages of taking Only one drink per hour.
Contrast this with taking more drinks per hour.

NI 19) Ask the drinking driver to think about the people.he nor-
mally carries in his ear that he could kill if he drinks and
drives.

20) Show how it is socially acceptable to ask friends to warn you
when you are impaired or too drunk 'to drive (see
Intervention).

21) Show that the definition of a good party is not how well the
liquor flows. "Don't kill your friends with kindness." "Be a
friend for lifedrive your friend home."

22) Some self- intervention themes inclGcle: "Take a teetotaler
out drinking tonight" (as Your designated-driver). "If y9u're
responsible for your friends' good time, you're responsible
for their safe trip home." "I'm the driver." "Dry driver."
"Some guys are the life of the party when they arrive, but
they might be the death of someone else when they leave."

23) Show that alcohol is a drug with powerful phatmocological

1
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properties. It, therefore, should not be dispensed without
caution ok without measuring the dose.

24) Distribute "14m SmartStop DWI" or "I'm tough enough to .

say, no" buttons.

25) Show how inexperienced drinkers and many young adults
_ do not normally count or measure drinks.

Education and Rehabilitation Messages
1

1) Describe the education and rehabilitation progtarns in your 21

state or area. Show that the first treatment intervention for
many dependent persons is the alcohol treatment intake giv-
en to DWI offenders.

2) Show how the progfams provide an early identification ant
intake potential from a health standpoint of apprehended
drunk drivers.

3) Explain ways apprehended drinking drivers get into these
education and rehabilitation programs on either a voluntary
or mandatory basis.

4) Show that many druhk drivers are altoholiCs and peed help. (49)
Generate a higher level of understanding about alcoholism in
general.

5) Establish a .sympathetic attitude toward alcoholics, and de-
scribe some of the causal' factors.

6) Distinguigh between the various classificatiOns such as the 49 .

social drinker, heavy social drinker, the problem drinker,
and the alcoholic.

7) Describe employee assistance programs (EAPs) in place at
local corporations. Show how they offer information and
referral about alcohol-related problems. Describe the treat-
ment agencies assisting corporations in this effort.

8) Describe the ASAP program in your area or theOntinuation 11
of its work from recent years.

4
9) Shokv the importance of making a connection between wear-

.
Ang seat belts, no smoking, and no drinking when in the car.

10) Show how some states have specials programs for youth
which point to the severity of the crash and injury to vittims.
These include: "scared straight" programs, walks through
intensive care wards, walks through a morgue, and talks
with victims about the emotional ,effects of the crash.

11) Make available self-study materials for those arrested for
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DWI. Include same exercises which require discussion with
family and friencg.

12)- Make self-study availalle for DWI arrestees even if the
charge is reduced.

13) Show that the powerful con-sequences of a DWI inelence
will sometimes cause a problem drinker to finally admit to
himself that he has a serious problem and needs to seek.
treatment. (DWI is often &trigger to help drinkers out of the
denial stage.) On some Navy and Army bases around the
world, DWI is one of the main ways problem drinkers get
into treatment/rehabilitation/ diversionary programs.

14) Show that problem drinkers may subconsciously use drunk
driving and th?act o_ f getting caught as a way of saying or
putting Out "signs" to his family and society that "I need
help with my drinking problem."

15) lf.you've already been arrested for drunk driving, you may
be- finding that alcohol is mist Y you more life prpblems
than it's worth. Consider seal' professional help to assist
you irr deciding what to do about it.

16) For many, the drunk driving program is the first "interven-
tion" contact.

IR

Sr

Appreciation and Frograni Success Messages

1) Present messages that talk about the accomplishments made 19
toward solving the drinking driver problem in your area.
Show some activities, campaign activities, and how statistics
show improvement. Show how the drinking driver program
in the community is making strides toward solving this lead-
ing societal problem.

---- Show -supporters-otrampdigns against-drunk-driving that,
.............

compared with other social causes, progress will be more
visible.

2) Thank the public and countermeasure groups for theiecontin- (6)
ued support. Show increased rates of DWI arrests and con-
victions as recognition and thanks to police and judges for
effective enforcement. This 'thank you" theme could
strengthen morale. and should encourage continuAl sup-
port.

3) Compare old DWI laws with new ones. (66)

4,4) Show how new local statistics compare favorably with na-
tional statistics or old figures from previous years.

5) Show how the President of the United States appointed a
solution-oriented Blue Ribbon Commission to look into the
problem. Also discuss the new National Commission
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Against. Drunk Driving. Discuss their working relationship
with the states.

6) Identify exemplary work by individual citizens, business
leaders, legislators, and the like. Show that 'they have re-
ceived awards and ot er forms of recognition because other
groups and communi members see value in the work they
are doing.

7) Special efforts should be made to thank organizations:

A certificate or recognition plaque from your organization
A listing of the station in your organization's annual re-
port, campaign plan, or other documents
A letter of thanks from the family of a drunk driving
victim
A letter from the Governor, a State representative, or
other well-known individual who supports.the drinking
driver prograni"
An-invitation to a recognition dinner, especially for the
support staff of station public service departments
A letter from the head of your organization describing
benefits resulting from the exposure given to your PSAs,
stories, and the like
A lettw' to the FCC, to the network with which the sta-
tions are affiliated (if any) or other places and national
groups, important to the medi4 organizations

8) Show that young adults today should be better prepired for
driving then their parents were years ago. We live in a soci-
ety that is more`health jind safety conscious than in years
past. P.

9) Conduct surveys as a way to show how many people in
your organization have taken action steps, have safe trans-
port agreements with°children, have intervened, etc.

t.}
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STEP II: Select Target Audiences

Some of the target audiences are particular groups of drivers known to engage more frequently than the
,general driving public in the drunk driver behavior. Some' are persons in a position to influence
Members of these target audiences. Finally, some are officials, p)-ofessionals, and other community
opinion leaders who can participate .and cooperate with your program and compose a unique target
audience for the program. a.
However, drivers must be approached'in a very special wax. A "shotgun" approach "delivering the
cboperative enforcement messages is inappropriate fqr a number of reasons. Most plbminent among
them are that: 1) behavior change as desired in the deterrence model requires that the information

le (mlessages) delivered ,to drivers be taiured to eir individual wants and needs; arid 2) behavior change
in the campaign requires that individual drive 9 be addressed as part of ii.xnatuiralpr routine audience,.group, or population. ,,

I* . ------ ..

if Thereftire, the final tsel ction of target audiences few the (cooperatiye, eniorcement program public
f'.Information and edu6a ,progorn requires -that populatiohs and market segments be analyzed so as

I to divide the populliti ri cording to distinguishing characteristics. With specialized media analyses,
materials can be distribute to Mass media outlets (print and= bpadcast) which appeal to specific target
audiences (e.g., certila, ty es of AM(FM Fadio stations reaching young drivers, etc.). Timing and

laceme t of the. carnfi'aig message elements can be specified as well, even- when a sponsor makes
)aensive use of public se ice broadca t and print, time and space.

....- /4,

Six group' gs of target audiences have b en- 'identified for your drinking driver program.

4 ;
GROUPING

,

i1Persoks n a position to influence the problem drinking dri ers.
I

,
( Spousets, Families, and Friends of Problivn Drinkers

c Problem Drinkers ,

0., GROUPING
I

High risk drinking drivers who, it is believed, can be discouraged from drinking/
driving by a highly-publicized, strict enforcement program and persons in a position -

to inflt4ence them.
- (

't Heavy Social Drinkers 7.
Spouses, Families, FriendS of Heavy Soci4 Drinkers

GROUPING 3High risk drinking drivers and p ons in a position to influence them.

Young Driver
P4rents of Young Drivers
Passengers

- Driver Education Teachers
Se79dary School .
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principals/school superintendents
--curriculum specialists
Commuters
High Mileage Drivers
Truck Drivers
Truck Companies
Bus Drivers /Companies
CB Radio Users
People Stopped Sobrie ty Checkpoints

GROUPING 4Opinion leaders whose support- is vital to any alcohol /traffic: countermeasure pro-
Om; potential delivery systems..

Highway Safety Committeesilmask Vorces
Alcohol Profession
Health Providers/Alcohol Treatment Facilities
Related Public, and Private Agencies
University/College Service Organizations
Service, Civic; Religious Organizations
Automobile Clubs ,
Driving Schools
Newcomers Club
Safety Organizations

GROUPING 5Opinion leaders; persons in a position to directly affect programcountermeasuxes.

GROUPING

4
Police
Prosecutors
Judges/Magistrates
Legislators
Attorneys .

- Related Service and Civic Organizations
Activist Groups

-6Special key program delivery system personnel.

r

Councils
Tavern, Barn, and Restaurant Owners, Bartenders
Media Personrfel

.1
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STEP III: Select Media Channels'
(A 6

There is a wealth of different media available as possible carriers of drinking and driving messages. Inorder to make a rational choice or combination of choices, the following major questions should beraised: How many people will be exposed to the message (media coverage or readership); to what
extent will particular target audiences be reached; to what extent will the prestige and credibility of themedia contribute to the effect of the message (media authority); and what are the economic conse-.quences of the- use of certain media (cost/effectless considerations).

Estimates of how many and what kind Of people will be reached by what medium at what time of theday and at what cost can be worked out and compared. Cost/benefit ratios in terms of potential
attention value may be obtained.

It is important to select a range of media for your PI&E program. Specific media channels include:

1. 1VPSA's (and phattlaoards)

2. TV-3/4" copy of your PSA's on one screening reel for presentation purposes when,you go to TV
stations (put your radio spots on the TV show reel as well)

3. TVspecial PSA edit for different target groups. Askthem t ratpots, use as triggers for
discussion, have contest, etc.

4. TVtalk show appearances

5. TVeditorials_ancteditorial--responses

6. TVstation ascertainment survey, DWI statementcommunity leaders. Encourage the mention
of DWI when interviewed, as well as cite results of the survey when talking to other community
leaders -and general population.

7. TVstation ascertainment survey, DWI statementgeneral population. Encourage the mention
of DWI when interviewed, and 'cite results of the survey when talking to other community leaders
and generalvpopulation.

a)

8. TVnews films (30-90 seconds)

9. Tyhard news coverage, press conferences. Use hard news coverage of an event to promote\_
general deterrenfe messages. Have media cover the problem in addition to reporting the event;It
is too easy simply to repeat the history of your program, alcohol-related crash statistics, or "what
this meeting is all about." It would be bVer to control the interview and tell-the audience some
activity that would show increased enforcement, what a parent could say to their teenager, action
steps recommended by the participants, and the like. In short, take some time and prepare for
these interviews with specific ideas, "pithy" phrases, and remarks which would have a better
chance to change attitudes and behaviors and not Simply.record history.

0. TVshort films (e.g., your state's "Drinking Driver Test")
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1 1 . TVchildren and teenage`shows including news programs

12. TV---evening television magazine skits

13. TVcornmunitycalenclar, "Speak-Out" segments.

lit. TVpaid commercials (by corporations, etc.)

15. TVdocumentaries

16. TVrecording of off-the-air televised DWI programs and news coverage

17. TVlocal cable television system

18. TV-T-publit TV programs (see "Dead Wrong", a program produced by the State of Pennsylvania).

19. Closed circuit TVfor countermeasure groups, corporations, state agencies

20. Filmon DWI issues

21. Filmmovie trailers/shorts (distribute to high school and college movie theaters and local motion
picture distributors) -

22_ Filmtrigger films 4,,clips from PSA's to get groups interacting

23. Filmuse of PSA's as films for triggering group discussion

24. Film 0u-se of PS.is as visuals for TV talk shows

25. Filmstrips/Slide shows on highway safety

26. Fadio-PSA's (recorded)

27. RadioPSA's (live-copy which is rewritten by the station. Also, include a fact sheet of local and
nationakstatistics.)

28. Radiophone-in shows (on commercial, public, military, and college radio stations)

/ 29. Radioeditorials

30. Radio news shows (run a series)

31. Radioappearances on radio talk shows. (Provide a list to radio stations of DWI communicators
who will appear if scheduled guests do not show up.)

32. Radioinform D.J.'s of drunk driving so they might be encouraged to talk about it on the air

33. RadioD.J. or traffic reporter tag lines, e.g., " ye' soberly this weekend"

34. Radio-i-paid Commerdals.(sponsored by' corporations, etc.)

35. Radioget radio 'station to air only drunk driving PSA's fora week or month)

36. Radio get all lie paid sponsors to permit a DWI tag line on all their regular, paid commercial
spots for one full day. Promote this event.

° 37. Printcorporate policy statement; provide a DWI internal corporate policy or help corporations
- develop their own.
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38. Printpress releases

39_ Printnews stories in corporate, State, County, alcohol countermeasure group publications

40. Print--;feature articles f
41.'"Printget copies of reprints of local and State articles, and distribute , e

47. Printget local and State government or local businesses to put DWI symbols on the bottom Of
t eir statione=ry

43. Printget local businesses to carry the DWI logo and State. message at the bottom of their paid
print ads or billboards. Provide paste-up, camera-ready printing.

44. Printlet local newspsper print names of those arrested, those, convicted, and the sanction
received for drunk driving. 4

45. Printdistribute materials at road blocks. Thank motorists for their participation, provide infor-
mation, encourage personal involvement itt the problem and "deputize" them to help others.

46. Printtranscribe and distribute transcripts from meetings, task force reports, and the like

47. Printeditorials and editorial respOnses

48. Printmedia press kit (stories, fact sheets, background papers, decals, etc.)

49. Print classified or yellow page ads (e.g., Wanted.: Persons who want to do something about
drunk driving, local citizen activist groups, DWI information center.)

50. Printpublic% service ads for newspapers/magazines

51. Printpaid ads (bought by intermediaires)

Printcartoons, editorial cartoons

53. PrintDWI accidents/deaths box score or monthly status bulletins in newspapers, intermediaiy
organization publications, local billboards, signs in front of police station, and the like.

54. Printhave the local newspaper ask for opinions from their readers about handling thee drunk'
drivers, e.g. "opinion page editorial"

55. Printtip of the week on how to spot a drunk driver published in newspapers.

56. Printget DWI infordaltion into the State's "Driver's Manual." Since this will be seen b ew
Arivers'a special mailing might be done to reach some older drivers.

57. Printmessages on the back of tickets and in programs at shows, sporting events, fairs, etc.

58. Printdevelop a list or create a clearinghouse of. vendors for DWI equipment. List who has the (
best prices, services, etc. The book should be designed to encourage citizen groups.to buy needed
equipment for police after proper consultation. Generally, we are only able' to facilitate these
transactions.

59. Printletters to editor (9pen letter)

60. Print DWI question and answer booklet

61. Print--"Know Your Limit" cards (see design issues)
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62.. Printhealth columns/Q & A column articles

63. Printlist names, adc ses, age, charge; location of accident, and court sanctions received by

DWI offenders in the newspaper

64. ,Speechesencourage word-of-mouth communications
rr

65. Speechesmake speech scripts with visual materials available

66. Speechesorganize drunk driving speaker ureatr

67. Speaker's Bureau Brochure 'txt

68. Displays /Demonstrations-at conventions, meetings, public places, local corporations (e.g. at an
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)), luncheon, cbuntermeasure groups, hotels, supermarkets,
store Windows, training sessions, etc.}

69. Put a PBT in bars for patrons to cheat their BAC.

70. Drink inshow the relationship between alcohol consumption and Bli7C at a speiial meettng or in
a local bar. Have TV personality, radio D.J.4.or sportstfigure drink on the air. Be sure to'demon-
strate impairment. Do a handwriting impairment test. 1

e

71. Drink inconduct an alcohol reaction time .test or driirer's test with cars or simulators.

72. Drink in--with non alcoholic drinks-4 "mocktail" party. There are Many new d 'nks Which-have
been created or impocted from other countries. Write a recipe book of non- lcoholic drinks
("Recipes for Sober Celebration"). Theseinixed drinks are classified as "drinks for drivers", "ones
for the road," NAD (non-alcohOlic drinks), ANA drinks (attractive non-alcoholic drinks), "NAP
Parties "(non-alcoholic parties), and the like. Champagne,.beer, and liquor "look-a-likes" are not
considered appropriate. These are drinks with "zip" without the "zap." T ese should be attrac
tive, fun, colorful, tasty drinks in tune with the event and season. A host/ho ss who makes a fuss
over the de-alcoholized wine or catawba cocktail which sOnbolizes the ne ed cpmfort zone for
non-drinking guests. There are many sourcebooks for recipes, including: e Non-Drinkers Drink
Book, A-Guide to Mixing Non-Alcoholic Drinks, by GaitSchioler and A Toast Sober Spirits and Joyous
Juices, by Jan Blexrud. Serve a ?'surprise,': non-alcoholic mixed drink.---(e.g. a "viigin.pina colada").
Train bartenders to mix these drinks. So-Att low alcoholic drinks are so low that many States allow
the sale of these beverages to any age groups. Brands include Geovanae (.05%), Fioro-italia de-
alcotiolized Italian wine (.05%), Texas Select (non-alcoholic beerand Stroh's Malta (non-alcoholic
beer). Show that if we can get the public to accept the use and taste of diet drinks,.we can get some
to use/serve non-alcoholic beverages.

73. Drink invideo games. A good video' ame player has a drink after each game to show effect on
score. p

74. Drink inhave reporter get drunk, get arrested (pre-arranged but only a few know) and go
through the whole process, write about it and do public speeches.

75. Personal contactslocal officials, citizens, community leaders encourage commitment and
involvemerg.

76. Surveys/Questionnairescollect information for base-line survey, impact measures, etc. (e.g. poll
arrestees to see if they. were affected by.PI&E messages, poll roadblock participants). Some self-
administered tests are available for young adults.

77. Surveys/Questiorpairesshow that surveys "promote" drunk driviiig issues, as well as gain
information, (e.g., telephone DWI survey that reaches a large number of households in town will
have promotional effects.)
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78. Surveys/Questionnaireshelp evaluate effectiveness of education programs

79. Petitionscollect signatures in support of specific countermeasure issues or laws as well as inform .
the public about the problem

80. Direct Mailto drinking and driving violators, populations at risk, etc. (see Target Audiences)

81. Direct Mailto drinking driving. and speeding violators

irect Mailto alcohol and health related groups

83. Direct 6il(hitch-hike) warning ticket materials package for eniprcement personnel

84. Direct Mail(hitch-llike) sending DWI material out with other mailings by State agencies and
private organizations )

*

85'-'iMeter Stamp Messagesby State agencies,. private corporations, post offices, etc.

86. Personal visitationsto countermeasure group leaders and staff, civic group leaders and staff,
activist group leaders and staff," private sector executives and staff

87. Letterheadhave a letterhead printed with Advisory Committee member, intermediaries, and
others listed

138. Lettei-spersoilalJetters to inform key persons about the DWI problem, activities, -need for
cooperation and participation. Include letters to local alcohol coordinators, regional office, loCal
task force, appropriate countermeasure head, intermediary group heads; cgrporations,, gover-
nor's ?epresentative, state agencies, state legislators, state attorney general, governor, and mem-
bers of the Presidential Blue Ribbon Commission on Drunk Driving. Letters are one effective
campaign. Write the chief executive of a corporation when you see company personnel driving
safely (wearing a belt, etc.)

89. Letterfor specific purposes (e.g., a letter was sent to parents of high school students urging a
parent-child di/ scussion of D WI) re

904 Resource Listlist under one cover people, films, materials, speakers, volunteers, activist groups,
key names of personnel in each countermeasure group,.directory of national organizations, and
community leaders who are involved in DWI issues, education and treatment groups

91. Resource Center establish a mailing address arid a display area for DWI nititerials, information
and referral, media relations, etc.

92. Your DWI Media Plansend to appropria* people and groups in the media

93. Membershipstake advantage of your and your staff's memberships in civic, private sector, and
countermeasure organizations

a,

94. Membershipsuse your intermediaries' memberships in organizations to speak, get items pub-
lished in internal newsletters, ,etc., and to encourage help on the campaign

95. Town Forum Meetingsask the citizens to vent problems and concerns and how they *ould solve
the DWI problem t

96. Foriti a Media Advisory Committeea committee in each key city to advise on maftrials design,
development, production, distribution, and evaluation

97. Form a State or local Task Force

98. Form a Citizen Advisory Committee
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99. Form An Executive Countermeasure Committee (for Chief of Police, Head Judge,'etC.)

100. Telephone Networkvolunteers can call many in the community for helping victims, organizing
meetings, transmitting news, etc.

101. TrainingIDesign a series of 1 hour briefings, e.g., "Princles and Practices of Drunk Driving: A
Community Solution" (working title). Community leadertop rfiedi5 personnel, influential citi-
zens, bright students, etc., would be invited over the lunch hour for a fast-paced lecture (no
discussion) styled briefing. Follow-up telephone calls would answer 9uestions and find out if they
would like to assist.

102. Trainingfacilitate the research, gathering And adapting of training materials for key groups and
organizations in the system. This would include groups such as: enforcement; prosecution,
judiciary, rehabilitation, driver licensing, grades K-12, teachers K-12, bartenders/restaurant own-
ers,, resource fairs, employee assistance programs, etc.

103. Roll call presentation for enforcement agencies.

104. Awards from medial contests---enter your major media pieces in national, state:and industrial
contests

105. Letters of Appreciationuse extensively and send out immediately

106. Certificates . .
107. Incentive Awardsencourage your organization and especially civic groups%the mayor, etc., to

give awards for exemplary work by countermeasure personnel (e.g., a police officer who made a
large number of arrests). Remember, the more you show your appreciation, the more you show
how much the citizens care.

108. Photographstake photographs of events and show appreciation by giving participants a color
print. This is a goodwill effort artd another way to "network" an idea (It may show up, for
example, in a corporate annual report)

109. Plaques'of Recognitionawards, certificates, and the like, are important, When they hang it on
the wall, it is hard to refuse you further assistance when youf name is on the person's wall (at the
bottom of the certificate)

110. Case Histories data and photographs of accidents, stories of accidents, people -involved and
resulting court sanctions

111. Distribution of NHTS. and state-produced publications

112. Tourshospital intensi e care units, morgue, shock trauma units, and the like.-Have hospitals do
grand rounds of victims for interested citizens and countermeasure groups.

113. Cicashed.Cara car towe to high schools and shopping center parting lots (or inside the mall)
Wowing what a local victi 's car looks like. A small sign tells about victim. (NOTE: Clear with
families, attorneys, etc.)

114. Legislative package--especi Ily designed and sent to members of the legislature to show PI&E
campaigns and impact, resul s

115. Brochures/Pamphlets

116. Design a custom DWI logo fo your organization

, 117. Permanenthighway signs(e.g., "This is a drunk driving target area", "All radarpatrols are'also
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DWI equipped", "Drunk Driving ProhibitedYou have been warned", "This State is Toughron
Drinking Drivers"), List sanctions on these signs.

118. DWI Logos and signs (large) or\ ASAP cars, Batmobiles, patrol cars, warning signs before a
sobriety check-point (required in some States), etc. i / ,

119. Patrol car signs"CAUTION: DWI arrest in progress" (Swings down from under trunk lid).
.4-$.

120. BAC cards which list your State laws (see proper chara&oristics in previotis section).

121. Love tags for kids"Don't drink and drce Morn & Dad...My life depends on it"4pin on young
ot`.children at schools)

.

122. PostersschOols, package stores, shopping centers1 etc.
1

123. Taxi signs

124. Elevator signs

125. "T" shirts

126. Transit cardsbuses, taxies, trucks

127. Moving Message Panels (electronic billboards)on streets, in front of business organizations:INN
ball parks during half time ("Who's Driving Home From -the Game?"). Also consider showing
messages by players on the closed circuit TV system during sporting events.

128. Truck signs

129. Over prints on golf carck or bowling score sheets
.1

130. Stickers on parking meters. Mefei Messages, Inc. (Los Angeles) specializes in this for of
advertising

131. Bumper stickersfor public, e.g., "I love sober drivers"
1,

132. Bumper stickersfor state and county cars (if permittedor get special permission). This would
have great promotional value. It has been done with safety belts.

133. Bumper stickersfor specific target grOups (CB radio group, bowlers, truckers.)

134. Vanity License PlatesFinally, h good use of vanity license plates in States where they are
permitted which would inch* a message or an affiliation (e.g., "MADD-1", "DWI-4", "SADD",
etc.) -

135. Litter bags

136. Matchbook covers

137. License. plate envelope messages

138. Bar signs (e.g., "Please don't ask me to serve minors", "We want you to have a good time, but we
also want you back", "Drinks for Drivers Available", "We want you to have a good time but we

', don't-want you to take the good time behind the wheel of a car", 'Please do not ask us to break the
law.")

A

139. Signs itSar restroorps (at eye level).
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140. Bar placemats, coasters, napkins
r

141. Bar "tent cards" with drunk driving messages on them or for promoting non-alcoholic drinks

142. Bar logos at the bottom of beer glasses

143, Decals (for cars, store windows)

144.. Passenger car decals(e.g., "Please don't smoke, or drink and drive" and, "wear ypur sat belt")

145. Key 'tags

146. Calendars

147. Coloring books
p

148. Halloween costumedress up as DWI victim, -carry placard, pass out information

149. MessageS in hotel rooms"This State is tough on drunk drivers" styled messages

150. Time card attachments in industrial plants, store, etc.

151. Stickers to affix on mail, pay envelopes

15k.' White crossesput on hi way where DWI death occurred (NOTE: some del this is a traffic
hazard in certain 'areas.) Put crosses in areas where people can seR. when they are walking.

153. Road map imprints

154. Bottleg DWI Tess/ages (liquor and package stores). This is your only chance to put "warning
labels" on liquor bottles

155., Loud speakers (trucks)

156. Skywriting or sign towing by airplane (e.g., along beaches)

157. Stamps commemorated to DWI

158. Stamp cancellations imprints

159. Outdoor Advertising/Billboards. Contact the Outdoor Advertising Association of, America about
free spaceoend/or assistance with your campaign.

160. Jacket patches

161. Book m#rkers

162. Book covers

163. Pocket savers 1,4.

164. SpNikscheduled DWI mes ges (strike a deal so it can be combined with messages at ball park)

165., Welcome Wagon materials (e.g., 'This is a DWI Watch Community Help us solve this community

problem') 4.

166. Contests---wntinglgiafety slogan
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167. Contestsart (poster, cartoons)

168: Telephone decalswith all emergency phone numbers and then your own number, for your son
, or daughter to call when. they need a ride back home r-

169. Balloons with DWI Logo

170. Donutsshaped like the international symbol (with Pie slash) and iced red. Good when coffee
and donuts are served at rallies, etc.

171. Junior /Senior Prom-night messages and insertshave tuxedo rental vendors put messages in vest
pockets: Have DWI' message on back of prom dance tickets.

172. Run copies of relevant materials for all active groups'and individuals. Too often, not enough
copies are available for those who need them.

173. Have your State AAA annotate travel mapS with DWI laws or special DWI watch warnings

174. Develop an-internal policy for the handling of requests by media

175. Have hospital physicians do special grand rounds of drunk driving accident cases

176. Special observances by churchesDWI victim's family services,

`177. Meter stamp messagesdone by local corporations or state agencies

178. Paycheck impressionsdone by local corporations or state agencies

179. Model privali corporation policy-7-have local businesses adopt an alcohol and drinking driver
policy for their business. Assist in helping them adapt the model you've prepared (see business
topics)

180. Role playsuse for training and demonstratiops, especially with children. Another role play can
be developed for adults (e.g., practice saying "no", intervention techniques,' the humiliation of the
arrest experience, interacting with a heavy social drinker,etc.). Develop role plays for. parents so
they can effectively ideal with their children (e.g.., "Tough Love ". supp6rt mechanis-ms).

181. Testsdevelop self evaluation tests for various target groups. NHTSA has one for teenagers.
ave state develop questions for driver license examination. Have a longer film or TV test like the

"CBS Driver's Test" for broadcast or closed circuit use.

. 182. Toll booth`messagesposters and ticket impressions (good for tourists) that cite laws, fines; etc.,
'This is a Tough DWI State"

183. Private business DWI internal corporate policy'thodel these policies (see business topics) could
range frorri prevention and party planning techniques to information and referral for treatment

184. School, City or State-government pronouncements or proclamationsthe Governor; for example,
could be asked to declare a day as "DWI Watch Day", "Nationtd, Drunk and Drugged Driving
Week" or stress the importance of the problem. Have a student council at a high' school issue a
declaration.

185. DWI mapsplot out on a pin map (spot map) where arrests haye been made in the community or
plot the addresses of offenders' homes to see DWI behavioral patterns

186. Free cab systemDial-a-Ride, Cab Hot Line, Care Cab, Drive-A-Teen, car reimbursement, tele-.

phone hot line, special cab services. for bars where heavy drinking is commtv. Use "800" number
for a large area.
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lEci TelephoneDial a Message. Have a series of tips for the public on what to do about drunk driving
(e.g., Solution #23... etc.)

188. Telephone calling campaignwith the use of volunteers, a great number of contacts can he made
(e.g., call parents of every high school student who is turning sixteen and about to apply for a
driver's license)

189. Computer controlled telephone message and/or survey service--a pre-recorded message reaches
many homes automatically_ A simple push of the resident's touch tone telephone can indicate a
response. Get corporation to sponsor, it. It could mention the corporation's name as well.

,190. Street bannersfor city streets, fqirs, special displays in shopping centers, etc.

191. Form Letters --=-1) to respond to requests for information; 2) to outline your program and to ask for
support; and 3) to encourage direct involvement within your own,social circles, organizations,
with an activist group.

I

192. VolunteersFind a means to attract and maintain the interest of _volunteers. You may need an
intermediary organization to handle this role (No one has ever volunteered to work for the State's
DOT/Public Safety Departments, but ey will work for MADD and other citizen activist groups).

-193. Self-study materials for those arrested for DWIeven if the charge is reduced. Materials should
- include cognitive material as well as, exercises for discussions with familiy and/or friends.

194. "Burma shave" styled signs placed along the road-way, hallways in office and school' buildings,.
*long walk -whys for pedestrians and the Ijke (e.g., -"It's best for one who ,hits the bottle to let

I another hit the throttle", "The one who drives when he's been drinking depends on you to do hii
thinking.")

;,-.

195. Babysitter Survival Kits what to do, what to say, how to keep your job, etc. "Yofttio not have to.stick it out and ride home with a drunk driving parent." .

,

.,..

196. Form a team, or special committee to help bars, restaurants, clubs and other establishments wlACh
serve liquor, redesign their menus if they promote low alcoholic or non-alcoholi drinks.

197. Have underaged young adults or an Eagle cout, 'go in and buy boOze at liqUorignicery stores to
show the laxness of the stores and enfortifinent of .the laws. 151.

198. Messages on closed Circuit= system in hotel rooms (e.g., PSA stating that this State is tough on
drunk drivers)

199. Messages at local ,rent-a-car companies (e.g., "This StatdVis tough on drunk drivers").

200. Help Ether State and local organizations plan and produce materials to be sent out under their
signature.

201. Buy a BAT Mobile (Breath Alcohol Testing Mobile).

202. Sponsor a randlelightvigil, a "light-in-the window" campaign, or a "headlights-o.n-while-driving-,
during-the-day" campaign. .

203. "Theme-a-Day" program at schools, corporations, City/State/County office buildings, etc. Here a
different drunk driving issue is promoted using various media channels. Doa "Theme-a-Day"
campaign for a week (or two) about drunk driving issues. (e.g., Flow to spot a"drunk driver, safe
transport agreements with young-adults, myths about eliminating the effects of alcohol; etc.)

204. Clipping servicerun by State agency or volunteers to be distributed and used as a resource for
public meetings, talk to groups, and Visual material to involve-others:Nfhis Is used to reflect back to ti

the community what has been accomplished.
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205. Distribute copies of these. materials to interested parties.

206. Compkte a cost breakdown of what on6 person (perhaps someone with several offenses) costs
your community. Show what all drunk driving costs your community. Show that drunk driving is
an economic liability. Refer to court expenses, health/hospital costs, insurance, police time and
expenses, and the like.

207. Collect a list of survival stories, problems, intervention stories, etc., from people within your
organization. Identify those who could come forward and tell their stories at Meetings/training
sessions.

208. Sell drunk driving public information materials (bumper stickers, etc.) to make money for the
program.

209. Encourage reporters to-spend an evening with patrol officers, in BATmobiles4 in a drunk tank,
etc., for an in-depth understanding of the problem.

210. Pledge cardsyoung adults sign cards, co-signed with parent, teachers, club president, and the
like, "a pledge for life", "a pact for, life."

211. Attend an activist group meeting.

212. Tuxedo rental shopspromote countermeasure activities here because most people who rent
tuxedos' are going to functions where liquor is served.

213. Final report card DWI message inserts for 11th and 12th graders (just before the Junior and Senior
Prom)

A

214. Develop a bocik, "What to do if you're hit by a drunk driver"

215. Sign-up-sheets in schools, corporations, etc., for ideas. Provide feedback to individuals and the
organization to show it was truly considered.

216. Concerned Citizen Crash KitThis would encourage citizens to stop when they see an accident
and help make a stronger case if the driver causing the accident had been drinking. The Kit would
contain a checklist of points to observe, what facts to note in your testimony as a witness, what to
do before an officer arrives at the scene, what to ask the officer to observe, and make certain that,a
victim and/or witness impact statement is taken. Material should suggest how not to interfere with
the officer during the arrest/investigation.

217. Fundraising programs or sell products, e.g., MADD group bought a BATmobile.

218. Taxi courtesy cardsThese would be passed out by organization heads at employe's orientation
or at a special event. This would be signed by taxi driver and be turned in by employee for
reimbursement.

219. TelegramSend a "personal opinion message" to your legislator about drunk driving by calling
the Western Union office's toll free number.

220. Develop a drunk driving vocabulary/terminology directory for news organizations so that words
are used which have the correct meaning and connotation: This list would cover such items as;
referring to alcohol-related crashes as "crashes" not "accidents" or "inishaps "; defining BAC and
other basic terms; the title of the local program (the "d4inking driver program" as opposed to the
"drunk driver program"); and the like. -' .

221. Have driver license bureaus do a computer read out to select 16-24 year olds for receiving special
drunk driving messages when they'apply for a license, receive new license plates, and the like.

11,
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222. Show that organizations should use drunk driving stories in their newsletters, videotape series,
annual reports, and the le. This would include:

News stories from their organizations around the area/state
"Our Town-Your Town". segment which allows for more in-depth coverage of innovative pro-
grams in specific locations, e.g., how one city conducted their roadblock
"Wide Angle" looks at one pressing issue from the perspective of all organizations within the area
"Executive Forum" is a perspective on and from a single executive, e.g., Chief .of Police,
Prosecutor, etc., including recommendation's for police activit
'Volunteer Forum", is a segment reserved for volunteers, civic and activist group activities
"Profile" is a segment designed to spot ht individuals who have been recognized for exemplary
work, e.g., a patrol officer who made the most arrests during the month

223. Sell a Highway Safety Kit which includes first aid supplies, distress flag, safety Aware, and a list of
emolgeny phone numbers. Proceeds go to the campaign against drunk driving. This project/can be
taken on by an activist, civic Stoup, or commercial establishment.

224. Fuel pump signsTut drunk driving messages on top of fuel pumps at service stations. NOTE:
Posters in the station's windows cannot h read t y most motorists;

225. Have a media drunltdriving statistics signivf frOht of a corporation, city hall, or police department
which provides daily totals. A red light/green light system could °signify recent deaths or injuries.

226. Show how one local citizen action group asked new car dealers to put "warning labels" on their
cars, e.g., ",This device when combined with alcohol can be dangerous to your health."

227. Start a Student Assistance Program (SAP) which would work much like an Employee Assistance
Program (EAP) at the job site.

228. Put a drunk driving message on a large tractor trailerbr van and park it in various locations around
the community.

229. Use point-of-purchase display messages around mixes. in stores. This can be effective as few
people drink straight liquor anymore.

230. .Welcome mat messagesHere a welcome mat can be placed in front of a club door or just inside
the foyer.

231. Soft drink bottle messages (around the neck of the bottle) in grocery stores. Remembeg,, few people
drink straight liquor anymore.

232. Enter marching parents/students in parades, homecoming game parades at local highschools, etc.
Hold a walk/run-a-thon for the public.

233. Stage an entire drunk driving crash scene in the center of town. Make use of make up, police,
ambulance service, hospitals to give actual blood tests, and the like.

234. Count and publish the number of establishments in the immediate con mu> ty where one can get
a drink.

235. List the highlights of all State DWI laws or House Bills (HB) which affect your community. You
might also list any recent changes.

236. The Atari game Pole Position 11 (one steers a race car) in arcades, has billboard signs which read
"Don't Drink and Drive."
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STEP IV: Select Spokespersons

Making the correct decision about who should be mentioned or selected as the source of the communi-
cation is critical to the success of any program. Behavior change is more likely to occur if the identified
communicator of the message is considered credible and relevant by thc,AargeLoudivace..., Sciizraii--,.------
prestigeand attractiveness-of the-grourptiffifixtimiglStlifeToiliWinay largely depend upon the type of
target audience and should,otherefore,%eicarefully considered in the pla4ning o'f the campaign.

r

Persons who have benefited from intervention

Persons who have intervened with a potential drunk driver

Persons who could have intervened with a drunk driver

Persons who have discussed alcohol and driving with their friends

Teenagers who have discussed alcohol and driving with their parents and friends

Persons who have caused DWI accidents

Persons who-have killed someone (could appear in silhouette)

Drivers who witnessed A DWI accident

Victims of DWI accidents

Victims' parents/family

- Parents of an at-fault young driver

Persons ,who have been arrested ,after drinking

Persiins who are recovering from problem drinking N

Persons who have developed a successful DWI control program

School Administrators or teachers who have taught drunk driving issues

i
2 Television newscasters showing where a serious DWI accident happened and/or talking about local
1 aspects of the problem 6,

Police

Judges

Physicians
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Clergy, social workers

Community Leaders

Business Officials or Supervisors

Legislators

Sports figures

Entertainment figures

Off-camera narrators

Sap

Persons from specific tar organization/corporattvt gOlneOrth-Vili-CrTe---cliaTfitteliRtitar

Community leaders and counter asure organization heads who are acting as citizens.
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STEP V: Man'agement Planning Ch list

A well-planned public inform-lion program is a well-managed program. It is especially important with
_ _social :marketing-issues-like -drunk driving: Planning is .criticatimarsim..1);.to,..plaa.foLuse of state and

Federal funds; 2) to work effectively with networking organizations who are willing to provide-free
service but need plenty of lead time; 3) to work more effectively with other countermeasure organiza-
tions so that public information efforts can be coordinated; 4) to plan seasonal activities with media who
also require lead time; and 5) to be able to develop a truly cornprehenkye and effective year-around and
lasting public information program in your community for obtaining term success in changing
societal attitudes.

4--

fi
Task

1. Initial Planning

ID$scribe nature and extent of specific problem.

Collect State/local assessment survey results:

Collect countermeasure group data and findings from
communications research.

Collect countermeasure group PI&E materials, plans, and
evaluation reports. ...---

Collect existing base-line data of beliefs and attitudes of
target audience.

Establish preliminary set of objectives and target audience.

Establish agency commitment and priorities.

Establish existing resources available (materials, time,
money, personnel, skills, use of equipment, etc.)

Establish sooperative networking possibilities.

2. Intermediate Planning

' Compile existing material for possible use or ideas for con-
cept development [from the State, Region, NHTSA, UM-
TRI (The University of. Michigan Transportation Research.
Institute), other States, other State agencies, etc.]

Who Coordinates

A

Refine objectives and target audience. 4r r

:4 tt.10t%CAL ii*:04740r-
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Task

Identify campaign planning group (in-house, main com-
mittee, subcommittee, ad agency, consultants, etc.)

Write a Request for Proposal (RFP) if you choose to use an
advertising agency (include campaign steps to follow.)

Read ptoposals.

Choose. contractor.

Refine campaign goal 'and specific objectives.

Refine target audiences.

Identify main media projects (PSAs, brochures, posters,
ads, etc.).

Identify small media products (leaflets, speeches, talk
show formats, etc.).

Identify campaign topics for each media product.

Contact distribution outlets (mass media, countermeasure
groups, intermediaires) for initial interest in cooperating
during distribution phase.during

Confirm selection of

Themes /appeals
Media delivery channels
Related campaign activities
Spokespersons
MeSsage content and organization

Campaign timing

Contact network resources for identifying and scheduling
related campaign activities.

Develop a year-round calendar of events with quarterly or
monthly strategies.

3. Final Planning _

Review all da , literature, and existing materials relevant
to the campaign topics, goals, and appeals.

Review, confirm, and revise decisions made in Intermedi-
ate section.

Conduct attitude focus groups on campaign concepts
which can help substantiate the hypothesis established
during earlier planning regarding themes, appeals, mes-
sage content, demographics, psychographics, profiles,
and the Ike.

Identify media preference for target audience/s,

Select media and/or media channels.
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Task

Conduct any additionsal audience research, base-line sur-
vey, or specific needs analysis.

Com; kid first concept development meeting. Include those
who !snow the specific target audience, communications/
P1&E experts, those from the key countermeasure group,
those groups assisting in distribution, those from the alco-
hol and health community, individuals responsible for
campaign activities, and others who are part of your net-
work system; (If too many individuals need to be involved,
you may want to do the meeting in stages with a smaller
number, then get suggestions and approval from the
others).

Reconsider the use of existing NHTSA o state materials
(localized to your target area).

Review budget and revise as needed.

Produce a campaign strategy report that outlines the plan-
ning, production, distribution, and evaluation costs, and
anticipated iinpact of the campaign.

Present the strategy'report to key individuals for their par-
ticipation and approval. Do not forget to include:

--Governor's Representative Office
--Federal Agency Staff
Drinkitig Driver Committee
Groups key to distribution
Media Advisory Committee
Other networking resourtvs

Draft scripts /rough out materials. A rough approximation
of the product should be created [story boards, sketches,
copy or animatics (a PSA done with still shots)].

Conduct a pre-test of key PI&E materials, Us selected
members of your target audience to see anim tcs of your
PSAs, listen to copy being read, read advert' ements, par-
ticipate in a pilot testing of training materi s and the like.

Complete script revisions.

Decide if another pre-test is needed in cases where sub-
stantial changes were made.

Secure final approval from key staff, groups, and network
resources.

Begin the production of all materials.

Establish check points with the contractor, ad agency, 'or
staff to maintain quality control, make "incourse cor?ec,
tions/revisions" as needed, and assure on-time delivery of
materials.

131
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Task Who Coordinate's.

4. Campaign Implementation

Appoint a campaignsoordinator.

Conduct a campaign implementation meeting to confirm
delivery of materials, °ordinate all aspects of the cam-
paign (PSA's, print, campaign related activities, help by
intermediaries, co ntermeastire group activity, and the
like).

'cat

Plan campaigri related activities.

Form Planning, Committee
Conduit Needs Assessment
Select :Puget Audience
Setect Prevention Activity
Determine Level of Effort for Activity
Select Location and Time for Activity
-:-j-Organize Publicity

Plan and coordinate campaign kick-off activities.

Locali ±e materials as needed. Tag PSA, print local names
on materials, and the like, as needed.

Conduct a state -wider workshop for campaign workers if
the activities of 'a large number of groups and individuals
need to bp coordinated. _

Distribute materials. ra.

Monitor the placement of materials and keep accurate re-
cords. Follow-up on the use of materials, so that next year
a more accurate number of copies can be produced and
delivered.

Maintain an /anecdotal record regarding the campaign im-
pact (news clippings, letters of thank you and apprecia:
tion, telephone calls, human interest stories, and the like.)

Provide technical assistance to field campaign dissemina-
tion personnel, as needed.

Establish check point contacts with field campaign staff.

, Send copies of key media pieces to the University of Michi-
gan Transportation Research Institute, Ann Arbor, Michi-

,,P. gan 48104.

5. Program Evaluation

Determine the type of evaluation:

An evaluation or pre-test of major. PI&E materials
', A, documentation of your agency's organizatiob and

management effort
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Task Who Coordinates

A documentation of community campaign activities, ef-
forts by all countermeasure groups, civic Imp inter-
mediaries; .activist groups, and other Fed: ral an State
_agencies

A documentation= of materials distribution, such as the
appearance of campaign materials on the air, print distri-
bution, and reports by media monitorlhg services

A target audience survey about their awareness of gen-
eral campaign issues, befie4, attitudes, and behavioral
intentions related to the original drinking driving goal .
and objectlyes stated in the .beginning. Although the
,ultimate measure of total project impact is the reduction
in the number and severity of traffic crashes caused by
drinking driven, it is known that PI campaigns alone are

4not at all likely to achieve this. Furthermore, determin-
ing how much the PI coriponent contributes to any suc-
cess can be nearly impossible if all countermfasures
operate together and there are no control groups. hifact,
even if PI countermeasures operate alone, their impact ?-
would be extremely difficult to evaluate in reliable, ob-
jective statistical terms. Impact evaluation, therefore, is
not usually appropriate for a single PI countermeasure I

alone. Instead it must usually be conducted for the o:Xr-
( all safety-campaign, Professional assistance from a uni-

versity or a public research/evaluation group is
recommended. ,

Effectiveness evaluation is actually a kind of impact eval-, ,..
uation.lt is possible to assess some of the effects of PI
countirtheasures and to evaluate the effectiveness of
such campaigns. One standard method of effectiveness
evaluation is to corRpare the results of a post-carrApaign
survey with those of the pre-campaign survekis

--,- method can measure changes in know edge, attitudes',
I \-'

----.. J and reported behavior. Include effectiveness evaluation
A in o r campaign design 4t will provide you with some,

in rmation on how successfully 'the PI campaign met
t objectives that were established in 'the-plan.--..,

_

Conduct post-campaign surveys, analyze data, and tabu-
. late all findings.

J.

Prepare a report on placement of materials in the media;

N

,

Prepare an inventory of money saved by being given,free . 1. .,

air time/spaciagssistaince in distribution cost printing, ,
and the like. Mt 1

*

P'repare a summary of anecdotal evidence regarding the
campaign impact. Include newspaper clippings, photo-
graphs, etc.

Relate campaign efforts toother attempts to deal with the
problem, othei highway safety efforts (speeding, speeding
and drinking, driving and drugs, and the like).

Suminarize contacts with other organizations and evi
dence on ,the results.
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Task
Who Coordinates

Prepare filial report.

Prepare a legislative package.

Prepare letters, awards, certificates of appreciation.

Distribute final report and legislative package.

a
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Appendix 1: Drunk Driving Public
Service Announcernerits

This guide is designed to accoinpaby ayideocassette of selected TV spots on drunk drivipg. These PSAs
(Public Service Announcements) exemplify a fairly wide range of themes and production techniques,
and the guide includes a listing of the spots under various categories for both of these characteristics.

The spots on the cassette are from a variety of sources e.g., Federal agencies, State agencies, a
business group, voluntary orgAnizations at the national and local, level, police units, and Alcohol Safety
Action Projects. Some of the spots are specific to particular locations, butenany are generic and thus can
be used igit any part of the country.

Several possible uses are suggested for the spots on the cassette:

1. Adapting a spot for local use. In cases where a particular spot is deemed appropriate for airing in your
city, county or State, it may be possible to add a local tag and use the remainder of the spot in its
entirety. In some instances it may be necespry to obtain approval for such use from the sponsor or
producer, but many spots (such as thosf produced by NHTSA) are in the public domain and
clearancetis not required. The kind of use suggested here involves minimal costoften only a few
dollars per print felt reproductionand makes it possible to redirect limited _funds into the produc-
tion of other materials not available elsewhere.

2. Using the sound track from TV spots as radio spots. In many cases it is possible to take the sound track
from a TV spot and use it as a radio spot, normally adding a newly-recorded tag to localize the
message source. Again, it may be necessary to obtain approval to do so, but where feasible this
procedure can result in a highzquality radio spot at far less than the cost of original production.

3. Reshooting existing spots. Some agencies may like the mesfige and format of a particular spot but feel
that some elements in it are not appropriate for their locality. Thus they may choose to produce a
new version of the spot, using their`own background or scenery, a local police car or uniform, and
the like. Substantial cost savings can be realized in that the creative and development stages of
production are eliminated. A production hotthe could easily estimate the cost of replicating the spot,
since they would have the exact shots, dialogue, actor movements, shot sequences, and the total
script.

4. Gaining ideas for new spots. Existing spots cqn be used to provide ideas for in-house staff or advertising
agencies in developing new PSAs. Reviewing existing spots makes it much easier to visualize
various kinds of treatments or formats. Producers of new materials may choose to combine or adapt
ideas from several different spots, 6r develop entirely different approaches from those used
freviOusly.

Television PSAg are often superior to other.media vehicles in approximating face-to-face contact and in
giving the audience a sense of participation, personal'access 'to issues and problems, and a sense of
reality. However, communicators who plan to rely heavily on PSAs for coverage should be aware of
limitations in their use PSAs are usually aired 9n a space-availably b sis; it is thus difficult, if not
impossible, to schedule exposure times and frequent exposure r toisp desired spot 'durations.
Stations often air PSAi,during time periods in which audiences arq minimal and advertising time
remains unsold. Highway safety messages 'milt compete with ifnan tither requests for the limited
amount of public service time available. Given the variety of factors hich reduce their reach and
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frequency of use, televised s should be regarded as only one part of a comprehensive4 public
information program. Otte kinds-of materials that can he directed to specific target audiences with

.greater control obviously should also be incluged.
-Le et.,

These and other spots on the vIdeocaskette are available for preview on a free loan basis from the Public
Communication 'Project, University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute, Ann Arbor, Michi-
gan 48109. A catalog of various-materials related to drunk kirivingAnd available for loanTV spots,
radio spots,,-scripts, print items, and research reportsmay be obtained from Ms. Ann Grimm at the
Institute. M alw4s, you areencouraged to send copies of your drunk driving public information
materials to the Institute so that others may benefit. The assistance of Ms. Grimm in assembling and
reviewing the spots onAe cassette is greatfully acknowledged.

When you preview the spotS on this cassette and wish to use some of them on the air, you may contact the producing
organization directlyfor any clearances which may be necessary. No clearance is needed for NHTSA produced PSAs

or for (J. ny non-profit, non-broadcast use of the other spots (e.g., in-house staff meetings, advisory committee

meetings, training sessions, meetings with ad rtising agencies and .other contractors, meetings with civic and
countermeasure groups, or for public displays

The television public service announces ents below are listed in order of 'their appearance on the
cassette. The legend for these entries is:

4
(SAMPLE)

"Badges"
:30 (1971')
ASAP
Charlotte, N.C.
I-ISRI No. 18978

1 "BADGES"
:30 (1971)
Alcohol Safety Action Project
Charlotte, North Carolina
11SRI No. 18012

2 "LONE RANGER"
:30 (1982)
New York Department of
Motor Vehicles
Albany, New York

3 "THE PARTY'S OVER: DRIVERS
LICENSES"
:30 (1980)
The Citizens of Oakland County
Information Service .

Oakland County, Michigan
IISRI No. 49394

4 "BAR SCENE"
:30 (1982)
New York Department of
Motor Vehicles
Albany, .New York

Number on the videotape and the PSA title
:1-Length and year produced
Producing organization
Place produced
Highway Safety Research Institute .Number

5 "GRAVEYARD"
:30 (1979)
St. Louis County Police
St, Louis, Missouri
HSRI No. 49396

6 "HITCHHIKER"
:30 (1972)
Project Crash
Waterbury, Vermont

7 /'TOO OFTEN ITS THE PEOPLE WHO
DON'T DRINK WHO GET SMASHED"
:30 (1979)
South Caplina Commission
on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
14,SRI Nt. 49082

8 "DRUNK DRIVING ARREST"
:30 (1982)
(Generic Version Available)
Western Insurance
Santa Ana, California
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9 "DRINK AND DRIVE, WHY RISK IT"
:30 (1980)
South Ca;olina' Commission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Columbia, South Carolina
HSRI No. 49399

10"D..W.. EYER"
:60 (1974)
Alcohol Safety Action4Project
San Antonio, Texas
HSRI No. 31091

11"DRINKING DRIVER TALKING
BLUES"
:60 (1974)
Alcohol Safety Action Project
Sioux City, Iowa.
HSRI No. 35440

12 "LICENSE"
:30 (1979)
Iowa Governor's Highway Safety
Office
Des Moines, Iowa
HSRI No. 39480

13"DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE"
:30 (19811).
Connecticut Department of
Transportation and Highway
Safety
Wethersfield, Connecticut
HSRI No 49400

14 "CLOCK"
:30 (1971)'
Alcohol .Safety Action Project
Charlotte, North Carolina
HSRI No. 18013

15 "SQUEEZE"
:45 (1971)
Alcohol Safety Action Project
Charlotte, North Carolina
HSRI No. 18014

16 "CAR"
:50 (1973)
Alcohol Safety Action Project
Denver, Colorado
HSRI No. 26513

17 "COULD THIS BE YOU?"
:30 (1971)
Alcohol Safety Action Project I
Portland, Oregon
HSRI No. 18646

(

18"YOUR LIFE MAY DEPEND ON HOW
MUCH SOMEBODY ELSE DRINKS"
:30 (1971)
Alcohol Safety Action Project
Portland, . Oregon
HSRI No. 18647

19 "ITEMS"
:60 (1971)
Alcohol Safety Action Project
Charlotte, Noith Carolina
HSRI No. 18016

20"DANGEROUS STREETS"
:30
Virginia Alcohol Safety Action
Project
Richmond, Virginia
HSRI No. 49266

21"ACCIDENT"
:60 (1972)
Alcohol Safety Action Project
Portland, Oregon
HSRI No. 18786

22"DRINKING AND DRIVING"
w/ W. Rockefeller
:30 (1978)
West Virginia Governor's Highway
Sdfety Administration
Wheeling, West Virginia
HSRI No. 39303

23 "CEMETERY"
:30 (1981)
Transport of Canada
Ottawa, canada
HSRI No. 49267

24"PLAN AHEAD"
:30 (1978)
American Automobile Association
Foundation fot Traffic Safety
Washington, D.C.
HSRI No. 49401

25"DRUGS AND DRIVING"
:30 ('1979)
South Carolina Commission on
Arco of and Drug Abuse
Col mbia, South Carolina
H I No. 49083
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26"AM/FM"
:30 (1978)
Pennsylvania Youth Traffic
Safety Council
HSRI No. 44334
HSRI No. 26344

27"ROADSIDE SURVEY"
:60 (1972) .

Alcohol Safety Action Project
Portland, Oregon
HSRI No. 18785

28'"POOL HALL"
:30 (1975)
AlcohokSafety Action Project
Los Angeles, California
HSRI No. 31411

29"ANTABUSE"
:60 (1972)
Alcohol Safety Action Project
Portland, Oregon
HSRI No. 18784

30"KNOW YOUF BAC: DON'T RUN
DOWN YOUR FRIENDS"
:60 (1974)
Alcohol Safety Action Project
Sioux City, Iowa
HSRI No.;1244

31 "BLINDERS"
:60
Kentucky Association of Insurance
Agents
Frankfort, Kentucky
HSRI No. 18242

32"SCREAM BLOODY MURDER"
:30 (1970)
National Safety council
Chicago, Illinois ."1

HSRI No. 26974

33"SURE MACK, SURE: COFFEE"
:60 (1971)r
American Automobile Association
Foundation for Traffic Safety
Washington, D.C.

34"TIME TO SOBER"
:60 (1975)
Canada Safety Council
Ottawa, Canada
HSRI No. 35208

0

3510F, HARDY"
:60 (1971)
NHTSA
Washington, D.C.
IISRI No. 18347

36"ANIMATION"
.:30 (1971)

Washington, D.C.
HSRI No. 18583

37"FREEVAY"
w/ Dana Andrews
:30 (1972)
IITSA
Washington, D.C.
HSRI No. 18586

38"DRUNK DRIVERS SOFTBALL"
:30 (1982.)
New Vrk Department of
,Moto Vehicles
Algany, New York

39 "FOSTER BROOKS_ "
:30 .(1979)
New York. State Department of
Motor Vehicles
Albany, New York
HSRI No. 39272

40"HENRY WINKLER"
:30 (1979)
New York State Department of
Motor Vehicles
Albany, -New York
,HSRI No. 39274 .

41"DON'T DISCOVER YOUR DRINKING
LIMITS BY ACCIDENT: WANNA BET
YOUR LIFE"
:30 (1980)
IoW'a Governor's Highway
Safety 0 fice
Des Moi , Iowa
HSRI. No. 490 0.

42 "TEST TRACK"
:30 (1982)'
Alcohol Safety Action Project
National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism
Rockville,,Moryland
HSRI No. 49402
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43"SATURDAY NIGHT"
:30 (1982)
National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Aleolmlisro
Rockville, Maryland
HSRI No. 49403 .'

.44 "HOLIDAYS"
:60 (1971) .

Alcohol. Safety Action Project
. Charlotte, North Carolina

HSRI No. 49265

45 "TIIREE WAYS TO KEEP A FRIENV
:30 (1981)
NHTSA.
Washington, D.C.
HSRI No 49404

46"FIRST A 'FRIEND, THEN A HOST"
:60 (1978)
American Automobile Association
Foundation for Traffic Safety,
Washington, D.C.
HSRI No. 38975

47"DRINK AND DRIVE, WHY RISK IT?"
:30 (1980)
South Carolina Commission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Columbia, South Carolinia
HSRI No. 49405

48"MORNING AFTER"
:30 (1975) -

/Clcohol Safety Action Project
Los An ales, California
IISRI No. 31409

49"pROBLEM DRINKER DRIVER"
:60 (1971)

0

Ifaussau Countyibt

" Mineola/New York
a" 0,SRI Flo. 180d52

50"FIR9'T A FRIEND, THEN, A HOST"
:30 (1977)
American 'Automobile Association
Foundation foi.Traffic Safety
Washington,-D.C.
HSRI No. 38973

/)

51 "VIGNETTES"
:3Q-c1977)
NHTSA:
Wa ingtore
H No. 73

00;

4 II,

,.`

I

52 "PAINTING CLASS"
:30 (1974).
NHTSA
Washington, D.C.
HSRI No. 31020

53"STAR FRIENDS/3
:30 (1979)
Washington, D.C..
HSRI No. 39315.

54 "FRANTIC FAMILY"
, :10 (1974)

NHTSA
Washingtot),
HSRI No. 31021

5571-1USBAND AND.WIFE"
.:60 (1977)
NHTSA
Washington, D.C.
HSRI No. 35274

56"MIME FRIENDS"
:30 (1980)
NHTS
Was hi ton, D.C.
HSRI No 49122

57",BRINGING DAD
:* (1978)

Washington, D.C.
HSRI No. 39148

58 "POKER"
:60 (1973)
NHTSA
Washington, D.-C.
HSRI No. 26966

HOME"

59"DRINKING/DRIVING DISCO"
:30X1979)
Washington, D,C.
HSRI No. 39221
Des Moines, Iowa

60 `BROTHER"
:60 (1973)
NHTSA
Washington, D.C.
HSRI No. 26967

61"SLEEP1N MAN"
:30 (1976)

Washington, D.C.
SRI- No. 35091
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62 "BARTENDER"
:30 (1975)
NHTSA. )

Washington, D.C.
HSRI No: 31268

63 "TEDDY"
:30 (1975)
NHTSA
Washington, D.C.
HSRI 'No. 31270

64"FRAN'S STORY"
:60 (1981)
NHTSA
Washington, D.C.
HSRI No. 49406

65 "FRIENDS"
:60 (1978)
NHTSA
Washington, D.C.
HSRI No. 49407

66"WRECKER"
:30 (1981)
Iowa Governor's Safety
Office
HSRI, No. 49385

I

67 "YEARBOOK"
:30 (1980)
Governor's Highway Safety Bureau
Boston, Massachusetts
'HSRI No. 49408

( 68"A LOSING PROPOSITION"
:30 (1980) -.
Tenn6see Highway Patrol
Nashville, T&Inessee
HSRI No..49409

69 "DEBBIE"
:30 (1979)
South Carolina Commission'on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Columbia, South Carolina
HS ,RI No. 39307

70"GRAVE: BEST FRIEND"
30 (1979)
South Carolina Cbiumission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Columbia, South Carolina
HSRI No. 39308

71"IT'S GONNA COST YOU A BUNDLE"
:60 (1979)
Ohio Department of Highway Safety
Columbus, Ohio
IISRI No. 44333

L.

72"IF YOU DRIVE AFTER DRINKING"
:60 (1979)
Canada Safety Council
Ottawa, Canada
HSRI No. 18158

73 "BEACH"
:30 (1973)
NHTSA
Washington, D.C.
HSRI No. 26461

74 "BACKYARD"
:30 (1973)
NHTSA
Washington, D.C.
HSRI No. 26458

75"NEVER MADE IT"
:30 (1981)
Iowa Governor's Highway Safety.
Office
Des Moines, Iowa,
HSRI No. 49256

76 "JAIL"
, :30 (1979)

Iowa Governor's Highway Safety
Office
Des Mciiiies, Iowa
HSRI No }49259

77 "RIDER"
:30 (1979)
Iowa Governor's Highway Safety
Office
Des Moines, Iowa
HSRI No. 49262'

78 "RIDER"
:10 (1979)
Iowa Governor's Highway Safety
Office
Des Moines, Iowa
HSRI No, 49263

.44

79 "KNOW WHEN TO-SAY WHEN"
:10 (1980)

.Idaho Depart4ent ofgansportation
Office of High3ray Safety
Boise, Idaho
!HSRI No. A9071
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80"DEBBIE (Film Version): TOO
QFTEN IT'S THE PEOPLE WHO DON'T
DRINK WHO GET SMASHED"
:30 (1979)
South Carolina Commission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Columbia, South Carolina
HSRI No. 39307

81 "JAIL"
:30 (1980)
South Carolina Commission on Alcohol
and Drug Abuse
Columbia, South Carolina
HSRI No. 49081

a

82"SIX THOUSAND DRINKING DRIVERS
WILL BE ARRESTED THIS YEAR IN
OKLAHOMA CITY"
:60 (1976)
Alcohol Safety Action Project
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
HSRI No. 39079

83"SLAMMER"
:30 (1981)
Wisconsin Department pf Tran, ortation
Madison, Wisconsin
HSRI No. 49410

1k

84"SAY WHEN"
:30 (1979)
Iowa Governor's Highway Safety Office
Des Moines, Iowa
HSRI No. 39481

85"BEER IS A DRUG"
:30 (1976) .

Project Crash
Waterbury, Vermont

86 "JOB
:60 (1972)
Project Crash
Waterbury, Vermont

87"LIMIT"
:60 (1974)
Project Crash
Waterbury, Vermont
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Appendix 2: Alcohol's Trip Through the Body

1. Mouth and Esophagus: Alcohol is an irritant to the delicifte linings of the throat and food pipe. It burns
as it goes down.

2. Stomach and Intestines: Alcohol has an irritating effeci on the stomach's protective liningoresulting in
gastric or duodenal ulcers. This condition, if it becomes acute, can cause peritonitis, or perforation of
the stomach wall.,In the,small intestine alcoh91 blocks absorption of such substances as thiamine,

s folk acid, fat, vitamin 1131, vitami B12, and, arriino acids.

3, Bloodstream: 95% of the alcohol talc minto the bodylg absorbed into the bloodstreams through the
lining of the stomach and duodenum. Once in the bloodstream, alcohol quickly goes to every cell
and tissue in the body. Alcohol causes red blood cells to clump together in thick wads, slowing
circulation and depriving tissues of oxygen. It also causes anemia by reducing red blood cell produc-
tion. Alcohol slows the ability of white cells to engulf and destroy bacteria and degenerates the
clotting ability of blood platelets.

4. Pancre : Alcohol irritates the cells of the pancreas, causing them to swell, thus blocking the flow of .t' digest et-enzymes. The chemicals, nable to enter the small intestine, begin to digest the pancreas,
leading to a ute hemorrhagic pancfeatitis. One out,offive patients who develop this disease dies
during the first ,attaok. Pancreatitis can destroy the pancreas and cause a _lack of insulin, -thus
resulting in diabetes.

5. Liver: Alcohol inflames the cells of the liver, causing them to swell and block the tiny canal to the
small intestines. This prevents the bile from being filtered properly through the liver. jaundice
develops, turning the whites of the eyes and skin yellow. Each drink of alcohol increases the number ...
of liver cells destroyed, eventually causing ci osis of the liver. This disease is eight times more
frequent among alcoholics' than among non -ale lies.

6. Heart: Alcohol causes inflammation of the heart muscle. It has a toxic effect on the heart and causes
increased amounts of fat to collect, thus disrupting its normal metabolism.

7. Urinary Bladder and Kidneys: Alcohol inflames the lining of the urinary bladder,(making it unable to
stretch properly. In the kidneys alcohol causes increased loss of fluids through its irritating effect.

8. Sex Glands: Swelling of the prostrate gland gaused by alcohol interferes with the ability of the male to f
perform sexually. It also interferes with the ability to climax during intercourse.

.9. Brain: The most dramatic and noticed effect of alcohol is on the brain. It depresses brain centers,
progressively producing incoordination, confusion, disorientation, stupor, anesthesia, coma, death.
Alcohol kills brain cell's, and brain damage is permanent. Drinking over aperiod of time causes loss
of memory, judgement, and learning ability.

4111
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Nppendix 3: Reconstructiosn of ATti Alcohol-Re Jated Crash

If

This is the slow-motion, splittsecond rec4n.struction f what happens when a car, traveling 55 mph,
crashes into a solid, immovableetree:

One-Tenth of a Second

The front bumper and chrofne "frosting" of the grill work collapse. Slivers of steel penetrate the tree to a

depth of one and one-half inches of more.

Two-Tenths of a Second
r'

The hood crumbles as it rises, smashing into the windshield. Spinning rear wheels leave the ground.
The front fenders come into contact with the tree, forcing the rear parts out over the.front door, The
heavy structural members of the car begin to act as a brake on the terrific forward momentum of the
two-and-a-half ton car. But the driver's body continues to move forward at the vehicle's original speed
(20 times normal force of gravity, his body weight is 3,200 pounds). His legs,. ramrod straight, snap at
the knee joints.

Three-Tenths of a Second

r

The driver'sbody is now off the seat, torso upright, broken knees pressing against the dashboard. The

plastic and of the steering wheel begins to bend under his terrible death grip. His head is
now near the n visor, his chest above the steering column.

Four-Tehths of a-Second

The car's front 24 inches have been demolished, but: the rear end is still traveling at an estimated speed
of 35 mph. The body of the driver is still traveling 55 mph. The rear end of the car, like a bucking horse,
rises high enough to scrape bark off low branches.

Five-Tenths of a Second

The driver's fear-frozen hands bend the steering column into an almost vertical position. The force of

gravity impalesqhim on the steering shaft. Jagged steel punctures-lung and intercostal arteries. Blood

spurts into his lungs.

Six-Tenths of a Sectd
.

The driver's feet are ripped from his tightly-laced shoes. The larake pedal shears off at the floor boards.
The chasis bends in the middle, shearing body bolts. The driver's head smashes into the windshield.
The year of the car begihs its downward fall, spinning wheels digging into the ground. \,*

Sever-Tenths of a Second

The entire writhing body of the car is forced out of shape. Hinges tear, doors sing open. In one last
convulsion, the seat rams forNard, pinning the driver against the cruel steel of the steering shaft. Blood

leaps from his mouth, shocklhps frozen his heart. The driver is now detad!

Elapsed time: Only seven-tenths of a second.
«144
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7- appendix 4: Drunk Driving Organizations

Alliance Against Intoxicated Motorists
(AAIM)
P. a Box 10716
(:hicago, Illinois 60610

12) 441 -6313. .

American Association to Prevent Drunk
Driving
18747 Sherman Way, Suite 202
Reseda, California 91335

American Automobile Association
8111 Gatehouse Road
Falls Church, Virginia 22047
(703) 222-6000

American Driver and 'Traffic Safety
Education Association (ADTSEA)
123 N. Pitt Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
(703) 836:4748 -

American Insurance- Association
85 John Street
New York, New York 10038
(212) 669-0400

BACCHUSBoost Alcohol Consciousness
Concerning the Health of University
Students
124 Tigert Hall
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32611
(904) 392-1261

CB Radio Coalition Against Drunk Driving
P. 0. Box 115
Northbrook, Illinois 60062
(312) 291-0922

Christians Against Drunk Drivers (CADD)
H. V. Nicholson
1639 Locust Street
'asadena, California 91106

145

Citizens for Safe Drivers
Mr. Ken Nathansen
P. 0. Box 42018
Washington, D.C. 20015
(202) 469-6588

Dealers Against Drunk Drivers (DADD)
3101 Automobile Boulevard
Silver Spring, MD 20904
(301) 890-6000

Defensive Tips in The War Against Drunk
Drivers
P. 0. Box 6033
Concord, California 945 1033
(415) 689-0159

Distilled Spirits Counci of the U.S.
(DISCUS)
1.250 Eye Street, N.W. #900
Washington, D.C. 20005.
.(202) 628-3544

The Division of Motor Vehicle Safety
Program Coordination .

New York State Department of Motor
Vehicles
875 Central Avenue 0
Albany, New York 12228

Highway Users Federation
1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 857-1200

Ms. Charlotte Kitowski
50 Arnoldale Road
West Hartford, Cdnnecticut 06119
(203) 525=1107

Mother's Against Drunk Drivers
(MADD) Headquarters
Ms. Candy Lightner
669 Airport Freeway, Suite 310
Hurst, Texas 76053
(817) 268-6233
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National Association ofWomen Highway
Safety Leaders, Inc.
7206 Robin Drive
Upper Marlboro, Maryland
(301) 86§-7583

National Automobile Dealers'
Association (NADA)
8400 West ark Drive
McLean, Virginia 22102

National Clearinghouse for Alcohol
Information
P. 0. Box 2345
Rockville, Maryland 20852
(301) 468-2600 Se.

National Commission Against Drunk
Driving
(Formerly the Presidential Commission on

link Driving).
1705 De Sales St., N.W.
Washington, DAC.
(202) 293-2270

National Council on Alcoholism
73 Third Avenue, Suite 1405
Now Yori New York 10017
(212) 98611#33

National Institute on Alcohol Abitse and
Alcoholism
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20857
(301)'443-3860

National Safety Coiincil (NSC)
(and your State NISC)
444 Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611
( i12) 527-4800

'40)The National Students Against Driving
Drunk (SAW) Foundation I
Mr. Robert Anastas
Box 1251
York Beach, Massachusetts 03910
.(617) 481-3568

Prevent Alcohol-Related Killings Today
(PARK-IT)
Ms. Martha Ferger, Coordinator
10 Union Street
Dryden, New York 13053
(607) 256-3815

1
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PARK-IT I,

Ms. Fran Helmstadter
10 Union Street
Dryden, New York 13053
(607) 272-3914 (Home)
(607) 256-3815 (Office)

REACT International, Inc.
3653 Woodhead Drive
Northbrook, Illinois 60062
(312) 291-0922

Remove Intoxicated Drivers (RID-USA)
Ms. Doris Aiken, President
P. 0. Box 520
Schenectady, New York 12301
(518) 372-0034.

The University of Michigan
Transportation Research Institute
Ann Arbor, Michigan Ii8109
(313) 764-2181

Vit
U.S. Brewers Association, Inc.
1750 K Street, N.W.
Washingtop, D.C. 20006
(202) 466-2400

U.S. Department of Transportation
Office of Alcohol CountermeaSures NTS-
21 -

400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590
(202) 426-9581

Youth's Highway Safety Advisory
Committee
do U.S. Department of Transportation
Office of Alcohol Countermeasures
400 Seventh Street, S.W., Room 5130
Washington, D.C. 20590
(202) 426-9581

Other groups and ad hoc committees which
have formed around the country have some
of the following names. You may want to
check to see if any are organized in your
community.

AIDAlternatives to Impaired Driving

AL-LIRT--Alcohol-Learning, Interven-
tion, Recovery, and Treatment

do. BABESBeginning Alcohol and Addic-
tions Basic Education Studies
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BADDBabsysitters Againe§t Drunk
Drivers, -

BADD--Bartenders Against Drunk
Drivers

BADD-Z-Boys gainst Drunk Drivers

BADDBusinesses Against Drunk
Drivers -

CARD-USColnmittee for Alcohol-Relat-
ed Discipline Among University Students

CARMCurb Alcohol-Related Motoiists

CATCoping with Alcohol and Tobacco

DAMMDrinkers Against MADD
Mothers

DEEDDUI Enforcement and Education
Program

DOCDoctors Ought to Care

Drive-a-Teen Emergency Services

ENDDEnd Drunk l3riving

FATEFour-H Alcohol Teen Education

FOCUSFriends Observin. g Chemical Us-
ing Students

GLADDGood Laws Against Drunk
-Drivers ,

J

wt

fi

PACEPievent Alcoholism Through
Community Education

PADDParents Against Drunk Driving

PADDPhysicians Against Drunk
Drivers L.

PANDAAParents' Association to Neu-
tralize 'Dry and Alcohol Abuge

PUSHPrevention Using Student

RIDEReduce Impaired Driving
where_

Help

Every-

4

RIDERegional Intoxicated Driver En-
forcement

SOBERSlow on the Bottle; Enjoy the
Road

SOK ITSave Our Kids It's Time

'-.

Student Organization for Alcohol
AwareneSs

SUDSStudents Understanding Drinking
Sensibly ,

TAAPTothl Alcohol Awareness Program,

t TADD--Truckers, Against Drunk Drivers

TIDE-2---Turn in Drunk Drivers Everyone

e."
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Accidents, ak4ol-related I

Accident, offender, victim messages 63-68
Acronyms for programs 12

istrativeAdm revocation 77
Alc ol effects ts-11 driving messages 26-33

Alc hol in other accidents 13

Alcohol's Trip Through the Body 143
Appreciation and Program Success Messages 111-112

Bar/restaurant policies 40
Blitz enforcement strategies 21

Citizen activist groups 60
City council pohcies 53
Criminal' vs.yictim strategies 65
Community messages 34-62
Corporate/(internal) communications 47

COrporate policies 39
Curfews 97

Dram Shop Laws 48
Drinkingiptirchase age issues 78

Dry driver 109 ,

Education and rehabilitation menages 110-111

Enforcement messages 16-25
Equivalence of beer, wine, liquor 11

Evaluation of PI&E program 132

Fear/humiliation of arrest 68-71

Fines and sanctions 72-88
Foreign country sanctions 73
Free ride prOgrams 50

r

Gsneral information messages 1-15

Guilty reactions 10

Humiliatidn of the arrest messages 68-71

Impairment signs -81

Implementation planning 131

Incentive programs (enforcement) 24.

Intervention messages 103-108_

INDEX

Know your limit scales 28

Making a Trooper Cry 67
Management planning checklist 129-03
Media channels 115-121
Military statistics 8

Military strategies and policies
Myths about getting sober 26

Names in newspaper 69

,Organizations (against drunk driving) 145

ti

net

() .S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, 1985,-461-R113/10249

4

Parent and youth messages 89-102
Party planning guide 43
Planning chef klist 129-133
Prom night 100
Public service annpuncements 135-141

Raising the drinking age 78
Reason for youth crashes 92
Reconstruction of An Alcohol-Related Crash 144

Report a drunk programs 51

Risk of crash 4

Safe home programs 96
,Safe transport agreements 89
Sanctions and costs messages 72-88
Self monitoring and planning messages 108

Siggificant others 106
Sobriety check-points 19
Spokespersons 127-128

Taget audiences 113-114
Teenage curfews 97
There but for the grace of God go I 10

Types of drinking drivers 7 s

Visual detection cues 18

Watch times for police 18

Year-around program 16
Young adult statistics 5
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